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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction: The Santa Clara County I-680 Corridor Study has been initiated by VTA through a
partnership with Caltrans to develop a strategic plan for I-680 in Santa Clara County. The 10-mile
corridor extends from the US 101/ I-280 interchange through San Jose and Milpitas to the Alameda
County limits near Scott Creek Road. The I-680 Corridor is an important north-south corridor
connecting Alameda and Santa Clara counties, serving as a major commute route as well as being
an interstate route connecting the South Bay Area to the rest of the Bay Area.
Goals: This study was undertaken to provide VTA, Caltrans, and local stakeholder agencies with a
broad range of potential improvements for consideration and evaluation to support the goals and
objectives established for the Study. The goals include improving geometrics, traffic operations and
safety for all modes of travel, enhancing connectivity of local roadways and accessibility to transit
facilities, upgrading bicycle and pedestrian access, supporting the economy, protecting and
enhancing the environment, and other objectives consistent with local, State and federal policies.
Stakeholders and Public Outreach: The key stakeholders in this study are VTA, Caltrans, the
County of Santa Clara, the City of Milpitas and the City of San Jose. Meetings were held
periodically among the stakeholders to inform and guide the Study. A public outreach program was
conducted, including publicity in multiple languages within the local communities, an open house
held on September 10, 2015 and a very successful map-based online interface that generated over
600 contributions from the public.
Assessment of Existing Traffic Operations and Needs for Improvement: I-680 carries heavy
peak hour commuter traffic from residences in southeastern San Jose and Milpitas, and from
Alameda County to the north, to Silicon Valley jobs in North San Jose and other cities of
northwestern Santa Clara County. I-680 was constructed in the 1970s and the freeway has not
been upgraded significantly to accommodate the increased demand. Today, the I-680 mainline is
heavily congested and many of the interchanges are outdated for the current traffic demands.
Existing traffic operations were assessed along
I-680 and at the eleven interchanges within the
corridor. Existing levels of service along the
freeway corridor are LOS F in the northbound
direction during the AM peak period from
Capitol Expressway to McKee Road, and in the
southbound direction for the PM peak period
from Calaveras Boulevard to Berryessa Road
and from McKee Road to Alum Rock Avenue.
Travel times along I-680 between King Road
and Scott Creek Road are 18 minutes in the
northbound direction during the AM peak and
25 minutes in the southbound direction during
the PM peak hour compared to a free flow
travel time of 12 minutes.

I-680 / McKee Road Interchange (Looking North)

Traffic bottlenecks occur on Northbound I-680 in the AM peak hour due to high on-ramp volumes,
interchange spacing, and short merging distances at Capitol Expressway and Alum Rock Avenue.
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During the PM peak hour in the southbound direction, bottlenecks and intermittent slowing occur
between the Berryessa Road and McKee Road interchanges, causing a queue which extends to
the Jacklin Road off-ramp. Excessive ramp queuing occurs in the northbound direction where
ramps are over capacity at Capitol Expressway and Montague Expressway and in the southbound
direction, at the Calaveras Road and Berryessa Road interchanges.
In regards to local streets crossing the corridor, significant congestion occurs at the freeway
interchange locations with peak period queuing due to limited ramp and freeway capacity,
particularly at Montague Expressway and Capitol Expressway. The I-680 freeway also restricts
bicycle and pedestrian connectivity across the corridor in the east-west direction with three
locations along the 10-mile corridor where the gaps between bike/ped crossings of the freeway
exceed ¾ miles. Most of the interchanges include high-speed slip ramps connecting to on-ramps
and off-ramps and sidewalk and bike lane configurations through the interchanges are not
consistent with current standards.
Environmental Assessment: To understand environmental constraints and risks associated with
potential improvements, a limited environmental assessment was conducted as part of this Study. The
assessment focuses on land use and demographics, cultural resources (prehistoric and historic),
hazardous material sources and releases, hydrology and flooding impacts, and biological resource
environmental issues. It concluded that there are no environmental issues present within the I-680
Corridor study area that pose a significant constraint to potential improvements. Depending upon the
magnitude of the improvements proposed, it is likely to be eligible for a Categorical
Exemption/Categorical Exclusion (CE-CE) with appropriate technical studies, or an Initial
Study/Environmental Assessment (IS/EA) to satisfy the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), respectively.
Development and Evaluation of Potential Improvements: In consideration of the traffic
assessment and needs, potential improvements were developed and described by location and
ID#, with conceptual exhibits to illustrate typical key features. The improvements were categorized
in three groups: highway improvements, local street and multi-modal improvements, and bicycle
pedestrian improvements.
These potential improvements were ranked into three tiers based upon measures of effectiveness
derived from the goals and objectives of the Study. The evaluation factors include Mobility Effects
(reduction in person-hours of delay and decreased travel time), Promotion of Multiple
Transportation Modes, Environmental and Socio-Economic Effects, Cost-effectiveness and
Affordability, and Relative Transportation System Benefit (including benefits to the overall
transportation system and public input.)
In the Highway Improvement category, the top ranking potential improvements include projects like
the following:



Add a northbound HOV lane or Express Lane from US 101 to the Alameda County line
in the median of I-680 and a southbound HOV lane or Express Lane from Calaveras /
Route 237 to US 101 in the median of I-680.
Convert one general purpose lane to Express Lane both northbound and southbound
between US 101 and Calaveras / Route 237 (projects already identified in VTP 2040)
pending federal legislation to allow conversion.
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Construct Direct Connectors From Southbound HOV or Express Lanes On I-680 To
Westbound Montague and From Eastbound Montague To Southbound HOV or Express
Lanes On I-680.
Construct an Express Bus Station in the
Median of I-680 to Connect Buses
Using HOV or Express Lanes with Santa
Clara Alum Rock Bus Rapid Transit
Station at 34th Street Via Alum Rock
Sidewalk

The Local Street and Interchange Multi-Modal
Improvements category includes local street and
interchange improvements as well as roadway
geometric modifications that include bicycle or
pedestrian upgrades. The top-ranked projects in
this group were:








I-680 / Montague Expressway Interchange (Looking North)

Widen the Mabury Road Overcrossing and Approaches To Provide 4 Lanes, 2
Sidewalks and Class II or Enhanced Bike Lanes
Widen the Berryessa Road Overcrossing and Approaches To Provide 6 Lanes, 2
Sidewalks and Class II or Enhanced Bike Lanes
Widen the Montague Expressway / Landess Avenue Overcrossing and Approaches To
Provide 6 Lanes, 2 Sidewalks and Class II or Enhanced Bike Lanes
Converting Full Cloverleaf Interchanges at Montague Expressway / Landess Avenue, at
Route 237 / Calaveras Road, and at McKee Road (3 separate projects) to Partial
Cloverleaf Interchanges
Modify the Hostetter Road Interchange to “Square-Up" the Ramp Intersections
Add a Bus Pullout on WB Calaveras Road East of I-680
Construct a 2-Lane Overcrossing and Street Connecting Mather Drive and Mueller
Avenue Across I-680

Potential Bicycle and Pedestrian improvements in off-street locations or where no geometric
changes for motorized vehicles are involved form a separate category. Some top ranking projects
in this category include:








Improve the Madden Avenue Pedestrian Overcrossing for Bikes and Pedestrians with
Delineation of Class II Lanes and Signage on Approaches
Upgrade Berryessa Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Signing and Striping
Upgrade Montague Expressway / Landess Avenue Bicycle and Pedestrian Striping and
Add Flashing Beacons
Delineate Capitol Expressway Class II or Enhanced Bike Lanes Through Interchange
and Crosswalks at All Ramps and Add Flashing Beacons
Upgrade Calaveras Road / Route 237 Bicycle and Pedestrian Signing and Striping and
Add Flashing Beacons
Upgrade McKee Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Striping and Add Flashing Beacons
Improve the Trimble / Capewood POC for Bikes and Pedestrians with Delineation and
Signage
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The Study also includes an inventory of existing noise barriers, a discussion of the process for
prioritization and funding of projects constructing only noise abatement barriers, and identification of
potential additional noise barriers along the corridor. Transit facilities, including the existing Capitol
LRT system and the BART Berryessa Extension and Santa Clara Alum Rock Bus Rapid Transit
projects under construction are also discussed in the context of improving accessibility to these
facilities for all other modes of transportation.
Recommendations: This I-680 Corridor Study is intended as a strategic plan to improve traffic
operations, enhance accessibility, safety and connectivity along and across the freeway corridor. It
identifies a wide variety of potential improvements in a broad overview with general consideration of
their benefits and costs. Potential improvements were evaluated and ranked into tiers to highlight
the more beneficial improvements based upon the evaluation factors and preliminary information
available for this Study. Using this information, it is recommended that these top ranked
improvements be included in local and regional transportation plans for further study leading to
programming, funding and implementation. While potential improvements were evaluated and
ranked into tiers, as additional information becomes available, there is also potential that a project
in any of the tiers may prove to be a top candidate for funding.
In addition to evaluating and ranking the improvements, the Study includes recommendations of
near-term actions and strategies to advance for project implementation:





Continue Project Development for Funding the I-680 Montague Expressway Interchange
Study Options to Improve the I-680 Capitol Expressway Interchange
Prioritize Funding for Multi-Modal Interchange Improvements at Key Bicycle Routes
Create a Package of Relatively Low Cost Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements

Similarly, over longer term horizons up to ten or fifteen years in the future, recommended actions
that set the stage for work on larger projects include:




Promote and Expand Express Lanes on I-680
Maintain the Opportunity for Direct Connectors Between Managed Lanes at I-680 /
Montague Expressway
Develop Funding for Reconstruction of Full-Cloverleaf Interchanges

These potential improvements and recommended actions should serve to initiate improvement
strategies that will serve I-680 Corridor users well in the future.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION
2.1

Background

The Santa Clara County I-680 Corridor Study has been initiated by VTA through a partnership with
Caltrans to develop a strategic plan for I-680 in Santa Clara County. The I-680 Corridor is an
important north-south corridor connecting Alameda and Santa Clara counties, serving as a major
commute route as well as being an interstate route connecting the South Bay Area to the rest of the
Bay Area and beyond. The corridor study extends about 10 miles from the US 101 / I-280
interchange through San Jose and Milpitas to the Alameda County limits near Scott Creek Road. I680 has eleven major interchanges in the study corridor (See Figure 2-1).
I-680 was established in 1955 when the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads approved urban routes of the
Interstate Highway System including a loop around the San Francisco Bay. Today, I-680 is an 8lane freeway from its south end at US 101 to just south of Route 237/Calaveras Boulevard. From
Route 237/Calaveras Boulevard to the north limit of the corridor study, I-680 is a 7-lane freeway,
including a southbound high-occupancy toll (HOT or Express) lane opened in September in 2010
between Route 84 in Alameda County and Route 237. The addition of a northbound Express lane
on I-680 north of Route 237 has been cleared environmentally and awaits funding. In addition, a
project that constructed ramp meters along I-680 in the corridor study segment was completed in
2014 and the ramp meters have recently been activated.
2.2

Goals of Study

This study was undertaken to provide VTA and Caltrans with a broad range of potential
improvements for consideration along the Santa Clara County I-680 Corridor. The intent of the
study is to identify and evaluate a range of possible transportation-related improvement projects
along the corridor that support the goals and objectives of local, regional, and State agencies, and
supplemented by the specific goals of Caltrans’ Grant, including the following:
 Improve geometrics supporting multiple modes of travel.
 Improve traffic operations and enhance safety and security.
 Enhance accessibility and connectivity to existing transit facilities.
 Improve bicycle/pedestrian access and improve bicycle/pedestrian safety.
 Promote connectivity of local roadways.
 Promote continuity of transportation system elements.
 Promote effective community partnering.
 Preserve, enhance and maintain the existing transportation system
 Support the economic vitality and community values.
 Preserve and enhance the environment.
The range of possible improvement projects includes, but is not limited to, highway improvements,
multimodal connectivity and accessibility, noise abatement, visual enhancements, and
bicycle/pedestrian connectivity and accessibility. This work is to be conducted through a
collaborative effort with local, State and regional stakeholders. The improvement projects are to be
consistent with established VTA policies and in accordance with Caltrans' requirements, policies,
procedures and standards including compliance with Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
requirements.
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Figure 2-1
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2.3

Existing Facilities and Current Conditions

Interstate 680 has eleven interchanges in the study corridor. These cross streets are described
briefly below (listed from North to South) and shown in Figure 2-1.
Jacklin Road is a four lane minor arterial street in the City of Milpitas with sidewalks in both
directions.
Calaveras Boulevard (SR 237) is six lane principal arterial and regional route that is part of
the State Highway System west of I-680 and a city street to the east. This road is also a
designated truck route.
Montague Expressway has four lanes in the eastbound direction and three lanes in the
westbound direction. It is a County of Santa Clara Expressway west of I-680. To the east, it
becomes Landess Avenue, a minor City of Milpitas arterial with two travel lanes in each
direction.
North Capitol Avenue is a six lane principal arterial that parallels I-680 for much of the
study area in both Milpitas and San Jose.
Hostetter Road is a six lane major arterial road at the I-680 interchange and a four lane
collector to the east operated by the City of San Jose.
Berryessa Road is a five lane principal arterial west of I-680 and a five lane minor collector
to the east in the City of San Jose. At the interchange it is four lanes wide.
McKee Road is a principal arterial with five lanes west and six lanes east of I-680 owned by
the City of San Jose.
Alum Rock Avenue is a four lane San Jose principal arterial. This road is also a
designated truck route.
Capitol Expressway is a County Expressway that begins just west of I-680. It has four
travel lanes in each direction, one of which is an HOV lane.
South Jackson Avenue is a four lane City of San Jose collector street west of I-680.
South King Road is a four lane City of San Jose collector street.
2.4

Needs for Improvement

In Santa Clara County, existing land use south and east of the I-680 Corridor is predominantly
residential, consisting largely of single family and low-density multi-family development. The
majority of these residents work in areas north and west of the corridor, including the hi-tech Silicon
Valley areas of North San Jose, Santa Clara, Sunnyvale and the Peninsula, as well as in downtown
San Jose. This land use development has created commute patterns that are predominately
outbound in the morning from residences in southern and eastern San Jose and Milpitas to jobs in
areas to the north and west. And in the evening, the major commute is in the opposite direction. In
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addition to the Santa Clara County commute pattern, the technology jobs of Silicon Valley attract
residents of Alameda County, Contra Costa County and other areas north and east. These
commuters also use the I-680 segments north of Hostetter Road to travel southbound in the
morning to their jobs, and to return home northbound in the evening.
I-680 was constructed in the 1970’s when
surrounding development was sparse, and over the
years since then, the freeway has not been
upgraded significantly. Today, the mainline is
heavily congested and many of the interchanges are
outdated for the current traffic demands. Four of the
major interchanges are full cloverleaf interchanges,
which were effective for relatively light volumes
when they were constructed. Today these
configurations break down under the increased
volumes as short weaves between loops on the
collector-distributor roads trigger long queues for
both on-ramps and off-ramps during peak commute
hours.
Existing levels of service along the freeway corridor
in the northbound direction during the AM peak
period are LOS F from Capitol Expressway to Alum
Rock Avenue and from Alum Rock Avenue to
McKee Road. Additionally, the segment between
McKee Road and Berryessa Road operates at a
LOS E.
In the southbound direction for the PM peak period,
a majority of the study area, between Calaveras
Boulevard and Berryessa Road, as well as between
McKee Road and Alum Rock Avenue, is operating
I-680 South of Jackson Avenue (Looking North)
at LOS F. I-680 is also operating at or near capacity
from Capitol Expressway to King Road in the
southbound direction during the AM peak period likely due to downstream congestion on I-280.
Travel time along I-680 between King Road and Scott Creek Road in the northbound direction
during the AM peak, 7:45 AM to 8:15 AM, is approximately 18 minutes compared to a free flow
travel time of 12 minutes. In the southbound direction between 5:30 PM and 5:45 PM, it takes 25
minutes to travel the project corridor, more than twice the 12 minutes it takes during free flow
conditions.
Visual observations of operating conditions and travel time run data indicate mainline bottlenecks
on northbound I-680 during the AM peak hour. A compound bottleneck was observed on
northbound I-680 at the Capitol Expressway on-ramp and the Alum Rock on-ramp due to high onramp volumes (up to 2,600 vehicles from the two on-ramps) and short merging distances for the
Capitol Expressway and Alum Rock Avenue on-ramps.
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Intermittent slowing also occurs on northbound I-680 between the Alum Rock Avenue and McKee
Road interchanges largely due to the high on-ramp traffic volumes at the McKee Road on-ramp
(approximately 1,230 vehicles.)
During the PM peak hour in the southbound direction, bottlenecks and intermittent slowing also
occur on southbound I-680 between the Berryessa Road and McKee Road interchanges,
congestion causes a queue which extends to the Jacklin Road off-ramp. This bottleneck is
influenced by high mainline traffic volumes (up to 1,900 vehicles per hour per lane) triggering an
overload of the right lane between the Berryessa Road on-ramp and at the McKee Road off-ramp.
High on-ramp volumes at Montague Expressway
and Capitol Avenue contribute to the congestion.
Intermittent slowing was observed during the PM
peak between the McKee Road on-ramp and Capitol
Expressway off-ramp due to lane overloading on the
outside lane, which results in short-lived and
sporadic congestion.
Excessive ramp queuing was observed during the
AM peak in the northbound direction where ramps
are over capacity at Capitol Expressway and
Montague Expressway. In the southbound direction,
on-ramp queuing during the PM peak was observed
at the Calaveras Road, Montague Expressway and
Berryessa Road interchanges.
In regards to local streets crossing the corridor,
significant congestion occurs at the freeway
interchange locations with peak period queuing due
to limited ramp and freeway capacity, particularly at
Montague Expressway and at Capitol Expressway.
At other local streets crossing the corridor there is
congestion at the ramp intersections, but the streets
operate acceptably beyond the I-680 corridor.
The I-680 freeway also constrains bicycle and
I-680 / Mabury Road Overcrossing (Looking North)
pedestrian connectivity across the corridor in the
east-west direction. Most of the interchanges include high-speed slip ramps connecting to onramps and off-ramps and sidewalk and bike lane configurations through the interchanges are not up
to current standards.
There are three vehicular overcrossings at Yosemite Drive, Trade Zone/Cropley and Mabury Road,
three pedestrian overcrossings at Trimble/Capewood, Madden Avenue and Sunset Avenue and a
trail undercrossing at Upper Penitencia Creek. With these limited crossings there are three
locations in the 10-mile corridor where the gaps between across barrier connections of the freeway
exceed ¾ miles, from McKee Road to Mabury Road, from Berryessa Road to Hostetter Road, and
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from Route 237/Calaveras Road to Jacklin Road. More frequently spaced bicycle and pedestrian
connectivity across the corridor is an important need.
2.5

Stakeholders and Public Outreach

The stakeholders in this study are Caltrans, VTA, the County of Santa Clara, the City of Milpitas
and the City of San Jose. Stakeholder’s meetings were held on January 8, 2015, April 28, 2015,
August 31, 2015, and November 3, 2015.
A public open house workshop was held on September 10, 2015 at the Berryessa Community
Center. Mailers were sent to residents in advance in seven languages. Display boards, showing
existing conditions, project limits, and types of improvements considered were presented and
discussed with members of the public.
The project supplemented the public workshop with an interactive online survey which served as an
avenue for members of the community who were unable to attend the public workshop. The
website was hosted for one month, from August 24, 2015 to September 24, 2015, and received
overwhelming input from the public.
The public outreach process yielded several important conclusions which helped define the most
impacted areas and the types of improvements desired. Figure 2-2 below demonstrates input
received from the public through the online survey by improvement location and mode.
TYPES OF PUBLIC INPUT BY LOCATION

Figure 2-2
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Additionally during the online survey, users were prompted to respond to the survey question:
“Would you like to see the HOV/Express Lanes Extended into Santa Clara County?” to which 59%
of respondents were in favor.
A more detailed description of the public outreach process, public comments and conclusions can
be found in Appendix C.
The results from the public input were used to expand and develop the list of potential
improvements. During the evaluation phase, projects which addressed concerns identified as part
of the public outreach process received higher scores under the “Relative Transportation System
Benefit” category.
2.6

Data Collection

Extensive agency outreach was performed to gain insight from local agency staff regarding prior
studies and previously identified improvements. All of these documents and resources are
summarized in a Data Collection “Bibliography” included in the Appendix A.

I-680 / I-280 / US 101 Branch Connectors
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3.0

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS ASSESSMENT
3.1

EXISTING FACILITIES
3.1.1

Interstate 680

Interstate 680 is a divided limited access freeway running north to south. It is six (6) lanes
wide (3 northbound and 3 southbound lanes) at the north end of the study area with an
additional southbound express lane from the county line to East Calaveras Boulevard.
Beyond that point, it widens to eight (8) general purpose lanes (4 lanes in each direction).
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) ranges from 205,000 near the south end of the corridor
to 122,000 in the north as shown in Table 3-1.
Auxiliary lanes exist throughout the study corridor and are present in the following locations:
Northbound
 King Road Capitol Expressway
 Alum Rock to McKee Road
 Berryessa Road to Hostetter Road
 East Calaveras Boulevard to Jacklin Road
Southbound
 Scott Creek Road to Jacklin Road
 Jacklin Road to East Calaveras Boulevard
 Hostetter Road to Berryessa Road
 McKee Road to Alum Rock Avenue
 Capitol Expressway to King Road
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TABLE 3-1: I-680 AADT VOLUMES BOTH DIRECTIONS
I-680 Segment
(From/To)

2011

2012*

AADT

AADT

King Road

S. Jackson
Avenue

216,000

205,000

S. Jackson Avenue

Capitol
Expressway

193,000

183,000

Capitol Expressway

Alum Rock
Avenue

165,000

154,000

Alum Rock Avenue

McKee Road

182,000

177,000

McKee Road

Berryessa Road

172,000

165,000

Berryessa Road

Hostetter Road

167,000

164,000

Hostetter Road

Capitol Avenue

144,000

142,000

Capitol Avenue

Montague
Expressway

146,000

145,000

Montague
Expressway

Calaveras
Boulevard / SR
237

136,000

138,000

Calaveras
Boulevard / SR 237

Jacklin Road

127,000

130,000

Jacklin Road

Scott Creek Road

119,000

122,000

*For 2013 count data, Caltrans assumes the same data as for 2012
Source: Caltrans Traffic Census

3.1.2

Roadway Facilities

Interstate 680 has eleven interchanges in the study corridor (Jacklin Road, SR
237/Calaveras Boulevard, Montague Expressway, North Capitol Avenue, Hostetter Road,
Berryessa Road, McKee Road, Alum Rock Avenue, Capitol Expressway, Jackson Avenue,
and King Road). These cross streets are described briefly below and shown in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-2 displays truck routes in the study vicinity.
Jacklin Road is a four lane minor arterial street. It is served by VTA Routes 46 and 66.
Sidewalks are provided in both directions.
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Calaveras Boulevard (SR 237) is six lane principal arterial and a regional route that is part
of the State Highway System. It is served by VTA Route 47. North of the study area it has
an express lane in the SB direction that provides access to Silicon Valley job centers. This
road is also a designated truck route as shown in Figure 3-2. Daily traffic volumes are
55,945 vehicles west of I-680 and 39,581 to the east as shown in Figure 3-3.
Montague Expressway has four lanes in the eastbound direction and three lanes in the
westbound direction. It is a principal arterial west of I-680. To the east, it becomes Landess
Avenue, a minor arterial with two travel lanes in each direction. VTA Routes 46, 47, 70, 71,
104 and 180 provide service on the roadway. Daily traffic volumes are 38,109 vehicles west
of I-680 and 52,600 to the east as shown in Figure 3-3.
North Capitol Avenue is a six lane principal arterial that parallels I-680 for much of the
study area. VTA Route 180 serves the facility. It has a daily traffic volume of 12,065 just
south of the interchange as shown in Figure 3-3.
Hostetter Road is a six lane major arterial road west of the I-680 interchange and a four
lane collector to the east. VTA Routes 70 and 180 serve the roadway.
Berryessa Road is five lane principal arterial west of I-680 and a five lane minor collector to
the east. At the interchange it is four lanes wide. VTA Route 62 serves the roadway. Daily
traffic volumes are 38,807 vehicles west of I-680 and 42,065 to the east as shown in Figure
3-3.
McKee Road is a six lane principal arterial with a lane drop west of I-680. It is served by
VTA Route 64. Daily traffic volume west of the interchange is 29,605 vehicles as shown in
Figure 3-3.
Alum Rock Avenue is a four lane principal arterial. It is served by VTA Routes 23 and 522.
This road is also a designated truck route as shown in Figure 3-2. Daily traffic volume west
of the interchange is 18,093 vehicles as shown in Figure 3-3.
Capitol Expressway is a principal arterial roadway that begins just west of I-680. It has
four travel lanes in each direction, one of which is an HOV lane. It is served by VTA Routes
103, 180 and 522.
South Jackson Avenue is a four lane collector street north of I-680 and a four lane
collector with a two way left turn lane south of I-680. It has a daily traffic volume of 19,700
vehicles and is served by VTA Route 70.
South King Road is a four lane collector street. It is served by VTA Routes 12, 22 and 77.
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Figure 3-1
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3.1.3

Data Sources

Transportation conditions data including traffic counts used in this document are from
available sources of current data. These include recent previous studies of the corridor,
general plans covering the study area; and regular count programs and level of service
analyses and Geographic Information Systems maintained by Caltrans, VTA, City of San
Jose, and City of Milpitas. In order to verify that traffic count data from existing sources is
representative of conditions at this time, a limited number of new counts were also collected
for this study.
The following sections summarize the data sources used to document the travel conditions
along the study corridor.
3.1.4

Traffic Data

Roadway segment, ramp and intersection turning movement counts were gathered from
existing sources, primarily the I-680 Ramp Metering Implementation Plan documentation.
In select locations, new count data was collected to provide a comparison point to
understand how the traffic volumes have changed since the ramp metering plan counts
were conducted in 2013. New data was collected on select arterial roadways segments and
at a limited number of ramps along SB I-680 in the project area. New arterial roadway
segment and ramp volume data were collected in 15-minute time intervals between
Tuesday, March 3 and Tuesday, March 10, 2015. Due to a counting equipment malfunction
a single location, Berryessa Road between I-680 and Capitol Avenue, was recounted
between Tuesday, March 17, 2015 and Thursday, March 19, 2015.
Roadway segment count locations are shown in Table 3-2 and displayed in Figure 3-3.
Intersection turning movement and interstate ramp count locations are shown in Table 3-3.
Turning movement count locations are displayed in Figure 3-4.

AM Congestion Along I-680
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TABLE 3-2: LOCAL ROADWAY SEGMENT COUNT LOCATIONS
Map ID*

Street Name

Segment Boundary

Source

1

North Capitol
Avenue

Between

Alum Rock Avenue and
McKee Road

Ramp Metering Plan

2

Jackson Avenue

Between

Alum Rock Avenue and
McKee Road

Ramp Metering Plan

3

North Capitol
Avenue

Between

Berryessa Road and
Hostetter Road

Ramp Metering Plan

4

Flickinger Avenue

Between

Berryessa Road and
Hostetter Road

Ramp Metering Plan

5

Park Victoria Drive

Between

Montague Expressway
and Calaveras

Ramp Metering Plan

6

Milpitas Boulevard

Between

Montague Expressway
and Calaveras

Ramp Metering Plan

7

North White Road

Between

Alum Rock Avenue and
McKee Road

Ramp Metering Plan

8

McKee Road

West of

North Jackson Avenue

Ramp Metering Plan

9

Alum Rock Avenue

West of

North Jackson Avenue

Ramp Metering Plan

10

Piedmont Road

Between

Berryessa Road and
Hostetter Road

Ramp Metering Plan

11

Berryessa Road

Between

I-680 and N. Capitol
Avenue

New Count

12

Berryessa Road

Between

Pembroke Drive and I680

New Count

13

E. Calaveras
Boulevard

Between

Hillview Drive and I-680

New Count

14

E. Calaveras
Boulevard

Between

I-680 and South Park
Victoria Drive

New Count

15

Montague
Expressway

Between

Montague Court and I680

New Count

16

Montague
Expressway

Between

I-680 and Morrill Avenue

New Count

*Count locations shown in Figure 3-3
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TABLE 3-3: INTERSECTION AND RAMP COUNT LOCATIONS
Intersection Street Name
Source
North-South Direction

East-West Direction

North Capitol Avenue

McKee Road

Ramp Metering Plan

North Capitol Avenue

Berryessa Road

Ramp Metering Plan

I-680 Northbound Off-Ramp

Hostetter Road

Ramp Metering Plan

North Jackson Avenue

McKee Road

Ramp Metering Plan

Capitol Expressway

Story Road

Ramp Metering Plan

North Capitol Avenue

Alum Rock Avenue

Ramp Metering Plan

South Capitol Avenue

East Capitol Expressway

Ramp Metering Plan

I-680 SB

Jacklin Road

New Count

I-680 SB

East Calaveras Boulevard

New Count

I-680 SB

Montague Expressway

New Count

I-680 SB & NB

North Capitol Avenue

New Count

I-680 SB

Hostetter Road

New Count

I-680 SB

Berryessa Road

New Count

I-680 SB

McKee Road

New Count

I-680 SB

Capitol Expressway

New Count

I-680 SB

Jacklin Road

New Count

Count locations shown in Figures 4-2

Additional traffic data was collected from other sources. Caltrans provided annual average
daily traffic (AADT) and bi-directional peak hour volumes along the I-680 Corridor. Freeway
level of service, density and speed were extracted from VTA’s 2012 Monitoring Report.
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3.1.5

Transit Data

Transit data including bus and light rail ridership, headways and service span were obtained
from VTA. Ridership data is based on counts collected by VTA using the Automated
Passenger Counter (APC) units. This data can be found in the VTA Transit Service Plan
FY2014-FY2015.
3.1.6

Travel Speed/Times Data

INRIX, an aggregator of data from multiple sources such as Bluetooth and cell phone data,
is the primary source of travel speed data. The speed data used in the report was for the
following days: February 10, February 11, and February 12 2015.
3.1.7

Collision Data

The California Highway Patrol publishes traffic collision data in the Statewide Integrated
Traffic Records System (SWITRS). Collision data was collected for the period 2011-2013.
3.2

Existing Transportation Conditions

This section details the configuration of existing transportation facilities, peak hour and daily traffic
volumes and operational performance, such as level of service and travel speed, where available
from the sources described above. Facilities covered include freeways and expressways, arterial
roadways, transit lines and bicycle facilities. Safety data with respect to vehicle, bicycle and
pedestrian collisions is also presented in this section.
3.2.1

Roadway Segment Volumes

Average daily traffic volumes were highest on arterial roads that intersected the I-680
interchanges. These roads, designated as principal arterials, typically had an average daily
volume of 35,000 vehicles or greater. Roadway segments surrounding the project area but
not directly connecting to I-680 have average daily traffic volume of 20,000 vehicles or less.
Roadway segment volumes in the study area are illustrated in Figure 3-3.
3.2.2

Intersection Geometry and Volumes

Intersection geometry and peak hour volumes are shown at key intersections proximate to I680 in Figure 3-4. The volumes show high throughput volumes at arterial roads with I-680
interchanges.
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Figure 3-3

Roadway Segment Volumes
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3.2.3

Mainline Geometry

Interstate 680 varies between seven and eight lanes wide through the study area. From
King Road to Calaveras Boulevard there are four lanes southbound and four lanes
northbound. From Calaveras Boulevard to Scott Creek Road there are four lanes
southbound and three lanes northbound. One of the four southbound lanes in this segment
is an express lane. There are also auxiliary lanes and collector distributors supplementing
the mainline throughout the study area. Auxiliary lanes are present in the following locations
along the corridor as shown in Figure 3-5:
Northbound
 King Road to Capitol Expressway
 Alum Rock to McKee Road
 Berryessa Road to Hostetter Road
 East Calaveras Boulevard to Jacklin Road
Southbound
 Scott Creek Road to Jacklin Road
 Jacklin Road to East Calaveras Boulevard
 Hostetter Road to Berryessa Road
 McKee Road to Alum Rock Avenue
 Capitol Expressway to King Road

3.2.4

Interchange Configuration

Eleven interchanges are included in the project corridor. For information, a twelfth
interchange (Scott Creek) located just north of the study area is included. The interchange
geometry varies from location to location. Interchange configurations that can be found
along the project corridor include compact diamond (Type L-1), spread diamond (Type L-2),
partial clover leafs (Type L-7, L-8, L-9), and full clover leaf (Type L-10) as follows:







The I-680/South King Road interchange is a Type L-1 configuration that provides
full access to I-680. All ramp terminal intersections are signalized.
The I-680/South Jackson Avenue interchange is a modified Type L-1
configuration that provides partial access to I-680. The northbound off-ramp ramp
terminal intersection is signalized and the southbound on-ramp ramp terminal
intersection is unsignalized.
The I-680/Capitol Expressway interchange is a Type L-10 configuration for the
southbound ramps and a modified Type L-2 configuration for the northbound
ramps that provides full access to I-680 for all movements except NB off-ramp to
WB Capitol and EB on-ramp to NB I-680, which are accommodated on adjoining
interchanges. All ramp terminal intersections are unsignalized.
The I-680/Alum Rock Avenue interchange is a Type L-9 configuration that
provides full access to I-680. All ramp terminal intersections are signalized.
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The I-680/McKee Road interchange is a Type L-10 configuration that provides
full access to I-680. All ramp terminal intersections are unsignalized.
The I-680/Berryessa Road interchange is a Type L-10 configuration that provides
full access to I-680. The northbound diagonal ramp is signalized to control
eastbound through movement and northbound right turn movements. All other
ramp terminal intersections are unsignalized.
The I-680/Hostetter Road interchange is a partial Type L-9 configuration that
provides northbound off-ramp access and southbound on-ramp access to I-680.
The northbound off-ramp terminal intersection is signalized while the southbound
on-ramps provide channelized uncontrolled right-turn movements.
The I-680/North Capitol Avenue interchange is a Type L-8 configuration that
provides access to I-680 for all movements except a NB on-ramp to SB I-680 and
off-ramp to SB Capitol Avenue, which is accommodated at adjoining
interchanges. All ramp terminal intersections are unsignalized.
The I-680/Landess Avenue/Montague Expressway interchange is a Type L-10
configuration that provides full access to I-680. All ramp terminal intersections
are unsignalized except the northbound off-ramp.
The I-680/SR 237/East Calaveras Boulevard interchange is a Type L-10
configuration that provides full access to I-680. All ramp terminal intersections
are unsignalized.
The I-680/Jacklin Road interchange is a Type L-1 configuration that provides full
access to I-680. All ramp terminal intersections are signalized.
The I-680/Scott Creek Road interchange is a Type L-1 configuration for the
southbound ramps and a Type L-8 configuration for the northbound ramps that
provides full access to I-680. All ramp terminal intersections are unsignalized.

Figure 3-5 provides a line diagram of the existing layout of I-680 including the mainline,
express lanes, auxiliary lanes, collector distributors, ramps, gore distances, and cross
streets.
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3.2.5

I-680 Traffic Volumes

Traffic volumes reported herein were collected in 2013 as part of the Ramp Metering
Implementation Plan dated 2014. For the northbound direction, traffic data is reported for
Tuesday, December 3, 2013 between 7:15 and 8:15 am and between 4:45 and 5:45 pm as
these represented the periods when the highest volumes were entering the corridor on the
mainline. Traffic data in the southbound direction is reported for Wednesday, December 4,
2013 between 8:30 and 9:30 am and between 4:45 and 5:45 pm as these represented the
periods when the highest volumes were entering the corridor on the mainline.
Mainline peak period demand volumes for the north and southbound directions of I-680 are
shown in Tables 3-4 and 3-5, respectively. As the table shows, northbound volumes are
highest in the morning and southbound volumes heaviest in the late afternoon.
Volumes on the on-ramps and off-ramps were collected in both the northbound and
southbound direction for the same time periods as the mainline discussed above. Table 3-6
presents the ramp volumes in the northbound direction. Table 3-7 summarizes the ramp
volumes in the southbound direction. Figure 3-5 shows these ramp volumes along the
corridor.
To understand how the 2013 counts relate to current conditions, a limited number of
additional ramp counts were collected in March of 2015 for southbound ramps. The
comparison of the same time periods shows that volumes were within 15 percent with the
exceptions of the following ramps:








Jacklin Road off ramp volumes were over 35 percent higher in 2015
Montague Expressway onramp volumes were 15-20 percent lower in 2015
Montague Expressway off ramp volumes were 27-29 percent lower in 2015
North Capitol Avenue off ramp was 18 percent higher in 2015 in the PM peak
period
Berryessa Road on and off ramps were 33 and 24 percent lower, respectively in
2015 in the PM peak period
The McKee Road onramp was 19 percent higher in the PM peak period
The Capitol Expressway on and off ramps were 19 percent lower and 16 percent
higher, respectively in 2015 in the AM peak period

The comparison table is shown in Appendix D. One of the reasons for the variation in
volumes over this time period is likely a temporary change in travel patterns due to the
construction of the BART line, which put in place roadway detours to the west of I-680
during the timeframe of the 2015 counts.
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TABLE 3-4: NORTHBOUND I-680 PEAK MAINLINE VOLUMES

From

To

King Road

Capitol
Expressway

Capitol
Expressway

Alum Rock Avenue

Alum Rock
Avenue

McKee Road

McKee Road

Berryessa Road

Berryessa
Road

Hostetter Road

Hostetter Road

Capitol Avenue

Capitol Avenue

Montague
Expressway

Montague
Expressway

Calaveras
Boulevard / SR
237

Calaveras
Boulevard / SR
237

Jacklin Road

Time of Day

Volume
(vehicles/hour)

7:15 AM to 8:15 AM

6,308

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

6386

7:15 AM to 8:15 AM

7,348

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

5,794

7:15 AM to 8:15 AM

7,384

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

4,831

7:15 AM to 8:15 AM

7,933

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

4,528

7:15 AM to 8:15 AM

8,006

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

4,472

7:15 AM to 8:15 AM

7,219

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

4,134

7:15 AM to 8:15 AM

5,782

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

3,629

7:15 AM to 8:15 AM

5,238

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

3,930

7:15 AM to 8:15 AM

5,843

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

4,837

Source: I-680 Ramp Metering Implementation Plan
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TABLE 3-5: SOUTHBOUND I-680 PEAK MAINLINE VOLUMES
From

To

Jacklin Road

Calaveras Boulevard /
SR 237

Calaveras
Boulevard / SR
237

Montague Expressway

Montague
Expressway

Capitol Avenue

Capitol Avenue

Hostetter Road

Hostetter Road

Berryessa Road

McKee Road

Alum Rock Avenue

Capitol
Expressway

Berryessa Road

Time of Day

Volume
(vehicles/hour)

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM

5168

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

5120

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM

4688

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

4909

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM

4188

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

5279

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM

3917

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

5790

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM

4854

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

8062

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM

4238

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

7046

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM

4558

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

7121

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM

5388

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

7705

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM

7091

4:45 PM to 5:45 PM

7551

McKee Road

Alum Rock Avenue

Capitol Expressway

King Road

Source: I-680 Ramp Metering Implementation Plan
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TABLE 3-6: NORTHBOUND I-680 RAMP VOLUMES

Location

Ramp

7:15 to 8:15 AM

4:45 to 5:45 PM

Average Daily
Volumes

South King Road

On-Ramp

930

584

8930

South Jackson
Avenue

Off-Ramp

482

1633

14580

On-Ramp

1688

638

11229

Off-Ramp

540

1016

23619

On-Ramp
Diagonal

617

638

On-Ramp Loop

315

199

Off-Ramp

648

1230

10444

On-Ramp

1305

616

17891

Off-Ramp

896

1394

11298

On-Ramp

1230

710

12634

Off-Ramp

756

919

12634

Off-Ramp

1157

766

12304

On-Ramp

630

622

7943

Off-Ramp

788

338

6447

On-Ramp

554

1291

12905

Off-Ramp

2067

1127

19001

On-Ramp

605

907

9359

Off-Ramp

1098

990

13738

Capitol
Expressway

Alum Rock
Avenue

13835

McKee Road

Berryessa Road

Hostetter Road
North Capitol
Avenue

Montague
Expressway

East Calaveras
Boulevard

Source: I-680 Ramp Metering Implementation Plan
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TABLE 3-7: SOUTHBOUND I-680 RAMP VOLUMES

Location

Ramp

8:30 to 9:30 AM

4:45 to 5:45 PM

Average Daily
Volumes

On-Ramp

413

429

6958

Off-Ramp

382

422

3771

On-Ramp

667

934

13238

Off-Ramp*

893

640

9621

On-Ramp*

650

939

15460

Off-Ramp

1167

564

12085

On-Ramp

367

979

8849

Off-Ramp

921

428

7597

On-Ramp*

570

1293

11821

On-Ramp*

895

1126

12407

Off-Ramp

616

1016

11666

On-Ramp*

1117

1213

17919

Off-Ramp

575

1051

11295

On-Ramp

700

594

10707

Off-Ramp

287

629

7189

On-Ramp

1393

820

17262

Off-Ramp

390

1568

14229

On Ramp

728

706

11885

Jacklin Road

Calaveras Blvd

Montague Expressway

North Capitol Avenue

Hostetter Road

Berryessa Road

McKee Road

Alum Rock Avenue

Capitol Expressway

Jackson Avenue

Source: I-680 Ramp Metering Implementation Plan
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3.2.6

Level of Service

Existing level of service for freeway segments along the study corridor were reported in the
VTA 2012 Monitoring Report, which is the latest available document approved by VTA of
Directors. Table 3-8 provides a description of the level of service categories. Data gathered
from the report indicated areas of congestion in the northbound direction during the AM
peak period. Two roadway segments achieved a LOS F:



Capitol Expressway to Alum Rock Avenue; and
Alum Rock Avenue to McKee Road.

These two segments had vehicle densities of 66 and 76 vehicles per mile per lane,
respectively. Additionally, the segment between McKee Road and Berryessa Road operates
at a LOS E.
During the PM peak period, all northbound roadway segments were operating at LOS D or
better. Vehicle density, speed, and LOS data for the northbound direction are presented in
Table 3-9.
In the southbound direction, data from the VTA 2012 Monitoring Report shows that during
the AM peak period I-680 is operating at or near capacity from Capitol Expressway to King
Road. In the PM peak period, a majority of the study area is operating at LOS F. The
freeway is congested between Calaveras Boulevard and Berryessa Road, as well as
between McKee Road and Alum Rock Avenue. The ramp metering report shows that there
is high vehicle density throughout those sections of the corridor. Vehicle density, speed, and
LOS data for the southbound direction are presented in Table 3-10. Level of service for both
directions is illustrated in Figure 3-6.
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TABLE 3-8: FREEWAY LEVEL OF SERVICE DEFINITIONS

Level of Service

A

B

C

D

E

F

Density
(passenger
cars/mile/
lane)

≤ 11

11 < density ≤ 18

18 ≤ density ≤ 26

26 ≤ density ≤ 46

46 ≤ density ≤ 58

> 58

Description

Free Flow. Vehicles are completely unimpeded in their ability
to maneuver within the traffic stream. The effects of minor
incidents are easily absorbed.
Reasonably Free Flow. The ability to maneuver within the
traffic stream is only slightly restricted, and the general level of
physical and psychological comfort provided to drivers is still
high. The effects of minor incidents are easily absorbed.
Stable Flow. Flows are approaching the range where small
increase in traffic flows will cause substantial deterioration in
service. Freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream is
noticeably restricted, and lane changes require additional care
and vigilance by the driver. Minor incidents may still be
absorbed, but the local deterioration in service will be
substantial. Queues may be expected to form behind any
significant blockage.
Unstable Flow. Small increases in traffic flows cause
substantial deterioration in service. Freedom to maneuver
within the traffic stream is severely limited, and the driver
experiences drastically reduced physical and psychological
comfort levels. Even minor incidents can be expected to create
substantial queuing because the traffic stream has little space
to absorb disruptions.
Capacity Flow. Operations are extremely unstable, because
there are virtually no usable gaps in the traffic stream. Any
incidents can be expected to produce a serious breakdown
with extensive queuing.
Forced Flow. Level of service F describes forced or breakdown
flow. Such conditions general existing within queues forming
behind breakdown points. Such breakdown occur for a number
of reasons; a temporary reduction in capacity caused by a
traffic incident, or a recurring point of congestion caused by a
merge, a weave segment, or lane drop.

Source: VTA 2012 Monitoring Report
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TABLE 3-9: NORTHBOUND I-680 PEAK HOUR SPEED, DENSITY, AND LOS

From/To

From/To

King Road

Capitol
Expressway

Capitol Expressway

Alum Rock Avenue

McKee Road

Berryessa Road

Hostetter Road

Capitol Avenue

Alum Rock Avenue

McKee Road

Berryessa Road

Hostetter Road

Time of Day

Speed
(MPH)

Max
Density
(veh/mi/ln)

LOS
(Density)

AM

62

35

D

PM

65

29

D

AM

29

66

F

PM

66

25

C

AM

23

76

F

PM

66

23

C

AM

42

50

E

PM

66

21

C

AM

64

33

D

PM

67

17

B

AM

64

32

D

PM

66

20

C

AM

48

45

D

PM

66

23

C

AM

66

26

C

PM

66

23

C

AM

66

23

C

PM

66

22

C

AM

65

31

D

PM

66

25

C

AM

65

30

D

PM

66

28

D

Capitol Avenue

Montague
Expressway

Montague
Expressway

Yosemite Drive

Yosemite Drive

Calaveras
Boulevard / SR 237

Calaveras
Boulevard / SR 237

Jacklin Road

Jacklin Road

Scott Creek Road

Source: VTA 2012 Monitoring Report
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TABLE 3-10: SOUTHBOUND I-680 PEAK HOUR SPEED, DENSITY, AND LOS

From

To

Scott Creek
Road

Jacklin Road

Jacklin Road

Calaveras
Boulevard /
SR 237

Calaveras
Boulevard /
SR 237

Yosemite
Drive

Yosemite
Drive

Montague
Expressway

Montague
Expressway

Capitol
Avenue

Capitol
Avenue

Hostetter
Road

Hostetter
Road

Berryessa
Road

Berryessa
Road

McKee Road

McKee Road

Alum Rock
Avenue

Alum Rock
Avenue

Capitol
Expressway

Capitol
Expressway

King Road

Time
of
Day

Speed
(MPH)

LOS
(Density)

Max Density

Mixed

HOV

Mixed

HOV

Mixed

HOV

AM

66

67

24

15

C

B

PM

65

70

30

4

D

A

AM

48

67

45

11

D

A

PM

64

70

32

5

D

A

AM

36

-

56

-

E

-

PM

66

-

28

-

D

-

AM

52

-

42

-

D

-

PM

31

-

63

-

F

-

AM

66

-

19

-

C

-

PM

23

-

76

-

F

-

AM

67

-

18

-

B

-

PM

16

-

93

-

F

-

AM

66

-

21

-

C

-

PM

26

-

70

-

F

-

AM

66

-

19

-

C

-

PM

40

-

52

-

E

-

AM

66

-

20

-

C

-

PM

29

-

66

-

F

-

AM

66

-

22

-

C

-

PM

66

-

24

-

C

-

AM

34

-

59

-

F

-

PM

65

-

29

-

D

-

Source: VTA 2012 Monitoring Report
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Figure 3-6
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3.2.7

Travel Times

Travel times along I-680 between King Road and Scott Creek Road were obtained from
INRIX. Northbound travel times were analyzed during the AM peak and southbound travel
times were analyzed for the PM peak. These travel times were collected on Thursday,
February 12, 2015. Free flow travel time for the northbound and southbound direction is 12
minutes.
INRIX data shows that the longest travel time through the corridor in the morning period is at
8:00 AM. The travel time on I-680 in the northbound direction is approximately 18 minutes.
During the AM peak, travel time in the northbound direction is nearly one and a half times
the free flow speed. The AM northbound travel times are illustrated in Chart 3-1.
The longest travel time through the corridor in the southbound direction occurs between
5:30 PM and 5:45 PM. During this time period, it takes 25 minutes to travel the project
corridor, more than twice the time it takes during free flow conditions. Travel times for the
southbound direction during the PM peak are presented in Chart 3-2. The distribution of
speeds during the peak periods are presented in Figure 3-7.

Chart 3-1: I-680 Northbound Travel Times
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Chart 3-2: I-680 Southbound Travel Times
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Figure 3-7
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3.2.8

Bottlenecks

Mainline bottlenecks occur on freeway segments where the traffic demand exceeds the
roadway capacity. Typical causes of bottlenecks include a reduction in the number of lanes
on the freeway mainline or increases in traffic demand due to high volumes entering the
freeway at the interchange. The characteristics of a bottleneck segment include operating at
capacity (LOS E) and the presence of upstream vehicle queuing. Figure 3-8 shows the
mainline controlling bottleneck locations in the study corridor. This figure was taken from the
I-680 Ramp Metering Implementation Report, and is not updated to show some of the more
detailed observations described below.
Visual observations of operating conditions and travel time run data indicate a mainline
bottleneck on northbound I-680 during the AM peak hour and another bottleneck during the
PM peak hour in the southbound direction. Controlling bottlenecks, secondary bottlenecks
and intermittent slowing were observed at the following locations:


A compound bottleneck was observed on northbound I-680. The controlling
bottleneck, as shown in Figure 3-8, is located at the Capitol Expressway onramp and the secondary bottleneck is located at the Alum Rock on-ramp. The
bottleneck was observed beginning at approximately 7:30 AM north of the Alum
Rock Avenue diagonal on-ramp. The queue extended to the Capitol
Expressway off ramp at approximately 7:45 AM and dissipated by about 8:15
AM. There is a combination of factors that influence this bottleneck including high
on-ramp traffic volumes (approximately 2,600 vehicles from 7:00 AM to 8:00 AM
and 2,400 vehicles from 8:00 AM to 9:00 AM from the Alum Rock Avenue
diagonal on-ramp) and short merging distances for the Capitol Expressway and
Alum Rock Avenue on-ramps (ramp gore distances shown in Figure 3-5)



Intermittent slowing was observed on northbound I-680 between the Alum Rock
Avenue and McKee Road interchanges from approximately 8:00 AM to 8:15
AM. This intermittent slowing is caused by a secondary bottleneck (not shown in
Figure 3-8) north of the McKee Road interchange, which is influenced by high
on-ramp traffic volumes at the McKee Road on-ramp (approximately 1,230
vehicles from 7:00 AM to 8:00 AM).



A controlling bottleneck was observed on southbound I-680 beginning at
approximately 3:45 PM between the Berryessa Road and McKee Road
interchanges, as shown in Figure 3-8. The queue extended to the Jacklin Road
off-ramp between 5:15 PM and 6:15 PM and dissipated by 7:00 PM. There are
several factors that influence this bottleneck including high mainline traffic
volumes (approximately 1,800 vehicles per hour per lane from 3:00 PM to
4:00 PM and 1,900 vehicles per hour per lane from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM) which
contribute to an overload of the right lane as about 900 hourly vehicles enter the
freeway from the Berryessa Road on-ramp and 1,000 vehicles exit at the McKee
Road off-ramp. Locations with high on-ramp volumes such as Montague
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Expressway and Capitol Avenue contribute to the length and duration of the
congestion.


Intermittent slowing was observed between the McKee Road on-ramp and
Capitol Expressway off-ramp between 5:45 PM and 6:00 PM with a very short
queue. Based on our field observations it seems that this area is sensitive to lane
overloading on the outside lane, which results in short-lived and sporadic
congestion.
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Figure 3-8
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3.2.9

Ramp Operations

Excessive ramp queuing was observed in both the northbound and southbound direction.
The Ramp Metering report found that congestion and bottlenecks formed in the northbound
direction during the morning and the southbound direction in the evening. Ramp operations
are also analyzed for these two scenarios. In northbound direction, ramps were over
capacity at Capitol Expressway and Montague Expressway. In the southbound direction, onramp queuing was observed at the Calaveras Road and Berryessa Road interchanges.
These observations are presented below:
I-680 Northbound
 Excessive ramp queuing was observed on the Capitol Expressway on-ramp from
approximately 7:30 AM to 9:00 AM. The queue extended from I-680 to Capitol
Expressway by 7:45 AM, extended to the Capitol Avenue/Capitol Expressway
only the on-ramp dissipating by 9:00 AM. This pattern is considered a regular
occurrence per input from local traffic engineering agency staff. Figure 3-9
illustrates this pattern.
 Excessive ramp queuing was also observed on the Montague Expressway
westbound loop off-ramp from 8:15 AM to 9:00 AM. The queue extended on to
the mainline at 8:30 AM, extended to the Capitol Avenue on-ramp at 8:45 AM,
and dissipated by 9:00 AM. The queuing onto the freeway reduced average
travel speeds in lane four to 30 to 40 MPH while average travel speeds in lanes
one, two, and three generally remained greater than 60 MPH. The queuing on
the Montague Expressway ramp causes some slowdown in the rightmost I-680
lanes but does not cause a bottleneck to form. BART construction activities along
Montague Expressway also contributed to local congestion and exacerbation of
ramp queuing.
I-680 Southbound
 Limited excessive ramp queuing was observed on I-680 southbound between
3:00 PM and 7:00 PM. Localized on-ramp queuing was observed on the SR
237/Calaveras Road on-ramp and Berryessa Road on-ramp due to mainline
congestion but these queues did not extend back to the local arterials. On-ramp
queuing was also observed at Montague Expressway.

I-680 / Capitol Expressway and I-680 / Alum Rock Ave Interchanges During AM Commute
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3.2.10 Effects of Ramp Metering Implementation on I-680 Performance
The proposed ramp metering implementation will help control the demand onto the mainline
freeway. This will help improve the efficiency of the freeway by optimizing the freeway
capacity at bottleneck locations. These improvements will also help reduce the existing
bottlenecks observed in the field by reducing the number of vehicles accessing the freeway
during peak times.
Ramp metering will be active on weekdays during the AM peak (6:00 AM to 10:00 AM) in
the northbound direction and during the PM peak (3:00 PM to 7:00 PM) in the southbound
direction. The ramp metering implementation plan is ongoing, so the actual travel time and
operational improvements derived from implementation will be determined at a later date.
3.2.11 Freeway Express Lanes
Express lanes provide access to high-occupancy vehicles (two or more people in a single
vehicle) during the peak travel times. Motorists driving alone can access the express lane if
their vehicle meets specified emissions standards established by the California Air
Resources Board and has a valid Clean Air Vehicle (CAV) decal. Motorists who are driving
alone could also access the express lane during the peak hours by paying the toll price. By
giving motorists the option to pay to use the HOV lane, the express lane will provide a
reliable travel option for all motorists and utilize available capacity more efficiently.
The I-680 Express Lane is currently operating in the south bound direction and is 14 mile
long. In the project area, the I-680 Express Lane operates for three miles in Santa Clara
County. It begins at Scott Creek Road and its terminus is at State Route 237. Operating
hours are between Mondays and Fridays from 5:00 AM to 8:00 PM. The express lane is
open to all users during the night and on weekends.
Toll prices for the I-680 Express Lane are calculated through a dynamic pricing system,
which takes into consideration the congestion severity of the freeway. The cost of using the
express lane increases as congestion is heavier and decreases when it is lighter. This
variable pricing helps ensure reliable travel times along the express lane. The goal of
dynamic pricing is to prevent the travel speed from falling below 45 mph.
Based on Alameda CTC’s Southbound I-680 Express Lane Performance Evaluation - An
After Study, operations on the mainline and HOV lane have improved since the express lane
was completed. Travel speeds on the express lane increased by 3 mph during the AM peak
and 1 mph in the PM peak period when compared to conditions before the express lane.
The 2013 report also found that queuing was reduced on general purpose lanes from 7.4
miles to 2.9 miles just north of SR 262 in 2013. The express lane operated between LOS A
to LOS B in the AM peak and LOS A in the PM peak.
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3.2.12 Park and Ride Lots
Park and Ride lots offer a convenient and safe location to transfer from a single passenger
vehicle to a local or regional transit bus, carpool, vanpool or light rail. Park and Ride lots
offer commuter parking and can be used without permits and free of change where operated
by Caltrans or VTA.
Within the larger I-680 Corridor, Park and Ride lots are located at:






Great Mall LRT Station
Hostetter LRT Station
Penitencia Creek LRT Station
Capitol Avenue at Alum Rock Ave
Alum Rock Transit Center

Caltrans and VTA continue to pursue new Park and Ride opportunities to improve the
productivity of the transportation system, including enhanced express bus services.
3.2.13 Transit Facilities
VTA Light Rail provides transit service in San Jose, Santa Clara, Mountain View, Sunnyvale,
and Campbell. The Alum Rock – Santa Teresa line travels adjacent to the study corridor
along North Capitol Avenue between Alum Rock and Great Mall station. Weekday operating
hours are 4:16 AM to 2:12 AM. Headways range between 15-30 minutes, depending on time
of day.
Express bus service is operated by VTA within the project area. Route 103 provides service
between Eastridge Transit Center and Palo Alto, traveling along Capitol Expressway and I680. Route 104 provides service between Penitencia Creek LRT Station and Deer Creek
Road in Palo Alto traveling along Berryessa Road and Montague Expressway near I-680.
Route 180 travels on I-680 and provides service between Great Mall Transit Center and
Fremont BART Station. During the peak hours, service is also provided at Aborn Road and
White Road, Eastridge Transit Center, Capitol Expressway and Story Road, and Hostetter
Light Rail Station. Once the BART extension is completed at Warm Springs, Route 180 will
no longer serve Fremont BART and operate between Warm Springs BART to Great Mall.
Service south of Great Mall will also be discontinued as of January 2016.
Currently there are no direct bus services between the Tri-Valley Area and Santa Clara
County. There are also no plans to establish this service. Transit riders are required to take
other services such as BART in order to travel between the two regions.
Rapid Bus 522 provides access to several major transit centers, such as San Jose Diridon
Transit Center, Palo Alto Transit Center, Eastridge Transit Center and Downtown San Jose.
Weekday operating hours are between 4:37 AM and 11:26 PM. Headways range from
approximately 15-30 minutes.
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Local bus service is also provided on roadways that connect to the study corridor. These
routes include 12, 22, 23, 46, 47, 62, 64, 66, 70, 71 and 77. Transit facility operation hours
and ridership are summarized in Table 3-11. Existing transit services surrounding the
corridor are illustrated in Figure 3-10.
3.2.14 Private Transit Services
Private transit services exist along the I-680 study corridor. Major tech companies in the Bay
Area such as Apple and Google provide transit options for their employees. In the study
corridor, Google has a G-Bus commuter stop immediately west of the East Calaveras
Boulevard interchange. Apple has a stop near the study corridor and to the west of the
Hostetter Road interchange.
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TABLE 3-11: EXISTING TRANSIT SERVICES
Weekdays
Route

From

To

Operating
Hours1

Weekends

Peak
Headway2
(minutes)

Headway
(minutes)2

10:20 AM –
7:00 PM

30

12

Eastridge
San Jose Civic
Transit Center
Center

22

Eastridge
Transit Center

Palo Alto
Transit Center

24 hours

10

24 hours

15

23

Alum Rock
Transit Center

De Anza
College

5:25 AM –
1:05 AM

15

5:40 AM –
12:40 AM

20

46

Great
Mall/Main
Transit Center

Washington &
Esceula

5:50 AM –
7:10 PM

30

9:15 AM –
6:15 PM

60

773

47

Great
Mall/Main
Transit Center

McCarthy
Ranch

6:55 AM –
9:50 PM

30

8:05 AM –
7:45 PM

30

840

62

Good
Samaritan
Hospital

Sierra &
Piedmont

5:30 AM –
10:45 PM

30

7:05 AM –
9:50 PM

30-60

1,694

5:20 AM –
11:05 PM

15

6:25 AM –
11:05 PM

30

3,369

64

Almaden LRT
McKee & White
Station

No Weekday Service

Operating
Hours1

Average
Weekday
Ridership

66

Kaiser San
Jose

Milpitas &
Dixon Road

5:10 AM –
12:10 AM

15

5:50 AM –
12:05 AM

30

5,865

70

Capitol LRT
Station

Great
Mall/Main
Transit Center

5:10 AM –
11:25 PM

15

5:10 AM –
11:20 PM

20

5,265

71

Eastridge
Transit Center

Great
Mall/Main
Transit Center

5:35 AM –
10:25 PM

15

6:55 AM –
9:25 PM

30

2,084

103

Eastridge
Transit Center

Hansen &
Page Mill

5:10 AM –
8:25 AM &
2:40 PM 6:30 PM

30

No Weekend Service

104

Penitencia
Creek LRT
Station

Deer Creek &
Arastradero

5:55 AM –
7:55 AM &
4:00 –
6:10 PM

45

No Weekend Service

180

Great
Mall/Main
Transit Center

Aborn & White
to Fremont
Bart

5:35 AM –
10:10 PM

30

No Weekend Service

522

Palo Alto
Transit Center

Eastridge
Transit Center

4:40 AM –
11:25 PM

15

7:50 AM –
8:30 PM

15

5,885

901

Santa Teresa

Alum Rock

4:15 AM –
2:10 AM

15

5:05 AM –
1:15 AM

15

20,031

650

Notes:
1. Operating hours rounded to the nearest 5 minute interval.
2. Headways are defined as the time interval between two transit vehicles traveling in the same direction over the same route.

Source: VTA, Caltrain, March 2015.
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Figure 3-10
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3.2.15

Bicycle Facilities

Bikeway planning and design in California typically relies on guidelines and design
standards established by California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) in the Highway
Design Manual (Chapter 1000: Bikeway Planning and Design). For local reference, The VTA
Bicycle Technical Guidelines (December 2012) provides a bikeway planning and design
tool. Bicycle facilities comprise paths (Class I), lanes (Class II), routes (Class III), and cycle
tracks (Class IV).
The VTA Bicycle Technical Guidelines recommends that Caltrans standards regarding
bicycle facility dimension be used as a minimum and provides supplemental information and
guidance on when and how to better accommodate the many types of bicyclists. Figure 311 illustrates the location of the existing bicycle facilities in the study area as of October,
2015. Bicycle volumes are presented in Table 3-12.
In recent years, the cities of Milpitas and San Jose have been improving the bicycle facilities
on local streets found both east and west of the freeway. Currently, Class II bike lanes exist
along Capitol Avenue between Capitol Expressway and southern Milpitas, roughly parallel to
I-680. Class II and Class III facilities exist on local roads running both north-south and eastwest throughout the corridor, and bicyclists are permitted on all local streets. However, no
continuous, parallel route with designated bicycle infrastructure exists for the length of the I680 corridor. In particular, incomplete neighborhood connections are found near:







Capewood, southeast of the Montague Expressway Interchange
Cataldi, southeast of the Cropley Ave Overcrossing
Cherrywood, east of the Hostetter Road / Capitol Ave Intersection
Northwood, southwest of the Montague Expressway Interchange
Brooktree, northwest of the Hostetter Road Interchange
Cinderella, south of the Jackson Ave Interchange

Class I bicycle paths are provided in the study area at the following locations:


Penitencia Creek

Class II bicycle lanes are provided in the study area at the following locations:








Jacklin Road (approximate 5’ width)
Capitol Avenue (approximate 6’ width)
Jackson Avenue approximate (5’ width)
Mabury Road (approximate 6’ width)
San Antonio Street (approximate 5’ width)
Berryessa Road (approximate 5’ width)
Hostetter Road (approximate 6’ width)
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Class III bicycle facilities are provided in the study area at the following locations:






Milpitas Boulevard
Calaveras Boulevard
South Park Victoria
Landess Avenue/Montague Expressway
Dixon Landing Road

Bicycle overcrossings of I-680 are provided as follows:




Between King Road and S. Jackson Avenue
Between Alum Rock Avenue and McKee Road
Between Trade Zone Boulevard / Cropley Avenue and Montague Expressway

3.2.16 Bicycle Facilities at Interchanges
Jacklin Road
Bike lanes are provided west of I-680. The bike lanes discontinue at the ramps immediately
west of the interchange and are not available east of the interstate.
East Calaveras Road
The bicycle facility at this interchange is Class III, which means bike lanes are not marked,
and only signs are used to designate it as a bike route.
Landess Avenue/Montague Expressway
Near the I-680 interchange, Landess Avenue/Montague Expressway does not have formal
bicycle facilities, although the county allows bicyclists to ride on the shoulders of
expressways.
N. Capitol Avenue
North Capitol Avenue has Class II bicycle lanes in both directions. The bike lanes begin at
Capitol Expressway and terminate at the Guadalupe River Trail. The lanes are striped at the
interchange, however cyclists must contend with vehicles merging on and off the ramps to I680.
Hostetter Road
Bicycle lanes (Class II facility) are provided along Hostetter Road west of Capitol Avenue,
while Class III bicycle routes are provided east of Capitol Avenue.
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Berryessa Road
Bicycle lanes (Class II facility) are present west of I-680, but as the road approaches the
interchange, bike lanes are dropped off. The bicycle lanes are not provided through the
interchange, but a Class III facility is provided east of Capitol Avenue.
South Jackson Avenue
The bicycle facility along South Jackson Avenue north of I-680 is a designated as Class II.
Bike lanes are provided north of I-680, but do not continue south of I-680.
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Figure 3-11
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TABLE 3-12: BICYCLE VOLUMES
Intersection Street Name
Peak Hour1

Bicycle Volumes2

Jacklin Road

AM
PM

3
10

I-680 SB

East Calaveras Boulevard

AM
PM

7
9

I-680 SB

Montague Expressway

AM
PM

3
6

I-680 SB

North Capitol Avenue

AM
PM

22
7

I-680 SB

Hostetter Road

AM
PM

10
17

I-680 SB

Berryessa Road

AM
PM

1
8

I-680 SB

McKee Road

AM
PM

5
3

I-680 SB

Capitol Expressway

AM
PM

5
9

North-South
Direction

East-West Direction

I-680 SB

Notes:
1. AM = morning peak hour, PM = evening peak hour
2. Bicycle volumes represent the number of bicyclists traveling through the intersection during AM and PM peak hour.

Source: Fehr & Peers, 2015
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3.2.17 Pedestrian Facilities
Pedestrian facilities consist of sidewalks, bridges, crosswalks, and pedestrian signals at
signalized intersections. Table 3-13 presents pedestrian volumes at the freeway ramps.
Pedestrian/bicycle only bridges over I-680 are provided as follows:




Between King Road and S. Jackson Avenue
Between Alum Rock Avenue and McKee Road
Between Trade Zone/Cropley Avenue and Montague Expressway

The pedestrian overcrossings are approximately 10 feet wide and are ADA compliant.
Additionally, pedestrians may cross under I-680 at Upper Penitencia Creek. The Penitencia
Creek trail begins at Noble Avenue in the east, travels under Interstate 680, and ends at
Mabury Road in the west. The trail begins unpaved and becomes paved as it passes
through Penitencia Creek Park.
The on street facilities at each interchange vary along the corridor. Sidewalks and
crosswalks are provided at all study interchanges except at Capitol Expressway.
Interchanges at Montague Expressway and East Calaveras Boulevard have a connected
network of sidewalks and crosswalks, but do not have pedestrian signals at the interchange
ramps.
The rest of the interchanges along the project corridor have sidewalks, crosswalks, and
pedestrian signals at select ramps. Pedestrian connectivity immediately surrounding the
project area is provided by a mostly complete network of sidewalks and crosswalks.
Overall, tightening the angle (providing an angle closer to 90 degrees or perpendicular
roadway intersection) where the off ramp meets the arterial would benefit pedestrian
conditions and visibility. Ramps that enter the arterials at a shallow angle (such as angles
intersecting the intersection at 45 degrees or less) make it difficult for motorists to see
pedestrians. As pedestrians cross the lane, they are outside the normal cone of clear vision
for motorists. Observations of pedestrian facilities at each interchange are presented below:
South King Road
Sidewalks and crosswalks are provided along South King Road. Crosswalks and pedestrian
signals are present at the on and off ramps. Only one crosswalk is provided to cross South
King Road, located north of I-680.
South Jackson Avenue
Pedestrian facilities include sidewalks, crosswalks, and pedestrian signals. Only one
crosswalk is provided to cross South Jackson Avenue, located south of I-680. Sidewalks are
provided on both sides of South Jackson Avenue.
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Capitol Expressway
Limited pedestrian facilities exist on Capitol Expressway near I-680. Sidewalks are not
provided on the south side of Capitol Expressway. The north side of Capitol Expressway
has a broken network of sidewalks. Crosswalk and pedestrian signals are not provided to
cross on ramp and off ramps at this interchange location.
Alum Rock Avenue
A complete network of sidewalks is provided at this interchange location. Pedestrian signals
are provided for the northbound and southbound off-ramps. Sidewalks are provided on both
sides of Alum Rock Avenue.
McKee Road
Sidewalks are provided on both sides of McKee Road and crosswalks are present at the
ramps. The off ramps intersect McKee Road at shallow angle. Vehicle are currently
approaching McKee road at an angle less than 45 degrees. This shifts their direct sight
away from pedestrian sidewalks and directly to the roadway ahead. Pedestrian visibility is
not optimal under this type of ramp geometry. Ramps that intersect the roadway at 90
degrees are considered to have a tighter angle and also allow pedestrians to be in a
motorist’s direct line of sight.
Berryessa Road
Sidewalks are provided on both sides of Berryessa and pedestrian signals are provided at
this interchange. The southbound off ramp meets Berryessa Road at a shallow angle. The
design encourages fast off ramp speeds making it difficult for pedestrians to cross the off
ramp. As described for other locations, this geometry also makes it difficult for drivers to see
pedestrians.
Hostetter Road
Pedestrian facilities including crosswalks and sidewalks are provided at this interchange.
Pedestrian signals are provided to cross on and off ramps. Sidewalks are provided on both
sides of Hostetter Road.
North Capitol Avenue
Sidewalks and crosswalks are available along North Capitol Avenue. The southbound off
ramp meets North Capitol Avenue at a shallow angle. The design encourages fast off ramp
speeds making it difficult for pedestrians to cross the off ramp. Pedestrian signals are not
present at this location. Sidewalks are provided on both sides of North Capitol Avenue.
Montague Expressway
Sidewalks are provided on both sides of Montague Expressway and crosswalks are
provided at this interchange location. The pedestrian crosswalk at the southbound on-ramp
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is not properly aligned with the curb ramps. Pedestrians have traveled outside of the
crosswalk in order to access the curb ramps.
CA-237/Calaveras Road
Sidewalks are provided on both sides of Calaveras Road. Pedestrian signals are not present
at the interchange. Crosswalks to cross East Calaveras Boulevard are also not present near
the interchange.
Jacklin Road
Pedestrian facilities including sidewalks, crosswalks, and signals are provided. Sidewalks
are provided on both sides of Jacklin Road. On-ramps and off-ramps meet arterial at near
90 degree angles. The crosswalk ramps had approximately 35 and 15 pedestrians during
the AM and PM peak respectively.
Roadway Overpasses
Along the I-680 study corridor, there are three roadway overcrossings that provide bicycle
and pedestrian connectivity across the highway. These are as follows:




Mabury Road overcrossing is a two lane road with bicycle lanes in both
directions. Sidewalks for pedestrian are present on the north side of the road.
Cropley Avenue is a four lane road and does not have bike lanes in either
direction. Pedestrians are accommodated with sidewalks on both sides of the
road.
Yosemite Drive is a four lane roadway with left turn pockets on the overcrossing.
Bike lanes and sidewalks are present on both sides of the road.
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TABLE 3-13: PEDESTRIAN VOLUMES
Intersection Street Name
Peak Hour

Pedestrian Volumes

Jacklin Road

AM
PM

26
14

I-680 SB

East Calaveras Boulevard

AM
PM

8
18

I-680 SB

Montague Expressway

AM
PM

1
0

I-680 SB

North Capitol Avenue

AM
PM

2
5

I-680 SB

Hostetter Road

AM
PM

6
11

I-680 SB

Berryessa Road

AM
PM

9
12

I-680 SB

McKee Road

AM
PM

38
51

I-680 SB

Capitol Expressway

AM
PM

1
1

North-South Direction

East-West Direction

I-680 SB

Notes:
AM = morning peak hour, PM = evening peak hour
Pedestrian volumes represent the number of pedestrians traveling through the intersection during AM and PM peak hour.

Source: Fehr & Peers, 2015

3.2.18 Collision Data
Collision data was also gathered from the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System
(SWITRS) database. The most recent collision data available were in 2012, and 105 vehicle
collisions occurred on I-680 in the Santa Clara County jurisdiction. The data from the
SWITRS indicated that 42 collisions occurred between King Road and just north of McKee
Road. This represents approximately 40% of the total collisions along the entire I-680
Corridor in Santa Clara County. As discussed in the freeway operations section, this section
of the freeway is also where the two bottlenecks form on the mainline. This data suggests
that the bottlenecks are one of the influencing factors that lead to the high concentration of
crashes. Figure 3-12 illustrates the number of collisions in a heat map form.
Bike and pedestrian collisions with motor vehicles near the ramps also occurred. For any
given year between 2010 and 2012, the highest number was two collisions for all
interchanges combined.
Three year collision data on I-680 is presented in Table 3-14. Crashes are identified as near
the listed interchange if the crash occurred at the interchange, immediately upstream, or
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immediately downstream. The section of I-680 near the McKee Road interchange had the
highest number of collisions. A possible explanation for this is that the Alum Rock Road
interchange is very close to the McKee Road interchange. The two interchanges are
approximately 0.65 miles apart, which makes it challenging for vehicles to merge in and out
of the freeway. Collisions on local streets near I-680 freeway ramps are presented in Table
3-15.
Bicycle and pedestrian collisions with motor vehicles were found to be minimal near the
ramps. There were no more than two of these types of collisions for any given year between
2010 and 2012.

TABLE 3-14: MAINLINE VEHICLE COLLISIONS NEAR INTERCHANGES
Interchange
Location

2010

2011

2012

Jacklin Road

5

10

3

Calaveras Blvd

17

14

2

Montague
Expressway

12

9

5

North Capitol Avenue

3

3

6

Hostetter Road

2

2

2

Berryessa Road

5

10

3

McKee Road

20

18

12

Alum Rock Avenue

11

7

2

Capitol Expressway

13

13

2

Jackson Avenue

12

10

3

King Road

8

9

2

3-Year Average
6
11
9
4
2
6
17
7
9
8
6

Source: Fehr and Peers, 2015
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TABLE 3-15: VEHICLE COLLISIONS ON ARTERIALS NEAR I-680 RAMPS
Location

2010

2011

2012

3-Year Average

Jacklin Road

6

3

0

3

Calaveras Blvd

10

3

2

5

Montague
Expressway

2

4

0

2

North Capitol
Avenue

2

3

2

2

Hostetter Road

3

4

3

3

Berryessa Road

3

5

1

3

McKee Road

9

2

3

5

Alum Rock Avenue

7

1

1

3

Capitol Expressway

1

2

1

1

Jackson Avenue

1

0

0

0

King Road

2

1

7

3

Source: Fehr and Peers, 2015
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Figure 3-12

Vehicle Collisions
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3.2.19 Encampment, Litter and Graffiti Data
The homeless encampment, litter, and graffiti data below was provided by the City of San Jose and
City of Milpitas from the 2015 Homeless Census data. The locations of these encampments, litter,
and graffiti were also supplemented by VTA staff observations conducted on November 24, 2015.
In general, litter was observed sporadically along the I-680 Corridor with higher concentrations near
some of the interchanges. Figure 3-13 identifies the location of where graffiti and encampments
were observed within the limits of the I-680 Corridor Study. The locations of the homeless
encampments and graffiti were sporadically spread out through the corridor. Since the 2015 Home
Census, some of the home encampments and graffiti identified have been cleared from the corridor.
These cleared areas are also shown in Figure 3-13.
The observed litter, graffiti, and home encampments on the corridor are not static and are highly
dependent when the last cycle of removal was conducted. Caltrans, City of San Jose, City of
Milpitas and other governmental agencies are continuously working to improve the safety and visual
appearance of the corridor. These efforts are monitored on an annual basis through VTA’s
Transportation System Monitoring Program (TSMP) and the most recent reports are available at:
http://www.vta.org/tsmp
The public can report locations and request the removal of graffiti, litter, or homeless encampments.
To request graffiti removal from the State Highway System, one can report electronically at:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/maint/msrsubmit/
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Figure
Figure 2-1
3-13

Graffiti and Homeless Encampment Locations
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3.3 FUTURE TRANSPORTATION CONDITIONS
The 2040 Valley Transportation Plan summarizes proposed transportation improvements in the
Santa Clara County region. Projects near the study corridor are discussed briefly in the sections
below and shown in Figure 3-14.
3.3.1

Freeways

F1. I-680 Northbound Express Lane: Calaveras Boulevard to Alameda County Line
The project would widen approximately 15 miles of the freeway to accommodate the
HOV/Express Lane together with auxiliary lanes connecting on-ramps and off-ramps. Bridge
crossings would be modified and retaining walls constructed to accommodate the widening.
The goal of the express lane is to alleviate traffic congestion and delays experienced on this
segment of northbound I-680. The improvements slated for the Santa Clara County section
are included in Phase 2 of the project, which is not currently funded.

3.3.2

Expressways

E1. Montague Expressway: Eight Lanes from Trade Zone Boulevard to I-680
The Montague Expressway will be widened from six lanes to eight lanes. Improvements will
be constructed in the segment from Trade Zone Boulevard to I-680. The project will provide
four lanes in each direction and the new lane will be designated as an HOV lane.
E2. I-680/Montague Expressway Interchange Improvement Project
The Interstate 680 and Montague Expressway interchange would be reconfigured. This
includes improvements along Montague Expressway.

3.3.3

Local Streets

L1. Calaveras Boulevard Widening
A six-lane bridge will replace the existing four-lane bridge located west of I-680, which
currently has a single sidewalk on the westbound side of the roadway and no bicycle lanes.
The improvements will include a ten-foot-wide sidewalk, bicycle lanes in both directions, and
auxiliary lanes between Abel Street and Abbot Avenue.
L2. Dixon Landing Road/North Milpitas Boulevard Intersection Improvements
An additional northbound left-turn lane with bicycle loop detectors will be constructed at the
intersection. The southbound approach will have a dedicated right-turn lane. On the
eastbound approach, a left-and right-turn lane will be added.
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3.3.4

Transit

T1. Santa Clara/Alum Rock Bus Rapid Transit (SCAR BRT)
The project enhances transit in the County’s highest ridership corridor. The project will add
two miles of dedicated transit lanes on the eastern half of the corridor and mixed flow BRT
on the rest of the corridor. Construction began in 2014 and is expected to begin service in
spring 2016.
T2. BART Silicon Valley: The Berryessa Extension
BART will extend its connection from the Warm Springs Station in Southern Fremont
through Milpitas to the Berryessa District of San Jose. The project includes two new BART
stations and facility modifications to the existing BART Hayward Yard. Project groundbreaking occurred on April 12, 2012 and is expected to be in service for passengers in late
2017 or early 2018.
T3. Tasman Express Light Rail Improvement Project (Long T)
VTA Light Rail will introduce a line linking Mountain View to Alum Rock in time for the
opening of BART service at Montague Station in 2018. The new express service features
peak period express trains between Mountain View and Santa Clara. Expedited access to
and from the BART station will improve service to existing and future land uses along the
Tasman corridor. Track improvements and signal upgrades will be required at several key
points along the Tasman corridor.
3.3.5

Bike and Pedestrian

B1. Capitol Avenue/Capitol Expressway Bikeway: Penitencia Creek Road/Trail to Quimby
Road/Thompson Creek
The purpose of this project is to construct Class II bikeways and bicycle crossing
improvements. Class II bikeways would include a separate bicycle lane on the roadway.
B2. Park Avenue/San Fernando Street/San Antonio Bikeway
Planned bicycle improvements include enhanced on-street crosstown bikeway (bike lanes,
sharrows, and signs) between San Jose/Santa Clara city limits with Diridon Transit Center,
Downtown San Jose, San Jose Creek Trails and east San Jose.
B3. Berryessa Creek Trail (Reach 4-6): Hillview Drive to San Jose city limits
The project constructs an extension of the Berryessa Creek Trail. Reach 4 would traverse
city streets to the trail at Los Coches Street. The trail would follow the west bank of
Berryessa Creek from Los Coches Street to Yosemite Drive. Reach 5 would extend to
Montague Expressway, giving cyclists access to the future BART Station. Reach 5 would
continue along the east bank of the creek to the I-680 overpass.
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B4. South Milpitas Boulevard from Calaveras Boulevard to Montague Expressway Bicycle
Path and Sidewalk on east side (1.5 miles)
Class I bicycle facilities and sidewalks will be constructed in both directions on the east side
of the roadway. This will provide multimodal access to the Montague BART Station.
B5. Montague Expressway Bike/Pedestrian Overcrossing at Milpitas BART Station
Bicycle and pedestrian will be constructed for the Montague Expressway overcrossing from
Milpitas BART station parking structure to the north side of Montague Expressway.
B6. Upper Penitencia Creek Trail Connector Phase 1: Berryessa BART Station
This project will construct a shared use trail that is 1/8th of a mile long. A new T-intersection
traffic signal trail crossing and supporting roadway improvements will also be constructed.
The trail will also feature trailhead gateways, interpretive signs, and wayfinding/landscape
buffers.
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Figure 
3-14
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3.3.6

Future Vehicular Demand

The VTA Regional Travel Model was used to determine the growth in vehicle demand along
the corridor. Table 3-16 and Table 3-17 present the 2013 base volumes, 2040 forecast
volumes, and the forecasted growth percentage for the north and southbound directions
respectively. Data from the model suggests a minimum of 17% growth along the corridor by
2040. It also suggests that certain segments could have vehicle demand growth up to 60%.
TABLE 3-16: I-680 NORTHBOUND FORECASTED DAILY VOLUMES

From

To

2013

2040

% Growth

Scott Creek Road

Jacklin Road

52,733

81,238

54.06%

Jacklin Road

Calaveras Boulevard

45,051

69,533

54.34%

Calaveras Boulevard

Montague Expressway

54,337

75,395

38.75%

Montague Expressway

North Capitol Avenue

58,990

82,758

40.29%

Capitol Avenue

Hostetter Road

58,155

74,356

27.86%

Hostetter Road

Berryessa Road

58,155

74,644

28.35%

Berryessa Road

McKee Road

64,317

80,053

24.47%

McKee Road

Alum Rock Avenue

56,364

70,867

25.73%

Alum Rock Avenue

Capitol Expressway

60,760

74,193

22.11%

Capitol Expressway

Jackson Avenue

50,161

70,052

39.65%

Jackson Avenue

King Road

76,822

90,344

17.60%

% Average
Annual
Growth
2.00%
2.01%
1.44%
1.49%
1.03%
1.05%
0.91%
0.95%
0.82%
1.47%
0.65%

Source: Fehr and Peers, 2015
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TABLE 3-17: I-680 SOUTHBOUND FORECASTED DAILY VOLUMES
% Average
Annual
Growth

From

To

2013

2040

% Growth

Scott Creek Road

Jacklin Road

62,552

100,957

61.40%

Jacklin Road

Calaveras Boulevard

52,733

81,328

52.13%

Calaveras Boulevard

Montague Expressway

68,103

89,415

31.29%

1.16%

Montague Expressway

North Capitol Avenue

68,979

90,240

30.82%

1.14%

Capitol Avenue

Hostetter Road

64,286

82,670

28.60%

1.06%

Hostetter Road

Berryessa Road

71,012

89,263

25.70%

0.95%

Berryessa Road

McKee Road

75,322

92,718

23.10%

0.86%

McKee Road

Alum Rock Avenue

66,781

82,832

24.04%

0.89%

Alum Rock Avenue

Capitol Expressway

65,278

82,241

25.99%

0.96%

Capitol Expressway

Jackson Avenue

65,278

87,669

34.30%

1.27%

Jackson Avenue

King Road

58,115

76,260

31.22%

1.16%

2.27%
1.93%

Source: Fehr and Peers, 2015
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3.3.7

Street Design Guidance

City of San Jose Street Typologies
In order to emphasize priority of a multimodal transportation network, the Envision San José
2040 General Plan categorizes streets and other transportation facilities according to “street
typologies”. These street typologies are an expansion of functional classifications that
traditionally consider street context and prioritize certain travel modes. The different street
typologies include:
Grand Boulevard
Grand boulevards serve as major transportation corridors that connect city neighborhoods.
These streets generally serve as primary routes for VTA light-rail, bus rapid transit (BRT),
standard/community buses, as well as other public transit vehicles. Traffic signals prioritize
transit vehicles. Grand Boulevards are designed to contribute to the city’s overall identity
through cohesive design along the boulevard. This includes special features such as
enhanced landscaping, distinctive and attractive lighting, and identification banners. These
streets accommodate moderate to high volumes of through traffic. Pedestrians are
accommodated with ample sidewalks on both sides.
Streets designated as Grand Boulevard in the project area include:



Alum Rock Avenue
North Capitol Avenue

On-Street Primary Bicycle Facility
On-Street Primary Bicycle Facilities are either Class II or Class III bike facilities and are
through routes for providing continuous access and connections to the local and regional
bicycle network. High volumes of motor vehicle traffic are discouraged but may be allowed in
localized areas. Local automobile, truck, pedestrian, and transit traffic are accommodated
but bicycles have priority during cases of conflict.
Streets designated as On-Street Primary Bicycle Facility in the project area include:



North Capitol Avenue
Berryessa Road

Main Street
This street type plays an important commercial and sole role by supporting retail and service
activities that serve local neighborhood residents. Main streets also strive to provide an
urban street space for social community gathering and recreational activities. Streets
designated as a main street should also be “Complete Streets” which mean they are
designed so that all modes of travel are safely and comfortably accommodated. These
travel modes include pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and public transport users of all ages.
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High volumes of pedestrian traffic on sidewalks are encouraged. Signals should be timed to
minimize pedestrian delay.
Streets designated as Main in the project area include:



Alum Rock Avenue
Story Road

Expressway
Roadways designated as expressways are primarily for moving traffic or serving high traffic
volumes at high speeds. Transportation modes typically found on these types of roads
include automobiles, trucks, and express transit buses.
Streets designated as Expressways in the project area include:



Capitol Expressway
Montague Expressway

City Connector Street
City connector streets equally prioritize automobiles, bicycles, pedestrians, and trucks.
Transit service may use this type of street but is not a priority. These streets typically have
two or three lanes of traffic in each direction and accommodates moderate to high volumes
of through traffic. Pedestrians are accommodated with sidewalks.
Streets designated as city connectors in the project area include:








McKee Road
Mabury Road
South White Road
Berryessa Road
Hostetter Road
Cropley Avenue
Landess Avenue

Local Connector Street
Local streets are similar to city connector streets as automobiles, bicycles, pedestrians, and
trucks have equal priority on the roadway. Transit use is incidental. These streets generally
have two traffic lanes and should be designed to accommodate low to moderate volumes of
through traffic.
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Streets designated as local connectors in the project area include:





Sierra Road
Penitencia Creek Road
North White Road
Mabury Road

As improvements are developed for the interchanges along Interstate 680, considerations
should be given to these street typologies. Transportation modes are prioritized differently
for each street typology. Future improvements will also need to consider the special
characteristics required of each typology.
City of Milpitas Street Classifications
The City of Milpitas provides a street design criteria which includes street classifications and
respective right of way width. These classifications range from large right of way widths such
as 124 feet for Major Arterials and smaller widths including 40 feet for Frontage Locals.
Table 3-18 summarizes the City of Milpitas street classifications.
TABLE 3-18: CITY OF MILPITAS STREET CLASSIFICATIONS
Type

R/W Width

Major Arterial

124'

Secondary Arterial

90’

Collector

60'

Local

56'

Frontage Local

40'

Frontage Collector

44'

Frontage Industrial

42'

Hillside Local

48'

Hillside Collector

56'

Hillside Major

80'

Industrial Major

80'

Industrial Minor

60'

Source: City of Milpitas, 2015
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4.0

Environmental Assessment
4.1

Purpose

This environmental assessment describes the existing land use, demographic setting and
environmental conditions and constraints to assist evaluation of potential improvements to the I-680
study corridor. The scope of the environmental assessment is limited to environmental issues (i.e.,
land use and demographics, cultural resources, hazardous materials, hydrology and flooding
impacts, and biological resources) within the study area that would provide opportunities and/or
constraints to potential improvements to the I-680 Corridor. Future individual improvement projects
along the corridor would be evaluated for impacts to all environmental resource areas, including air
quality, noise, and aesthetics and visual quality. The study area encompasses the environmental
conditions within 250 feet on either side of the freeway mainline and interchanges, extending about
10 miles from the Alameda County/Santa Clara County border through the City of Milpitas
southward to the US 101/I-280 Interchange in the City of San Jose (see Figure 4-1). I-680 has
eleven major roadway interchanges in the study corridor (Jacklin Road, SR 237/Calaveras
Boulevard, North Capitol Avenue, Hostetter Road, Berryessa Road, McKee Road, Alum Rock
Avenue, Capitol Expressway, Jackson Avenue, and King Road). The assessment focuses on the
following environmental issues:






Land use and demographics
Cultural resources (prehistoric and historic),
Hazardous materials sources and releases,
Hydrology and flooding impacts, and
Biological resources.

Conclusions from the environmental assessment are then used to evaluate the environmental
review, including document type, timeline, and permitting requirements of the proposed I-680
Corridor improvements.
4.2

Overview
4.2.1

Land Use

City of Milpitas
A current aerial1 of the City of Milpitas shows primarily single-family residential
neighborhoods east and west of the I-680 Corridor from the northern boundary of the study
area to Calaveras Boulevard, consistent with the City of Milpitas’ General Plan designation of
Single Family Low Density2 (see Figure 4-2). Two designated open space areas are on the
east side of the corridor and are currently used as parks including the Jose Higuera Adobe
Park on Wessex Place and Creighton Park on Olympic Drive. These parks are located within
residential neighborhoods.
1 Google Imagery. Digital Globe, U.S. Geological Survey, and USDA Farm Service Agency. 2015.
<https://maps.google.com> accessed April 13, 2015.
2 Between three to five units per gross acre.
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A variety of land uses extend along the east side of the corridor from Calaveras Boulevard to
the southern edge of the city including commercial/retail, offices, and multi-family and singlefamily residential, consistent with the General Plan. Designated commercial uses are
generally located near the freeway ramps near Jacklin Road, Calaveras Boulevard, and
Montague Expressway/ Landess Avenue. East of the corridor on Jacklin Road is a miniature
golf course located on the Residential Retail High Density Mixed Use (RRMU) designation
and west of the corridor is a gas station on the Highway Services (HWS) designation and the
city’s Chamber of Commerce on the Professional and Administrative Office (PAO)
designation. Located on the west side of I-680 freeway ramps along Calaveras Boulevard
are hotels and multiple office buildings on the Town Center (TWC) designation.
Areas south of Calaveras Boulevard and west of the corridor are designated for
Manufacturing and Warehousing (MW) except for an area designated for Single Family Low
Density uses from Calaveras Boulevard to the south side of Gerald Circle, which is
developed with a single-family residential community. Multiple business parks, industrial
parks, and automotive services currently occupy the Manufacturing and Warehousing
designation.
According to the City of Milpitas’ General Plan, the corridor is not within 250 feet of any
planned intensification areas in the City of Milpitas.
City of San José
Within the City of San José, multiple land uses are adjacent to the corridor including
residential, commercial, public/quasi-public, industrial, and open space.3 From the northern
boundary of the city (south of Landess Avenue) to Berryessa Road, surrounding land uses
are primarily low-density residential neighborhoods.4 A few neighborhood commercial uses
are located on the east side of the corridor near North Capitol Avenue, Hostetter Road, and
Berryessa Road such as fast-food restaurants, grocery stores, and gas stations. A wide
variety of residential and commercial uses are located along the corridor from south of
Berryessa Road to East Capitol Expressway, including neighborhood/community commercial
and mixed-use, transit, and urban residential uses. Open spaces along the corridor are
mainly creeks and parks including Berryessa Creek, Penitencia Creek County Park, Silver
Creek, Cataldi Park, and Emma Prusch Farm Park. These residential, commercial, and open
space uses are consistent with the General Plan Land Use Map (see Figure 4-3) except for
a residence with an orchard on a Neighborhood/Community Commercial5 designation
located on the east side of the corridor between Hostetter Road and Camino Del Rey.

3 City of San José. General Plan Land Use Maps. <http://csj‐generalplan.appspot.com/index.html> Accessed April 2,
2015.
4 Up to eight dwelling units per acre with a maximum floor area ratio of 0.7.
5 This designation supports a very broad range of commercial activity, including commercial uses that serve the
communities in neighboring areas, such as neighborhood serving retail and services and commercial/professional office
development.
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Based on the City of San José Envision 2040 General Plan6, the project is located in
proximity to five planned intensification areas including employment areas and urban
villages, specifically transit urban villages. Planned employment areas would include office
and research and development and light and heavy industrial uses with supporting
commercial uses. The employment areas are generally located near regional transportation
infrastructure (i.e., BART, freeways, and light rail stations).
Transit urban villages would include intensification of job and housing growth. Typically these
villages are designated near existing or planned regional transit stations (i.e., BART) and light
rail stations. Areas near the light rail stations are planned for retail and service jobs in
proximity to residences to reduce commute trips. Mixed-used developments are also highly
encouraged in transit urban villages. The following five planned intensification areas are
identified in the Envision 2040 General Plan adjacent to the I-680 Corridor:






VR16 – South Capitol Avenue/Capitol Expressway,
CR29 – Alum Rock Avenue,
VR12 – North Capitol Avenue/Hostetter Road,
VR13 – North Capitol Avenue/Berryessa Road,
VR15 – North Capitol Avenue/McKee Road.

VR16 is a planned employment growth area, CR29 is an urban village, and the remaining
three are designated transit urban villages, due to their proximity to light rail stations.

6 Chapter 1 ‐ Growth Areas. City of San José Envision 2040 General Plan. Pages 27‐32.
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FIGURE 4-1
AERIAL OF I-680 STUDY CORRIDOR
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FIGURE 4-3
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4.2.2

Environmental Justice Population

To determine whether possible I-680 improvements would affect minorities and/or lowincome populations, or environmental justice populations, census data was analyzed to
determine if such populations are present in the study area. The criteria for an environmental
justice population, as defined by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), includes
either: (a) the minority or low-income population of the affected area exceeds 50 percent, or
(b) the minority or low-income percentage of the affected area is meaningfully greater (e.g.,
more than 10 percent) than the minority or low-income population percentage in the general
population or other appropriate unit of geographic analysis (e.g., the counties overlapping the
study area).
There are 27 census tracts represented along the I-680 Study Corridor. The demographic
characteristics within each of these census tracts were compared to those for Santa Clara
County as a whole. Santa Clara County was selected as the appropriate unit of geographic
analysis, since the corridor includes multiple cities within the County.
As shown in Table 4-1, the census tracts that comprise the I-680 Study Corridor have a
combined minority population that exceeds 50 percent. In addition, the percentage of
minorities in each of the census tracts is substantially greater than for the County as a
whole. Therefore, there are environmental justice minority populations within the study
area.
Table 4-1
Minorities within the Project Study Area
Demographics
27 Census Tracts
Ethnicity (%)
Black or African American
Asian American
*Native American
Hispanic or Latino
**Total Minorities

Santa Clara County

2%
52%
1%
32%
87%

2%
32%
1%
27%
62%

Source: 2010 U.S. Census and 2009-2013 American Community Survey.
*Native American includes American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander.
** The percentage of minorities in each census tract exceeds 50 percent.

With respect to income, compared to the entire County, which has an average of 10
percent of the population below the poverty line, eight of the 27 census tracts have a lowincome population greater than 20 percent below the poverty line. These environmental
justice, low-income populations are located in the City of San José along the corridor
south of Mabury Road.
As defined by the CEQA, there are environmental justice minority and low-income
populations present within the project study area.
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4.2.3

Cultural Resources

Based on an archaeological records search7 completed for the project area, no cultural
resources were identified within the footprint of the I-680 freeway and four cultural resources
were identified within a 250-foot radius of the corridor and interchanges. Two of the
resources are located in the City of Milpitas, including the Higuera Adobe, located within the
Jose Higuera Adobe Park, and a residence on North Park Victoria Drive. The existing
Higuera Adobe was built in 1828 and is a reconstruction of the original adobe. It has been
determined ineligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and has not been
evaluated for the California Register (CR). The adobe is identified on the City of Milpitas
Cultural Resources List.8 Any development in proximity of the adobe must comply with local
policies and regulations including The Milpitas Municipal Code, Title XI, Chapter 4. The
structure on North Park Victoria Drive has been determined ineligible for the National
Register and has not been evaluated for the CR or local listings.
The remaining resources are located in the City of San José and are identified on the City of
San José Historic Resources Inventory including the Berryessa Elementary School on North
Capitol Avenue (city landmark) and Emma Prusch Park (Identified Site/Structure) on South
King Road. The school structure is a designated city landmark. Any development in proximity
to the school grounds must comply with local policies and regulations including The San Jose
Municipal Code, Chapter 13.48 Historic Preservation. The park has a historic designation of
“Identified site/structure,” the lowest classification on the Historic Resources Inventory.
According to the City of San Jose’s Guidelines for Historic Reports, a city landmark is a
significant historic resource having the potential for landmark designation as defined in the
Historic Preservation Ordinance.
As a designated city landmark, preservation of the Berryessa Elementary School is
essential. The preservation of Structures of Merit and Identified Site/Structures, such as
Emma Prusch Park “should be high priority” but these resources are not considered
significant under city regulations or State law and impacts to the resources would not
necessarily be considered significant adverse effects.
While none of the identified cultural resources are listed on the NRHP or the CR, any
development in proximity to these resources must comply with local policies and regulations
to avoid cultural resource impacts.
4.2.4

Hazardous Materials

A search of regulatory agency databases was completed to identify locations of soil and/or
groundwater contamination and sources of potential hazardous material concern that could
affect potential I-680 Study Corridor improvements. A radius of 0.25 miles in all directions of
the study corridor was researched. Based on the Hazardous Materials Database Search
report9, there are no recorded hazardous material sites within the footprint of the I-680
freeway and two identified sites with hazardous materials within a 250-foot radius of the
7 A copy of the report is attached as Appendix E‐1.
8 City of Milpitas Cultural Resources List. http://www.ci.milpitas.ca.gov/_pdfs/plan_cultural_resources.pdf
9 A copy of the report is attached as Appendix E‐2.
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corridor. Both sites are located within the City of Milpitas. The first site is a specialty
chemical facility at 805 Sinclair Frontage Road, approximately 200 feet west of the corridor.
The site was listed as CERC-NFRAP on the U.S. EPA’s superfund database. The NFRAP
status stands for No Further Remedial Action Planed by the U.S. EPA. A release from a
tank on-site was documented, remediated, and received case closure in 2001 by the
Regional Water Quality Board. The second hazardous materials site is a paint and varnish
company located at 201 Sinclair Frontage Road, approximately 250 feet west of the corridor.
Soil and groundwater testing at the facility identified multiple contaminants in the soil and
groundwater including xylene, ethylbenzene, toluene, benzene, and dichlorobenzene. TPHgas contaminants in the soil are also a concern. Remediation activities were completed in
1988 and the California Department of Health and Services (DHS) determined that no further
remediation actions were necessary.
There are four gas stations located within 1,000 feet and upgradient of the I-680 Study
Corridor listed as “open-remediation” or “open-site assessment” on the State’s Leaking
Underground Storage Tank (LUST) database. Additional research is required to determine if
these sites pose a hazardous materials constraint to potential I-680 improvements.
Surface soil adjacent to the I-680 Study Corridor may have been impacted by aeriallydeposited lead (ADL). This lead-contaminated material, if not managed properly, could
become airborne and then inhaled or disposed of in an uncontrolled area that would then
present a new exposure pathway.
Some or all of the existing striping within the project limits may contain lead. If the existing
road markings are lead-based, asphalt grinding and removal of the asphalt concrete wearing
surface will need to follow dust mitigation and any applicable requirements and ordinances
for disposal and reuse.
Demolition or modification of I-680 bridge structures may disturb man-made asbestos
materials in concrete or other bridge parts. Disturbance of asbestos-containing materials may
cause the asbestos fibers to become airborne, which can result in air quality and human
health hazards.
Construction of improvements along the corridor may be required to implement procedures to
protect construction workers from possible soil and groundwater contamination.
While this environmental assessment is limited to the immediate vicinity of the I-680 Corridor,
the Hazardous Materials Database Search identified multiple release sites within one-quarter
mile of the study corridor that may pose environmental concerns for future I-680
improvements ( See Appendix E for more information). Additional hazardous materials
review will be required at the time projects are considered.
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4.2.5

Hydrology

Flooding Inundation
An assessment of the hydrological and flooding issues of the study area has been completed,
based on information from regulatory agencies including the Association of Bay Area
Governments’ Earthquakes and Hazards Program and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency’s (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rates Maps.10
The following locations in the study corridor are located within the FEMA 100-year floodplain:

















Within Jose Higuera Adobe Park, on the east side of I-680 in Milpitas;
Between Diel Drive and Columbus Drive, east of Thomas Russell Middle School
and on the west side of I-680 in Milpitas;
Between Cardiff Place Court and Jacklin Road, on the east side of I-680;
Between Kevenaire Drive and Del Vaile Court, on the west side of I-680;
Along Los Coches Street between South Hillview Drive and Hobbs Court;
Along Dempsey Road between Calaveras Boulevard and Edsel Drive, on the east
side of I-680;
Within the Piedmont Creek, on the east and west side of I-680;
South of the Piedmont Creek to Richter Court on the I-680;
Along Cropley Avenue and North Capitol Avenue, on the east and west side of I680;
Within Berryessa Creek near Lakewood Drive and Via Encinitas, on the east and
west side of the I-680;
Penitencia Creek, on the east and west side of I-680;
South of Berryessa Creek to McKee Road, on the corridor and on the east side of
I-680;
McKee Road, on the east and west side of I-680;
McKee Road to Diana Place, on the I-680;
Alum Rock Avenue to Silver Creek on the north side of Lee Mathson Middle
School, on the west side of I-680; and
South of Alum Rock Avenue to McCreery Avenue, on the east side of I-680.

The I-680 Corridor crosses Piedmont Creek, Berryessa Creek, Penitencia Creek, and Silver
Creek. The 100-year floodplain locations are generally landscaped areas along the corridor,
creek channels, and south of the Berryessa Creek channel and east of the corridor in the
City of San Jose. Any proposed improvements should be designed to reduce flooding
impacts and avoid blockage of flood flows along these sections of the corridor.
Two sections of the study corridor are located within the dam failure inundation area for
Anderson Dam - the west side of the corridor between Jacklin Road and Calaveras
Boulevard and south of South Jackson Avenue to the US 101/I-280 Interchange. The
10 Federal Emergency Management Agency. Flood Insurance Rate Maps. Panels: 06085C0059J, 06085C0067J,
06085C0069H 06085C0253H, 06085C0088J, 06085C0252J, 06085C0251J.
The maps are attached as Appendix E‐3
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probability of flooding due to dam failure is extremely low since Anderson Dam is approximately 16 miles
southeast of the project site.
Stormwater, Water Quality, and Groundwater
There are landscaped areas along most of the corridor and potential improvements would
likely increase the imperviousness of the study area, thereby increasing stormwater runoff.
Potential projects may need to incorporate stormwater retention features to offset any
increases in impervious surfaces.
Construction would generate debris and involve equipment that uses fuels and lubricants, as
well as a variety of materials including concrete, asphalt, etc. Debris and pollutants could
enter storm drains and discharge to various streams and creeks in the study area, thereby
degrading water quality.
This degradation can be avoided, because the project would be required to utilize Best
Management Practices (BMPs) that are designed to prevent debris and pollutants from
entering the storm drains. The specific BMPs to be utilized will be included in the mandatory
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), which will be prepared by the Contractor, as
required by Caltrans and/or the city’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
permit.
Construction may encounter groundwater during grading and other soil disturbance activities.
Dewatering during construction is recommended and would not result in a substantial impact
to groundwater (i.e., redirecting water flow and water contamination). In addition,
construction activities located in proximity to hazardous materials sites identified in Section
4.2.4 may need to implement a site management plan to protect construction workers from
exposure to groundwater contamination.
4.2.6

Biological Resources

This assessment is limited to identifying federal and statewide designated endangered
species and protected habitats. Based on the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s National
Wetland Inventory maps, Calera Creek, Arroyo de los Coches, and Berryessa Creek within
the I-680 Study Corridor have been identified as “riverine” which is the designation for a river
or stream channel.

11 City of Milpitas General Plan Open Space and Conservation Element. Section 4.2 Biological Resources. All
database searches for special status species were completed in October 2010. A search of the CA Natural Diversity
Database yielded species within quadrangles which covers large sections of both cities. Since the database could
not narrow the search to the I‐680 Corridor project study area, the Milpitas General Plan Open Space Element and
the Silicon Valley Habitat Conservation Plan were used to identify federal and statewide endangered species.
Protected habitats in proximity to the corridor were also identified.
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Based on the City of Milpitas’ General Plan Open Space and Conservation Element11, there
are seven protected species12 that have been known to occur within the planning area of the
city including:








Salt Marsh Harvest Mouse (Reithrodontomys raviventris) – Endangered (federal
and State);
Golden Eagle (Aguila chrysaetos) – Fully Protected (federal and State);
California Tiger Salamander (Ambystoma californiense) – Threatened (federal and
State);
California Red-legged Frog (Rana draytonii) – Threatened (federal), Species of
Special Concern (State);
Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia) – Species of Special Concern (federal and
State);
Steelhead-Central California Cost DPS (Oncorhynchus mykiss irideus) –
Threatened (federal); and
Alkali Milk-Vetch (Astragalus tener vartener) – Rare (California Native Plant
Society).

While it is unlikely that the I-680 Corridor would provide a suitable habitat for these species,
additional research is required to determine if there is a potential for these species to be
found in proximity to the corridor, which may result in biological resource constraints to
potential I-680 improvements due to required mitigations to protect these species.
A section of the study area is located within a protected species and habitat area identified by
the Santa Clara Valley Habitat Plan (HCP).13 The I-680 Corridor intersects Penitencia Creek,
which is identified as a wetland habitat and a protected area for the tricolored blackbird, a
federally protected Species of Conservation Concern and a California candidate Endangered
Species.
Potential improvements to the I-680 Corridor in proximity to Penitencia creek would be
evaluated in future, project-specific environmental review, and would be required to comply
with applicable mitigation measures identified the HCP to reduce impacts to these biological
resources.

11 City of Milpitas General Plan Open Space and Conservation Element. Section 4.2 Biological Resources. All
database searches for special status species were completed in October 2010. A search of the CA Natural Diversity
Database yielded species within quadrangles which covers large sections of both cities. Since the database could
not narrow the search to the I‐680 Corridor project study area, the Milpitas General Plan Open Space Element and
the Silicon Valley Habitat Conservation Plan were used to identify federal and statewide endangered species.
Protected habitats in proximity to the corridor were also identified.
12 Status of protected species is based on the 2015 listing. California Department of Fish and Wildlife. Special Animals
List. March 2015. Calflora. Astragalus Tener Var. Tener. 2015.
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4.2.7

Anticipated Environmental Approval

There are no environmental issues present within the I-680 study area that pose a
significant constraint to potential corridor improvements. As such, the anticipated level of
environmental document, depending upon the magnitude of the improvement proposed, is a
Categorical Exemption/Categorical Exclusion (CE-CE) with appropriate technical studies, or
an Initial Study/Negative Declaration and Environmental Assessment/Finding of No
Significant Impact (IS/EA-ND/FONSI) to satisfy the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act and National Environmental Policy Act, respectively. It is
estimated that the CEQA/NEPA review for the project would take between 12 and 24
months.
To fulfill particulate matter conformity requirements, appropriate Interagency Consultation
documentation through MTC’s Air Quality Conformity Task Force may be required.
Depending upon the magnitude of the improvements proposed, additional permits and
approvals may be required, including permits from California Department of Fish and
Wildlife, US Army Corps of Engineers, Regional Water Quality Control Board, and Santa
Clara Valley Water District. It is estimated that necessary permitting would take between 6
and 12 months, after approval of the CEQA/NEPA document.

I-680 / Capitol Ave and I-680 / Hostetter Road Interchanges During PM Commute

13 The City of Milpitas is not a participant or covered by the HCP.
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5.0

POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS

Potential improvements have been developed in consideration of the Goals and Objectives of the
I-680 Corridor Study. Information from the Traffic Operations Assessment and the Environmental
Assessment has been used to identify a focused list of potential improvements for consideration
and evaluation.
A detailed list of the typical Potential Improvements is shown in Tables 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3. Each
Potential Improvement is identified by an ID Number such as [B51]. Exhibits illustrating the
highway, interchange, local street and multi-modal improvements are including in Attachments A
and B.
The following sections highlight the need for improvements and describe some of the more viable
potential improvements under consideration.
5.1

Highway Improvements

For this study, the highway improvements category is defined to include managed lanes, mainline
operational improvements, auxiliary lanes and on-ramp or off-ramp modifications that are primarily
intended to improve highway operations longitudinally along the corridor. Generally these potential
improvements are focused on improving operations and reducing delay along the north-south
highway corridor. The existing conditions that these potential highway projects are intended to
improve are described in detail in Section 3 and summarized in the following paragraphs.
As discussed in Section 3, the travel time on I-680 in the northbound direction is approximately 18
minutes during the AM peak compared to a free-flow travel time of 12 minutes. During the PM peak
period, it takes 25 minutes to travel the project corridor in the southbound direction, more than twice
the 12-minute time it takes during free flow conditions.
The AM peak hour travel time delays are related to a bottleneck on northbound I-680 north of the
Alum Rock Avenue diagonal on-ramp. Factors that influence this bottleneck include high volumes
(up to approximately 2,600 vehicles) for the combined Capitol Expressway and Alum Rock Avenue
on-ramps and short merging distances for the two on-ramps. Intermittent slowing also occurs
northbound between the Alum Rock Avenue and McKee Road interchanges due to high on-ramp
traffic volumes at the McKee Road on-ramp (approximately 1,230 vehicles).
In the southbound direction in the PM peak hour, a bottleneck occurs between the Berryessa Road
and McKee Road interchanges and extends north for a number of miles. This bottleneck is caused
by high mainline traffic volumes (as large as 1,900 vehicles per hour per lane) which contribute to
an overload of the right (weaving) lane as about 900 hourly vehicles enter the freeway from the
Berryessa Road on-ramp and 1,000 vehicles exit at the McKee Road off-ramp. High on-ramp
volumes at Montague Expressway and Capitol Avenue contribute to the length and duration of the
congestion. Intermittent slowing also occurs between the McKee Road on-ramp and Capitol
Expressway off-ramp with a very short queue due to lane overloading on the outside lane, which
results in short-lived and sporadic congestion.
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These high volumes and mainline bottlenecks also cause excessive ramp queuing at the following
locations:





In the northbound AM peak hour, ramp queuing occurs on the Capitol Expressway
on-ramp extending to the Capitol Avenue / Capitol Expressway intersection. Excessive
ramp queuing occurs northbound in the AM peak hour on the Montague Expressway
westbound loop off-ramp extending on to the mainline to the Capitol Avenue on-ramp.
The queuing onto the freeway reduced average travel speeds in lane four to 30 to 40
MPH while average travel speeds in lanes one, two, and three generally remained
greater than 60 MPH.
In the southbound direction during the PM peak hour, on-ramp queuing occurs at
Calaveras Boulevard, Montague Expressway, and Berryessa Road interchanges.
In the southbound direction during the PM peak hour, on-ramp queuing occurs at the exit
to Capitol Expressway that spills over to cause right-lane overload on southbound I-680.

Implementation and refinement of ramp metering was completed in late 2015 and has helped
control the demand onto the mainline freeway to some extent. This implementation has helped
improve the efficiency of the freeway by optimizing the freeway capacity at bottleneck locations.
These improvements also helped reduce the existing bottlenecks observed in the field by reducing
the number of vehicles accessing the freeway during peak times. Preliminary measures of
performance indicate moderate improvement in the southbound PM peak period and slight
improvement in the northbound AM peak period. The ramp metering implementation plan was
recently completed and the actual travel time and operational improvements derived from
implementation will be available soon.
Managed Lane Improvements
Managed Lanes encompass a host of solutions for congestion management from standard HOV
lanes, to price-managed lanes (i.e. express lanes) and active traffic management solutions. HOV
lanes have been in existence since the 1970s and are well studied and tracked. With express lanes
operating at two local locations, on I-680 southbound to Route 237 / Calaveras Road and at the
I-880 / Route 237 interchange, and many others opening in the Bay Area, Southern California and
throughout the country, there will be opportunities to learn from their operational issues and
successes.
Current federal, State and local
policies promote increased vehicle
occupancy through managed lanes. In
addition to reducing the number of
vehicles on the road and relieving
congestion, higher vehicle occupancy
can conserve fuel and reduce emission
of air pollutants.
The I-680 Corridor south of Route 237
/ Calaveras Road is one of the few
freeway segments in Santa Clara
County without HOV lanes. Addition of
I-680 / Calaveras Blvd Interchange (Looking North)
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both northbound and southbound HOV lanes can be an initial step to expanding the managed lane
system and increasing continuity for commuters coming from both Alameda County and other
locations to the north and from U.S. 101 to the south. Extension of HOV lanes onto I-280 and
through Downtown San Jose has been evaluated by Caltrans in the past, but considered to have
limited potential for the cost. However, as emphasis is placed upon increasing effectiveness of
existing transportation facilities, this extension should be evaluated and appropriate design
exceptions would be considered to provide connectivity to the I-280 HOV lanes currently operating
north of Bascom Avenue.
The federal transportation legislation in 2012, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP21), relaxed previous prohibitions on the imposition of tolls on federal-aid highways. MAP-21 allows
conversion of an existing HOV lane to an express lane but restricts conversion of general purpose
lanes directly to express lanes. California Assembly Bill 2032, executed in 2004, authorized the
Sunol express lane north of Route 237 / Calaveras Boulevard which has been constructed.
Assembly Bill 194, signed into law in 2015, expanded authority for local and regional agencies to
implement HOT lanes or express lanes on State highways with the approval of The California
Transportation Commission. With success of express lanes in the Bay Area and other locations, it is
reasonable to anticipate that future federal and State legislation may continue to provide flexibility in
implementing price-managed HOV lanes. Since this Study addresses potential long-term
improvements that may not be implemented for many years, various options to expand HOV and
express lanes are included in the I-680 Corridor Study.
There are three agencies (VTA, MTC/BATA and Alameda County Transportation Commission)
currently delivering and operating express lanes in the Bay Area. All three have authority for
different sections of the I-680 through the East Bay. To ensure the end user has a seamless
experience, the hours of operations, occupancy and other policies should be consistent across the
jurisdictional boundaries. This can be a challenge when the agencies have differing priorities
resulting in different business rules which are reflected in the lane design and operation. The
Managed Lanes Implementation Study currently underway by MTC will hopefully address these
issues.
In VTP 2040, VTA has proposed conversion of a general purpose lane to express lane for two
segments of I-680. These projects are included as potential improvements in this Study as
discussed on the following pages. In areas where there is no ability to add capacity, both San
Mateo County and SFCTA are looking at the possibility of converting a general purpose lane and
are assessing the ability to change public perception and political will.
There are two primary access designs for managed lanes, restricted access being one end of the
spectrum and continuous access on the other. Caltrans District 4 currently prefers an express lane
design to be based upon near continuous access with access limitations incorporated to protect
HOV and transit operations according to operational evaluations and enforcement considerations.
Upcoming express lane projects including 580 in Alameda County and 680 in Contra Costa County
were designed with continuous access. Ultimately the design of the lanes will be based on the
specific operational needs of the corridor and be a hybrid of access designs, with some corridors
being 100% continuous access and other being a mix of design applications.
Caltrans must ultimately approve any improvements on the State Highway System and any project
which affects access, operational issues and use of their right of way must be approved through the
current Caltrans Project Development process. Within this Corridor Study, project configurations
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with reduced median shoulders and lane widths are presented with the understanding that these
design exceptions will be subject to Caltrans’ review and approval. Caltrans is currently underway
with their own managed lanes study and is working to finalize the Guidance on Safety Analysis for
Freeways with Managed Lanes and Deputy Directive 43-R1. During the project development and
PS&E phases, Caltrans approval of exceptions to the standards at that time will be pursued.
For evaluation as part of the I-680 Corridor Study, the following managed lane options are being
considered. The options are shown in Figure 5-1 and described with other highway improvements
in Table 5-1. Other Highway improvements that do not involve managed lanes are shown on
Figure 5-2 along with local road improvements


Add a northbound HOV Lane from US 101 to Scott Creek Rd and a southbound HOV
Lane from Calaveras / Route 237 to US 101. Two variations are included: (1)
Constructing the HOV lane in the median [F03] which requires Design Exceptions for
lane and shoulder width and (2) widening to the outside with standard lane and shoulder
widths [F05]. Each variation is intended to be designed in a manner that will not
preclude future conversion to express lanes.



Convert one general purpose lane to Express Lane both northbound and southbound
between US 101 and Montague Expressway which is the project identified in VTP 2040
as ID H17 [F01] and between Montague Expressway and Calaveras / Route 237 which
is the project identified in VTP 2040 as ID H14 [F06].



Add a northbound Express Lane from US 101 to Calaveras / Route 237 and a
southbound Express Lane from Calaveras / Route 237 to US 101. Two variations are
included: (1) constructing the Express Lane in the median [F02] which requires Design
Exceptions for lane and shoulder width and (2) widening to the outside with standard
lane and shoulder widths [F04].

The Potential Improvement list also includes the proposed project to construct a northbound
Express Lane from Calaveras / Route 237 to Alameda County Line, which is included as Phase 2 of
the project to extend the I-680 Express Lane system over Sunol Grade to Route 84, which recently
received environmental clearance. This project is identified in VTP 2040 as ID H6 and in this Study
as [F07].
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General Purpose and Auxiliary Lane Improvements
A number of potential improvements have been developed to address the mainline bottlenecks with
the goal of improving weaving conditions and reducing right lane overload conditions. Since the
heaviest congestion in both the AM and PM peak hours occurs generally between Capitol
Expressway and Montague Expressway, general purpose and auxiliary lane improvements are
focused within this segment. A few of the primary variations being considered include:





Adding a fifth general purpose lane both northbound and southbound from Capitol
Expressway to Montague Expressway by widening to the outside in order to preserve
space in the median for managed lanes [F11].
Widening to the outside to add northbound and southbound auxiliary lanes between
Capitol Expressway and Berryessa Road [F17] or between McKee Road and Berryessa
Road [F19].
Realigning the southbound on-ramp from Jacklin Road to relocate the merge point to the
north and realigning the southbound off-ramp to Calaveras Boulevard / Route 237 to
relocate the diverge to the south to increase the length of the weaving section on the
auxiliary lane [F24].
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Ramp Improvements
For this Study, highway improvements also include on-ramp or off-ramp modifications that are
intended primarily to improve highway operations longitudinally along the corridor. Other
interchange modifications that primarily affect the local street connections with the ramps and
improve multi-modal local street operations and safety are included in Section 5.2.
To improve ramp operations and reduce right-lane overload conditions, widening of a number of offramps to standard two-lane exits were considered in this Study. Most of these ramps are exit-only
configurations at the downstream end of short auxiliary lanes that limit the effectiveness of the
auxiliary lane for weaving traffic. At locations where current volumes approach or exceed
approximately 1,200 vehicles per hour, it is anticipated that future volumes may approach 1,500
vph, which is the Caltrans threshold for a recommended two-lane exit. At these locations
modifications from an exit-only lane to a standard two-lane exit are being considered:







Northbound off-ramp to Jackson Avenue [F10],
Northbound off-ramp to Capitol Expressway [F12],
Northbound off-ramp to McKee Road [F20],
Northbound off-ramp to Hostetter Road [F21],
Northbound off-ramp to Montague Expressway [F22], and
Southbound off-ramp to Calaveras Boulevard / Route 237 [F23].

One of the substantial issues in the southbound
PM peak hour is the large volume of traffic
passing through the short weaving section on
the southbound collector distributor road at
Capitol Expressway. With the cloverleaf
configuration on the west side of I-680, the
southbound exiting traffic headed to the loop offramp to eastbound Capitol Expressway must
cross the westbound to southbound loop onramp traffic in a weaving distance of less than
450 feet. The tight radius of the off-ramp loop
and this weaving section can cause back-up on
the collector distributor road past the off-ramp
diverge and back to the McKee Interchange. A
number of potential improvement variations were
considered to improve this situation including:




I-680 / Capitol Expressway Interchange (Looking East)

Construct a third-level flyover structure to carry the southbound off-ramp to eastbound
Capitol Expressway over I-680 to merge into the median or right shoulder of southbound
Capitol Expressway. This option includes reconstructing the southbound on-ramp from
Alum Rock Avenue to an at-grade configuration and removing the braided ramp
structure. It may also include prohibiting southbound left turns onto Capitol Avenue and
providing a new U-turn signal south of Capitol Avenue for access to Capitol Avenue
depending on a Traffic Operations Study [F13] and [F27].
Adding a westbound to southbound on-ramp from a new signalized left-turn intersection
crossing under I-680 and intersecting Jackson Avenue at a new signal at the existing
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Jackson Avenue / southbound on-ramp intersection to eliminate westbound to
southbound loop on-ramp and the weaving section on the southbound collectordistributor [F14].
Two variations for reconfiguring the southbound loop on-ramp and loop off-ramp to a
Multi-lane Roundabout, with one variation eliminating the westbound to southbound loop
on-ramp and the other variation eliminating the southbound to eastbound loop off-ramp
[F15] and [F16].
Reconfiguring the I-680 / Capitol Expressway interchanges into a modified Diverging
Diamond Configuration [F28].

The I-680 Corridor from the US 101/I-280/I-680Interchange to Scott Creek Road is currently
metered with the exception to the direct connectors from northbound and southbound US 101.
Future consideration should be given to possible needs of having the connectors metered. After the
operations of the recently activated ramp meters are fully evaluated, additional widening of the
existing metered on-ramps for HOV preferential lanes and/or additional mixed flow lanes for storage
should also be considered. A recent Freeway Initiative Project (FPI) provided good coverage of
TOS elements on this corridor. Fiber optic communication to TOS elements is planned, although
currently unfunded, as a part of Caltrans’ Fiber Communications Master Plan.
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Table 5-1
Potential Highway Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

HIGHWAYIMPROVEMENTSINCL.MODIFICATIONSTORAMPSTHATBENEFITHIGHWAYOPERATIONS
F01

US101to
Montague

ConvertOneGPLaneToExpressLaneBothNBandSBBetweenUS101andMontague(VTP2040
ͲIDH17)
•ReconstructMedianBarrierWhereRequiredForSign&GantryFoundations
•ReconstructMedianPavementandMedianBarriersWhereRequiredForBufferand
EnforcementAreas
•Maintain12'LanesandProvide2'BufferWhereRequiredAtLimitedAccessLocations
•MaintainExisting10'OutsideShoulderandInsideShoulderof15'(LimitedAccess)or17'
(OpenAccess)
•PendingFederalLegislationtoAllowConversion

F02

US101to
AddNBExpressLaneinMedianfromUS101toCalaveras/Rt.237andExtendSBExpressLane
Calaveras/inMedianfromCalaveras/Rt.237toUS101(RequiresDesignExceptionsforLaneandShoulder
Width)
Route237
•ReconstructMedianBarrierWhereRequiredForSign&GantryFoundations
•ReconstructMedianPavement
•Provide2'BufferWhereRequiredAtLimitedAccessLocations;ReduceMedianShouldersto8'
OrLess
•ModifyDelineationforGPLanesto2Ͳ12'Lanesand2Ͳ11'Lanes
•MaintainExistingOutsideShoulderWidth

F03

US101toScott AddNBHOVLaneinMedianfromUS101toScottCreekRdandExtendSBHOVLaneinMedian
fromCalaveras/Rt.237toUS101(RequiresDesignExceptionsforLaneandShoulderWidth)
CreekRoad
•ReconstructMedianPavementandMedianBarrier;ReduceMedianShouldersto8'Width
•ModifyDelineationforGPLanesto2Ͳ12'Lanesand2Ͳ11'Lanes
•MaintainExistingOutsideShoulderWidth

F04

US101to
WidenToOutsidetoAddNBExpressLanesfromUS101toCalaveras/Rt.237andExtendSB
Calaveras/ExpressLanefromCalaveras/Rt.237toUS101(NoDesignExceptionsforLaneandShoulder
Route237
Width)
•ReconstructMedianPavementandMedianBarrier
•DelineatetoShiftGPLanesAwayFromMedian;ReduceMedianShouldersto10'Width
•Add1Ͳ12'ExpressLanewith2'BufferatLimitedAccessLocationsandMaintain4Ͳ12'GP
Lanes
•WidentoOutsideApproximately5to7'&Construct10'OutsideShoulder
•ConstructRetainingWallsatEmbankmentsandSlopesIncludingAlumRockSBOffͲRamp,NB
andSBMainlineBetweenAlumRockAveandMcKeeRoad,andCapitolOnͲandOffͲRamps
•ConstructRetainingWallsUnderOvercrossingsatAlumRock,Mabury,CropleyandYosemite
•WidenUndercrossingsatKing,Jackson,CapitolExpwyandHostetter
•WidenBridgesatUpperPenitenciaCreekandBerryessaCreek
•ReplaceSoundwallsAffectedbyConstructionatKingOffͲRampandBerryessaCreek
•ConstructSoundwallsatNewLocationsToBeDeterminedByNoiseAnalysis
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Potential Highway Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

HIGHWAYIMPROVEMENTSINCL.MODIFICATIONSTORAMPSTHATBENEFITHIGHWAYOPERATIONS
F05

F06

F07

F08

US101toScott WidenToOutsidetoAddHOVLanesNBfromUS101toScottCreekRoadandSBfromCalaveras
CreekRoad
/Rt.237toUS101(NoDesignExceptionsforLaneandShoulderWidth)
•ReconstructMedianPavementandMedianBarrier;ReduceMedianShouldersto10'Width
•DelineatetoShiftGPLanesAwayFromMedian;Add1Ͳ12'HOVLaneandMaintain4Ͳ12'GP
Lanes
•WidentoOutsideApproximately5'&Construct10'OutsideShoulder
•ConstructRetainingWallsatEmbankmentsandSlopesIncludingAlumRockSBOffͲRamp,NB
andSBMainlineBetweenAlumRockAveandMcKeeRoad,andCapitolOnͲandOffͲRamps
•ConstructRetainingWallsUnderOvercrossingsatAlumRock,Mabury,CropleyandYosemite
•WidenUndercrossingsatKing,Jackson,CapitolExpwyandHostetter
•WidenBridgesatUpperPenitenciaCreekandBerryessaCreek
•ReplaceSoundwallsAffectedbyConstructionatKingOffͲRampandBerryessaCreek
•ConstructSoundwallsatNewLocationsToBeDeterminedByNoiseAnalysis
Montagueto
Calaveras/
Route237

ConvertOneGPLaneToExpressLaneBothNBandSBBetweenMontagueandCalaveras/Rt.
237
(VTP2040ͲIDH14)
•ReconstructMedianBarrierWhereRequiredForSign&GantryFoundations
•ReconstructMedianPavementandMedianBarriersWhereRequiredForBufferand
EnforcementAreas
•Maintain12'LanesandProvide2'BufferWhereRequiredAtLimitedAccessLocations
•MaintainExisting10'OutsideShoulderandInsideShoulderof15'(LimitedAccess)or17'
(OpenAccess)
•PendingFederalLegislationtoAllowConversion

CalaverastoScott WidenToAddaNBExpressLaneFromCalaveras/Rt.237toAlamedaCountyLine
CreekRoad
(VTP2040ͲIDH6andAlsoPhase2ofAlamedaCountyNBExpressLaneProjectSouthof
AutomallParkway)
•ReconstructMedianBarrierWhereRequiredForSign&GantryFoundations
•ReconstructMedianPavementandMedianBarriersWhereRequiredForBufferand
EnforcementAreas
•Maintain12'LanesandProvide2'BufferWhereRequiredAtLimitedAccessLocations
•MaintainExisting10'OutsideShoulderandInsideShoulderof15'(LimitedAccess)or17'
(OpenAccess)
US101toAlum ModifyDelineationandConstructMinorWideningToProvideAnAdditionalNBGPLanefromUS
RockAve
101BranchConnectorMergeThroughtheAlumRockOffͲRamp
•Maintain6LanesBetweenUS101BranchConnectorsandKingRoad
•ConvertNBJacksonAveOffͲRampFromExitOnlytoaStandard2ͲLaneExit
•Maintain5GPLanesandAnAuxiliaryLaneBetweenJacksonAveandCapitolExpressway
•WidenNBCapitolExpresswayOffͲRampoverSilverCreekCulvertstoaStandard2ͲLaneExit
•Maintain4GPLanesandAnAuxiliaryLaneBetweenCapitolExpresswayOffͲRampandAlum
RockOffͲRamp
•ConvertAlumRockOffͲRamptoReceive#5AuxiliaryLaneasaExitͲOnlyOffͲRamp

Table 5-1
Potential Highway Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

HIGHWAYIMPROVEMENTSINCL.MODIFICATIONSTORAMPSTHATBENEFITHIGHWAYOPERATIONS
F09

US101

F10

JacksonAve

ModifyDelineationforUSͲ101BranchConnectortoNBIͲ680Merge
•ModifyDelineationonUS101SBtoIͲ680NBBranchConnectortoDroptheRtLaneonFlyover
•EliminateCenterLaneMergeatConvergenceofUS101SB&NBConnectors
•DropOutsideLaneonBranchConnectorPriortoMergeWithIͲ680
•Eliminate#4Lane,CenterMergeatConvergenceofUS101ConnectorsandIͲ680Mainline

ModifyJacksonNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoaStandard2ͲLaneExit

F11

CapitolExpressway Add5thGPLanetoBothNBandSBIͲ680ByWideningtotheOutsideofIͲ680(ToPreserve
toMontague MedianforManagedLanes)
•ReconfigureCapitolExpresswayOnͲRamptoAddanAdditionalLaneNorthofCapitol
Expressway
Expressway
•ModifyRampsandCollectorDistributorsatAlumRock,McKee,HostetterandCapitolAvenue
Overcrossing
•ConstructRetainingWallsForOutsideWideningBetweenAlumRockAveandMcKeeRd
•ConstructRetainingWallsUnderOvercrossingsatAlumRock,McKee,Mabury,Berryessaand
Cropley
•WidenBridgesOverUpperPenitenciaCreekandBerryessaCreek
•WidenUndercrossingatHostetter
•ModifyExistingSoundwallalongSB680atBerryessaCreek
•ReconfigureMontagueExpresswayRampstoAccommodateanAddedLaneSouthof
MontagueExpressway

F12

CapitolExpressway ModifyCapitolExpresswayNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoaStandard2ͲLaneExit
•ConstructRetainingWallBetweenOffͲRampandNBMainline

F13

CapitolExpressway ConstructaSBOffͲRamptoEBCapitolExpresswayasaThirdͲLevelFlyoverStructure
•ConstructTwoMSERetainingStructuresApproachinganApprox.2000'Long,2Ͳlane,Flyover
Structure
•ModifySBOnͲRampFromAlumRockToRemovetheBraidedRampStructureandReconstruct
theOnͲRampAtͲGradeUndertheFlyover
•MergetheOffͲRampIntotheCapitolExpresswayMedianandProhibitSBLeftTurntoCapitol
Ave
•ModifytheIntersectionandSignalatCapitolExpwy/CapitolAvetoTwoͲPhaseOperation
•ProvideNewSBUͲTurnSignalandPocketSouthofCapitolAvenueforAccessToCapitol
Avenue
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ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION
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HIGHWAYIMPROVEMENTSINCL.MODIFICATIONSTORAMPSTHATBENEFITHIGHWAYOPERATIONS
F14

CapitolExpressway AddWBtoSBOnͲRampCrossingUnderIͲ680andIntersectingJacksonAveSBOnͲRamp
•EliminateWBtoSBOnͲRampLoopandWeavingSectionontheSBCollectorͲDistributor
•ConstructaNewOnͲRampUnderIͲ680ToIntersectCapitolataNewSignalAllowLeftTurns
fromWBCapitol
•TeeNewSBOnͲRampintoExistingJacksonAveSBOnͲRamp
•ModifyDelineationforWBtoNBOnͲRamptoa2ͲLaneDiverge
•ReduceCapitolExpresswayto2EBLanesWestoftheSBOnͲandOffͲRampLoops
•Adda3rdEBLaneatSBOffͲRampMerge
•ModifyCapitolExpressway/JacksonAveIntersectionToSquareUpReturns
•Adda4thEBlaneatNBOffͲRampMergeThroughCapitolAveIntersection

F15

CapitolExpressway ReconfigureSBLoopOnͲandOffͲRampstoaMultiͲlaneRoundabout(Variation1)
•ConstructRoundaboutinExistingR/WWestofCapitolUndercrossing
•MaintainSBtoEBOffͲRampLoopDirectConnectiontoCapitolExpressway
•EliminateWBtoSBOnͲRampLoopandDivertTraffictoJacksonInterchange
•RealignJacksonThroughandLeftTurningMovementsThroughRoundabout
•ReconfigureJacksonRightTurningMovementsTo/FromSanAntoniotoBypassRoundabout

F16

CapitolExpressway ReconfigureSBLoopOnͲandOffͲRampstoaMultiͲlaneRoundabout(Variation2)
•ConstructRoundaboutinExistingR/WWestofCapitolUndercrossing
•MaintainWBtoSBOnͲRampLoopDirectConnectiontoCapitolExpressway
•RealignSBOffͲRamptoTeeIntoProposedRoundabout
•RealignSBJacksonThroughandLeftTurningMovementsThroughRoundabout
•ReconfigureJacksonRightTurningMovementsTo/FromSanAntoniotoBypassRoundabout

F17

CapitolExpressway
Capitol
Expressway WidentotheOutsidetoAddNBandSBAuxiliaryLanesBetweenCapitolExpresswayand
Widen to the Outside to Add NB and SB Auxiliary Lanes Between Capitol Expressway and
toBerryessaRd BerryessaRd
•ModifyRampsandCollectorDistributorsatAlumRock,McKeeandBerryessa
•WidenUpperPenitenciaCreekBridge
•ConstructRetainingWallsUnderOvercrossingsatAlumRock,McKeeandMabury

F18

AlumRockAve

AddHOVBypassLaneonEBtoNBLoopOnͲRamp

F19

McKeeAveto
BerryessaRd

WidentotheOutsidetoAddNBandSBAuxiliaryLanesBetweenMcKeeAveandBerryessaRd
•ModifyRampsandCollectorDistributorsatMcKeeandBerryessa
•WidenUpperPenitenciaCreekBridge
•ConstructRetainingWallsUnderOvercrossingsatMabury

F20

McKeeRd

F21

HostetterRd

ModifyMcKeeNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoaStandard2ͲLaneExit
•ReconfigureSouthernPortionofCollectorDistributorto2Lanes
ModifyHostetterNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoaStandard2ͲLaneExit
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F22

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

ModifyMontagueNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoaStandard2ͲLaneExit
•Add1500ͲfootLongAuxiliaryLaneFromNBRampDivergetoNorthofCropleyAve
•WidenBerryessaCreekBridgeStructure
•WidenSouthernPortionofCollectorͲDistributorto2Lanes
•ModifySoundwall

F23

CalaverasRd/ ModifyCalaverasSBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoaStandard2ͲLaneExit
Route237
•ReconfigureNorthernPortionofCollectorDistributorto2Lanes

F24

JacklinRd

RealignSBOnͲRamptotheNorthtoIncreaseAuxiliaryLaneLengthtoCalaveras

F25

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

ConstructDirectConnectorsFromSBHOVorExpressLanesOnIͲ680ToWBMontagueandFrom
EBMontagueToSBHOVorExpressLanesOnIͲ680
•WidenIͲ680MediantoAccommodateDirectConnectorLane,StructuresandTransitions
•WidenIͲ680totheOutsideandModifyRampstoAccommodateWideninginMedian
•ConstructMSEWallsforRampsintheIͲ680MedianToTeeIntotheNorthandSouthSidesof
theMontagueOvercrossingStructure

F26

AlumRockAve

ConstructanExpressBusStationintheMedianofIͲ680toConnectBusesUsingHOVorExpress
LaneswithSantaClaraAlumRockBRTStationatJacksonAveViaAlumRockSidewalk
•ConstructStairsandElevatortoConnecttoSoutherlySidewalkAlongAlumRock
•WidenIͲ680MediantoAccommodateBusLanes,CenterPlatform,ShelterandOtherStation
Features
•WidenIͲ680totheOutsideandModifyBothOnͲRampLoopsandSBCapitolExpyOffͲRampto
AccommodateWideninginMedian
•Construct/ModifyRetainingWallsUnderAlumRockOvercrossingStructure

F27

CapitolExpressway ConstructaSBOffͲRamptoEBCapitolExpresswayasaThirdͲLevelFlyoverStructure
•ConstructTwoMSERetainingStructuresApproachinganApprox.2000'Long,2Ͳlane,Flyover
Structure
•ModifySBOnͲRampFromAlumRockToRemovetheBraidedRampStructureandReconstruct
theOnͲRampAtͲGradeUndertheFlyover
•MergetheOffͲRampIntotheCapitolExpresswayRtShld

F28

CapitolExpressway ModifyInterchangeIntoaDivergingDiamond(DDI)
•ConstructNewIntersectionsatNBandSBRampsToCrossoverEBandWBCapitolExpwy
Traffic
•SwitchDirectionsofCapitolExpwyTrafficBetweenIntersectionsWithBikeandPedestriansIn
Median
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5.2

Local Street and Interchange Multi-Modal Improvements

This category includes local street and interchange improvements including multi-modal
improvements that affect cars, bicycles and pedestrians. While these improvements offer some
potential to attract people away from using the freeway, these improvements are categorized
separately from the highway improvements in this Corridor Study. These improvements primarily
improve local street connections to freeway ramps, including converting full cloverleaf interchanges
to partial cloverleaf interchanges, squaring-up ramp connections to local streets and other multimodal bicycle and pedestrian improvements along local streets at locations shown in Figure 5-2
and described in Table 5-2. Since the relative need for improvement and the availability of funding
will vary at different interchanges, multiple levels of improvement are included at most interchanges.
In order to provide potential projects which address near-term, cost effective solutions as well as
long-term, substantial reconstructions, three levels of improvement (Levels A, B and C) are being
considered.
Interchange improvements identified as Level A consist of substantial modifications to interchanges,
conversion of full cloverleaf (Type L-10) to partial cloverleaf (Type L-9) and other major
modifications like the following:





Modify interchange at King Road into a diverging diamond interchange (DDI) [L02].
Convert full cloverleaf (Type L-10) interchanges at McKee Road [L43] Berryessa Road
[L53], Montague Expressway [L74], and Calaveras Boulevard / Route 237 [L84] to partial
cloverleaf (Type L-9) interchanges with realigned loop on-ramps to terminate into
signalized ramp termini at approximately 90 to local roads.
Widen Berryessa Road overcrossing and approaches between existing two overcrossing
structures to provide six lanes, two sidewalks and Class II or enhanced bike lanes [L54].

I-680 / Berryessa Road Interchange (Looking West)
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Level B interchange improvements consist of modifications typically to realign ramps at the local
street termini, reduce turning speeds, reduce crosswalk lengths and better accommodate bicyclists
and pedestrians but with no change to the ramp merges and diverges with the freeway including:






Realign both southbound loops and the northbound on-ramps to intersect Capitol
Expressway at approximately 45, add crosswalks perpendicular to the realigned ramps
and a Class I barrier separated multi-use path along the north side of Capitol
Expressway [L21].
Square up the loop and diagonal ramps to intersect local roads at approximately 90at
cloverleaf interchanges at McKee Road [L41], Berryessa Road [L51], Montague
Expressway [L71] and Calaveras Boulevard / Route 237 [L81].
Square up southbound on-ramps at Hostetter Road, convert the eastbound to
southbound on-ramp to a trap lane with a turn pocket, provide bike escape ramps and
delineate bike lanes through the ramp weaves [L62].
Square up all off-ramp loops at Capitol Avenue and realign westbound to northbound
and eastbound to southbound on-ramp loops to intersect at approximately 90 to Capitol
Avenue [L63].

Interchange improvements labeled as Level C consist of modifications to delineation,
channelization, minor curb modifications and signals to better accommodate bikes and pedestrians
and typically include no realignments or significant paving. These improvements are included for
evaluation with other active transportation improvements in Section 5.3.

I-680 / McKee Road Interchange (Looking East)
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Table 5-2
Potential Local Street and Interchange Multi-Modal Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

LOCALSTREETANDINTERCHANGEMULTIͲMODALIMPROVEMENTS
L01

KingRoad

"SquareͲUp"RampsandAddClassIIBikeLanes
•ReconfigureSBOnͲRampandNBOffͲRamptoMeetKingRoadatApproximately90°
•Modify2LeftTurnPocketsInto"BackͲtoͲBack"ConfigurationtoAddBikeLanesThrough
Interchange

L02

KingRoad

ModifyInterchangeIntoaDivergingDiamond(DDI)
•ConstructNewIntersectionsatNBandSBRampsToCrossoverNBandSBKingRoadTraffic
•SwitchDirectionsofKingRoadTrafficBetweenIntersectionsWithBikeandPedestriansIn
Median

L11

JacksonAve

L21

"SquareͲUp"OnͲRampIntersection
•ReconfigureSBOnͲRamptoIntersectJacksonRoadatApproximately90°
•DelineateClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanesThroughInterchange

CapitolExpressway RealignRampIntersections
•RealignBothSBLoopsandNBOnͲRamptoIntersectCapitolExpresswayatApproximately45°
•InstallCrosswalksPerpendiculartotheRealignedRamps
•AddClassIͲBarrierSeparatedMultiͲUsePathAlongNorthSideofCapitolExpressway

L31

AlumRockAve

"SquareͲUp"RampIntersections
•RealignBothOnͲRampLoopstoIntersectAlumRockatApproximately90°

L33

BetweenAlum
Rock&McKee

Constructa2ͲLaneOvercrossingandStreetConnectingMaddenAvenueAcrossIͲ680
•RemovetheExistingMaddenAvenuePedestrianOvercrossing
•OvercrossingandApproachesToInclude2SidewalksandClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes

L34

BetweenAlum
Rock&McKee

Constructa2ͲLaneOvercrossingandStreetConnectingMatherDriveandMuellerAvenueAcross
IͲ680
•OvercrossingandApproachesToInclude2SidewalksandClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes

L41

McKeeRd

"SquareͲUp"RampIntersections
•RealignAllLoopRampstoIntersectMcKeeRoadatApproximately90°
•RealignAllDiagonalRampstoIntersectMcKeeRoadatApproximately90°
•AddRightTurnPocketsatallOnͲRampApproaches

L42

McKeeRd

ModifyFreeFlowOnͲandOffͲRampstoDiagonalMergewithTurningLanes
•ModifyHighͲSpeedOnͲandOffͲRampstoIntersectMcKeeatApproximately45°
•AddPedestrianActivatedBeaconsatPerpendicularCrosswalks

Table 5-2
Potential Local Street and Interchange Multi-Modal Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

LOCALSTREETANDINTERCHANGEMULTIͲMODALIMPROVEMENTS
L43

McKeeRd

ConvertFullCloverleaf(LͲ10)InterchangetoPartialCloverleaf(LͲ9)Interchange
•WidenandSignalizeDiagonalNBandSBOffͲRamptoAllowBothEBandWBTurning
Movements
•EliminateNBandSBOffͲRampLoops
•EliminateNBandSBCollectorͲDistributors
•RealignLoopOnͲRampstoTerminateatSignalizedRampTerminusatApproximately90°to
McKeeRd
•AddHOVByͲPasstoAllOnͲRamps

L44

MaburyRoad

WidenOvercrossingandApproachesToProvide4Lanes,2SidewalksandClassIIorEnhanced
BikeLanes
•ConstructEmbankmentandRetainingWallsIfRequiredToMaintainPG&ETowerLineAccess
•WidenOvercrossingandWidenMaburyRoadFromLavaWayToCedarvilleLane
•ExtendClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanesFromCapitolAvenueToJacksonAvenue/Penitencia
CreekTrail

L51

BerryessaRd

"SquareͲUp"RampIntersections
•RealignAllLoopRampstoIntersectBerryessaRdatApproximately90°
•RealignAllDiagonalRampstoIntersectAtApproximately90°
•AddRightTurnPocketsatallOnͲRampApproaches

L52

BerryessaRd

ModifyFreeFlowOnͲandOffͲRampstoDiagonalMergewithTurningLanes
•ModifyHighͲSpeedOnͲandOffͲRampstoIntersectBerryessaatApproximately45°
•AddPedestrianActivatedBeaconsandPerpendicularCrosswalks
•DelineateBikeLanesthroughInterchange

L53

Berryessa Rd
BerryessaRd

ConvertFullCloverleaf(LͲ10)InterchangetoPartialCloverleaf(LͲ9)Interchange
Convert
Full Cloverleaf (LͲ10) Interchange to Partial Cloverleaf (LͲ9) Interchange
•WidenandSignalizeDiagonalNBandSBOffͲRamptoAllowBothEBandWBTurning
Movements
•EliminateNBandSBOffͲRampLoops
•EliminateNBandSBCollectorͲDistributors
•RealignLoopOnͲRampstoTerminateatSignalizedIntersectionsatApproximately90°at
BerryessaRoad
•AddHOVByͲPasstoAllOnͲRamps

L54

BerryessaRd

WidenOvercrossingandApproachesToProvide6Lanes,2SidewalksandClassIIorEnhanced
BikeLanes
•WidenOvercrossingtoFillInBetweenExisting2OvercrossingStructures
•WidenBerryessaRoadFromFlickingerToCapitolAvenue
•ExtendClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanesFromFlickingerToCapitolAvenue

Table 5-2
Potential Local Street and Interchange Multi-Modal Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

LOCALSTREETANDINTERCHANGEMULTIͲMODALIMPROVEMENTS
L62

HostetterRd

"SquareͲUp"SBOnͲRamps
•ConvertEBtoSBOnͲRamptoTrapLanewithTurnPocketConfiguration
•ReconfigureHostetterEBto2ThroughLanesandaLtTurnApproachLaneUnderIͲ680
•EliminateThroughMovementfromNBOffͲRamptoPrivateDriveway
•DelineateBikeLanesThroughRampWeaves
•RealignSBOnͲandOffͲRampstoIntersectHostetteratApproximately90°

L63

CapitolAve

"SquareͲUp"BothOffͲRampLoops
•ModifyHighSpeedOnͲandOffͲRampstoIntersectCapitolAveatApproximately90°
•EliminateWBtoNBOnͲRampandRouteVehiclesIntoTurnPocketandOntoExistingEBtoNB
Ramp
•AddSignalsatAllOffͲRamps

L71

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

"SquareͲUp"OnͲandOffͲRamps
•ModifyHighͲSpeedOnͲandOffͲRampstoIntersectMontagueExpresswayatApproximately
90°
•LengthenLtandRtTurnPocketsatMontagueCt/PectenCttoIncreaseStorageandEliminate
ShortWeaves.

L72

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

ModifyFreeFlowOffͲRampstoDiagonalMergewithTurningLanes
•RealignRampTerminitoConverge/DivergeatApproximately45°fromCalaveras
•AddPedestrianActivatedBeaconsandPerpendicularCrosswalks
•DelineateBikeWeavesThroughInterchange

L73

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

WidenOvercrossingandApproachesToProvide6Lanes,2SidewalksandClassIIorEnhanced
BikeLanes
•WidenOvercrossingtoFillInBetweenExisting2OvercrossingStructures
•WidenMontague/LandessFromSBOn
Widen Montague / Landess From SB OnͲRamps
RampsToDempsey
To Dempsey
•ExtendClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanesFromSBOnͲRampsToDempsey

L74

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

ConvertFullCloverleaf(LͲ10)InterchangetoPartialCloverleaf(LͲ9)Interchange
•Add2ndAuxiliaryLanetoSBOffRampApproach
•WidenandSignalizeDiagonalSBOffͲRamptopermitbothEBandWBTurningMovements
•WidenDiagonalNBOffͲRampforAdditionalWBTurningCapacity
•WidenDiagonalOnͲRampsto2Lanes
•EliminateNBandSBOffͲRampLoops
•EliminateNBandSBCollectorͲDistributors
•RealignLoopOnͲRampstoTerminateatApproximately90°atSignalizedIntersection
•AddHOVByͲPasstoAllOnͲRamps
•WidenBridgeto"FillIn"betweenStructuresandAddaLaneinEachDirection

L76

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

OTHERPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTALTERNATIVESFROMCOUNTYOFSANTACLARAPROJECT
INITIATIONDOCUMENT(PID)

Table 5-2
Potential Local Street and Interchange Multi-Modal Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

LOCALSTREETANDINTERCHANGEMULTIͲMODALIMPROVEMENTS
L81

CalaverasRd/
Route237

"SquareUp"OnͲandOffͲRamps
•ModifyHighͲSpeedOnͲandOffͲRampstoIntersectCalaverasatApproximately90°
•AddBikeLanesFromParkVictoriaBlvdtoHillviewDr

L82

CalaverasRd/
Route237

ModifyFreeFlowOffͲRampstoDiagonalMergewithTurningLanes
•RealignRampTerminitoConverge/DivergeatApproximately45°fromCalaveras
•AddPedestrianActivatedBeaconsatPerpendicularCrosswalks

L83

CalaverasRd/
Route237

AddBusDuckoutonWBCalaverasEastofIͲ680

L84

CalaverasRd/
Route237

ConvertFullCloverleaf(LͲ10)InterchangetoPartialCloverleaf(LͲ9)Interchange
•WidenandSignalizeDiagonalNBandSBOffͲRamptoAllowBothEBandWBTurning
Movements
•EliminateNBandSBOffͲRampLoops
•EliminateNBandSBCollectorͲDistributors
•RealignLoopOnͲRampstoTerminateatSignalizedRampIntersectionatApproximately90°
•AddHOVByͲPasstoAllOnͲRamps

L91

JacklinRd

"SquareͲUp"RampIntersections
•RealignRtTurnsatSBRampsWithMinimumTruckTurnRadii

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
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5.3

Off-Street Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements

Potential improvements in locations where there is little change on motorized vehicle traffic such as
Class I or Class II bikeways, pedestrian overcrossings or trails along creeks are included as a
separate category listed in Table 5-3.
Caltrans introduced guidance for Class IV bikeways, also known as cycle tracks, in December
2015. These facilities provide an increased level of service for bicycles as they are exclusive to
cyclists. Due to the timing of these policy changes, no Class IV bikeways are proposed within this
study.
Because of the complex and potentially confusing geometry at the beginning and ends of cycle
tracks, the benefit is best realized when installed as continuous longitudinal elements. At local
street crossings, cycle tracks may provide benefit if implemented as part of larger network
elements. Attention should be given to existing right of way constraints and obstructions due to
existing structures as Class IV bikeways generally require wider roadway footprints. VTA is
currently underway with the Countywide Bike Plan which will address regional opportunities for
Class IV bikeways, including along and across the I-680 Corridor.
Interchange improvements previously described as Level C improvements, that improve bicycle and
pedestrian access through interchanges with no realignments or significant paving are included in
this category:




Delineate Class II or enhanced bike lanes through the Capitol Expressway interchange
and upgrade crosswalks at all ramps [B21].
Delineate Class II or enhanced bike lanes at Alum Rock Avenue [B31].
Upgrade bicycle and pedestrian signing and striping, delineate Class II bike lanes and
weaving tracks throughout cloverleaf interchanges and add flashing beacons at all
unsignalized ramp termini at McKee Road [B41], at Berryessa Road [B51], at Montague
Expressway [B71] and at Calaveras Boulevard / Route 237 [B81].

This category also includes off-street active transportation improvements including:






Construct a pedestrian overcrossing connecting Mather Drive and Mueller Avenue
across I-680 between Alum Road Avenue and McKee Road [B33].
Upgrade the existing Class I bike/pedestrian path under I-680 at Upper Penitencia Creek
between Mabury Road and Berryessa Road [B43].
Construct a pedestrian overcrossing connecting Sierra Road to Old Abbey Place across
I-680 between Berryessa Road and Hostetter Road [B52].
Improve the Trimble / Capewood pedestrian overcrossing between Cropley Avenue and
Montague Expressway for bikes and pedestrians [B63].
Construct a pedestrian overcrossing connecting N. Hillview Drive to Kennedy Drive [B82]
or Wool Drive [B83] across I-680 between Calaveras Boulevard and Jacklin Road.
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Some of these bicycle/pedestrian connections across I-680, such as the Upper Penitencia Creek
upgrades and the Trimble / Capewood POC improvements will greatly improve connectivity to VTA
LRT stations along Capitol Avenue or to the new BART Berryessa and Milpitas Stations.
The Study has proposed a number of potential improvements which increase multi-modal
connectivity and safety immediately adjacent to the corridor. However, both Milpitas and San Jose
have been working diligently on providing bicycle facilities on their roads beyond the corridor. While
the VTA 2008 Countywide Bicycle Plan, the Milpitas Bikeway Master Plan of 2009, and the San
Jose Bike Plan 2020 do not include full completion of the bicycle network east and west of I-680 in
all spots, bicycle projects are sometimes fast-tracked when public-works opportunities occur.

I-680 / Alum Rock Avenue Interchange (Looking North)
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Table 5-3
Potential Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

BICYCLE/PEDESTRIANIMPROVEMENTS
B21

CapitolExpressway DelineateClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanesThroughInterchangeandCrosswalksatAllRamps
•AddFlashingBeaconsatAllCrosswalks

B31

AlumRockAve

DelineateClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes

B32

BetweenAlum
Rock&McKee

ImprovetheMaddenAvenuePOCforBikesandPedestrians
•ImproveDelineation,Signage,etcbetweenLRTStationsandNeighborhoodWestofIͲ680,
includingRMC
•AddClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanesonRoadwayApproachestoPOC
•ImproveAesthetics,Landscaping,Lighting,Artwork,andPlacemakingElements.

B33

BetweenAlum
Rock&McKee

ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingMatherDriveandMuellerAvenueAcrossIͲ680
•UpgradeMatherDriveandMuellerAvenueToIncludeClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes
•ImproveAccessbetweenLRTStationsandNeighborhoodWestofIͲ680,includingRMC

B41

McKeeRd

B42

MaburyRoad

B43

B51

UpgradeBicycleandPedestrianStriping
•DelineateClassIIBikeLanesandWeavingTracksThroughoutInterchange
•AddFlashingBeaconsatAllRampIntersections
ModifyDelineationToUpgradeClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes
•UpgradeClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanesFromCapitolAvenueToJacksonAvenue/Penitencia
CreekTrail

BetweenMabury& UpgradeClassIBike/PedestrianPathUnderIͲ680atUpperPenitenciaCreek
•ImproveSigns,DelineationandLightingUnderStructure
Berryessa
•LowerTrailSurfaceToImproveVerticalClearance;UpgradeCreekBarrierandImprove
Drainage
BerryessaRd

UpgradeBicycleandPedestrianSigningandStriping
•DelineateClassIIBikeLanesandWeavingTracksThroughoutInterchange
•AddFlashingBeaconsatAllUnsignalizedRampTermini

B52

BetweenBerryessa ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingSierraRoadtoOldAbbeyPlaceAcrossIͲ680
andHostetter •UpgradeSierraRoadandBattagliaCircleToIncludeClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes
•ImproveAccessbetweenLRTStationsandNeighborhoodWestofIͲ680,includingFlickinger
Park
•AcquireOneResidenceonOldAbbeyPlace

B53

BetweenBerryessa ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingZoriaCourttoCaminoDelReyAcrossIͲ680
andHostetter •UpgradeZoriaCtandCaminoDelRayToIncludeClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes
•ImproveaccesstoVTAParkandRidelottoResidencesWestIͲ680
•AcquireOneResidenceonZoriaCourt

Table 5-3
Potential Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

BICYCLE/PEDESTRIANIMPROVEMENTS
B61

CapitolAve

ReplaceLightingUnderHighwayStructure
•ReplaceStreetLightPoleswithSoffitLightingtoMaintainClearSidewalkforADACompliance

B62

CropleyAvenue

B63

BetweenCropley ImprovetheTrimble/CapewoodPOCforBikesandPedestrians
andMontague •ImproveDelineation,Signage,etcbetweenBARTandLRTStationsandNeighborhoodEastofIͲ
680
•ImproveAesthetics,Landscaping,Lighting,Artwork,andPlacemakingElements.
•WidenPOCEntrances

ModifyDelineationToProvideClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes
•ExtendClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanesFromCapitolAvenueToMorrillAvenue

B71

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

UpgradeBicycleandPedestrianStriping
•DelineateClassIIBikeLanesandWeavingTracksThroughoutInterchange
•AddFlashingBeaconsatAllRampsCrossings

B72

YosemiteAve

DelineateClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes

B81

CalaverasRd/
Route237

UpgradeBicycleandPedestrianSigningandStriping
•DelineateClassIIBikeLanesandWeavingTracksThroughoutInterchange
•AddFlashingBeaconsatAllRampTermini

B82

BetweenCalaveras ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingKennedytoNHillviewDrAcrossIͲ680
andJacklin
•UpgradeKennedyAndHillviewToIncludeClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes
•ModifySoundwallsToConstructPOCRampsParalleltoIͲ680
q
g
y
y
p y
•AcquireRightofWayofOneResidenceonKennedyandOnePartialPropertyonHillviewDr

B83

BetweenCalaveras ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingWoolDriveToNHillviewDrAcrossIͲ680
andJacklin
•UpgradeWoolDriveandNHillviewDrToIncludeClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes
•ModifySoundwallsToConstructPOCRampsParalleltoIͲ680
•AcquireRightofWayofOnePartialPropertyonWoolDrandOnePartialPropertyonHillview
Dr

B91

JacklinRd

DelineateBikeLanesThroughInterchange

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
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5.4

Transit Improvements

Potential transit improvements are an important consideration along I-680. Since VTA is currently
engaged in major improvements including the BART Berryessa Extension parallel to the corridor
and the Santa Clara Alum Rock Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project that is currently under construction
across I-680 at Alum Rock Avenue, significant changes will occur in upcoming years. These new
transit opportunities will trigger changes in service and ridership for existing bus transit to create
feeder routes to BART, as well as effecting use of the VTA light rail that crosses the corridor along
Capitol Avenue. Since other studies are currently underway to address these transit service
changes, this section will focus on a summary of these efforts and high level look at other possible
opportunities.
On-Street Bus Facilities
Modifications to the existing roadway system provide opportunities to improve the transit network
with geometric modifications. The study looked at a number of locations to implement bus pullouts,
including project [L83] to add a pullout along westbound Calaveras Rd / Rt 237. A pullout is a
feature that allows the bus to exit the flow of traffic to permit loading and unloading of passengers
without obstructing vehicular through traffic. Bus pullouts have been implemented on VTA’s
network throughout the valley and there exist numerous apparent benefits of preventing the
obstruction of through vehicular traffic and reducing the risk of collisions with vehicles. However,
pullouts require available right-of-way along local streets and may affect private frontages.
Additionally, during congested hours, pullouts can make it difficult for the bus to re-enter the
travelled way causing delay and inconsistency in the system. These effects should be evaluated
closely at potential pullout locations.
Other potential changes to existing bus facilities, including moving or consolidating bus stops
should be analyzed closely with the needs of the riders and trip origins and destinations in the area.
BART Transportation Integration Plan
The southward extension of BART service is anticipated to bring about changes to VTA’s existing
bus services in the I-680 Corridor as shown in Figure 5-3. Through the BART Transportation
Integration Plan, VTA is analyzing bus connections to the existing Fremont BART station as well as
to the future Warm Springs, Milpitas, and Berryessa BART stations. This project was initiated in
2014 and is scheduled to conclude in late 2016.
Service to Fremont and Warm Springs BART Stations
The following changes are proposed for Line 180 service:




Northern terminus moved to Warm Springs BART from Fremont BART.
Southern terminus moved to Great Mall from East San Jose.
Weekday midday service interval reduced from 30 minutes to 60 minutes.

Line 181 will remain unchanged, and Lines 120 & 140 will start at Fremont and also divert into the
Warm Springs Station.
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VTA will be conducting an Integration Plan to determine how the bus network should change in
conjunction with the BART extension to Milpitas and Berryessa.

Figure 5-3
Service to Milpitas BART station
The new Milpitas BART station will be located about one-half mile from the existing Great Mall
Transit Center. VTA will examine how these two transit centers will work together or if the Milpitas
BART station should replace the Great Mall Transit Center. Line 180, which operates within the
study area, currently serves the Great Mall Transit Center.
VTA is also looking at potential expanded or modified light rail service between the Milpitas BART
station and Mountain View. This new service could divert some passengers from existing Lines
104, 140 and 180.
Service to Berryessa BART station
VTA has also been exploring options for bus service to the Berryessa BART station, which is
scheduled to begin BART operations in 2018 (see Figure 5-4). Conceptual transit changes that
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have been proposed include new or reconfigured bus service to the Berryessa BART station until
the BART extension to downtown San Jose is completed, which could be 10 or more years later.

Figure 5-4
Pedestrian Access to Transit Plan
VTA is developing a countywide Pedestrian Access to Transit Plan as part of its broader pedestrian
program. Walking is a keystone component of all transit trips, and VTA’s plan will include changes
to improve walking access to and from bus stops and stations in Santa Clara County.
VTA released an Existing Conditions Report of the walking environment for the Pedestrian Access
to Transit Plan in July 2014 and is currently working with community members and stakeholders to
identify projects to improve pedestrian facilities. One of the Pedestrian Access to Transit Plan’s
focus areas includes areas that lie east of the I-680 highway. The plan’s draft list of projects is
anticipated to be available in early 2016. This project list may include many of the same multimodal improvements addressed in the preceding section of this Study, including pedestrian
overcrossings, Complete Street improvements, bicycle and pedestrian paths, and sidewalk
upgrades.
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5.4.1

Transit Improvements to BART

In addition to the ongoing transit expansions for BART, Santa Clara Alum Rock BRT and
their implications upon VTA’s bus and light rail service operations, the I-680 Corridor
presents other opportunities for expanded transit service longitudinally along the corridor.
Public Bus Transit
Currently no other public transit agencies provide service along the corridor. There are no
plans to provide new or expanded existing public service from Alameda County or Contra
Costa County (the Tri-Valley area) to Santa Clara County.
Private Employer Shuttles
Many businesses and institutions provide private shuttle services for their employees or
patrons. With the advent of shuttle services operated by large information technology
businesses in the region, the scale of private shuttle operations has grown tremendously
over the last decade. Google, Apple, Facebook, Genentech, and Yahoo! are some of the
most well-known employer shuttles in the Bay Area.
In relation to the I-680 Corridor Study, employer shuttles may use I-680 to transport
passengers to work sites in Silicon Valley. These shuttles are also using SR-84 or I-880 to
carry passengers from Alameda County and other areas to the north and east. Similarly,
employer buses are using US 101 from areas south of Santa Clara County to bring people
to Silicon Valley.
These businesses do not share comprehensive information or data on their shuttle
operations. As a result there is no comprehensive and reliable database for private shuttle
operations, including routing, service frequency, or span of service. MTC and the Bay Area
Council are currently working on a study to prepare an inventory of existing shuttle
operations. This study would allow planning agencies in the region to address and
accommodate private shuttles in their plans and to collaborate with the operators of these
services.
Use of Express Lanes for Transit
As discussed in previous sections, VTA's long-range Valley Transportation Plan 2040
includes Express Lanes on I-680 within the study limits, and other Express Lane or HOV
lane options are identified to expand the system beyond the current southbound limit at
Calaveras Boulevard / Route 237 to the junction with US 101. The creation of Express
Lanes or HOV lanes on I-680 will improve opportunities to establish effective express bus
service between job centers in Santa Clara County and residential communities in the TriValley area of Alameda and Contra Costa Counties. Expanded bus service in this heavy
commute corridor would increase average vehicle occupancy, improve travel time and
reliability to accommodate current and future demand.
Express lanes could be highly beneficial to VTA’s express bus operations (e.g., Line 180),
which would buffer transit from general-traffic delays. Bus movements to and from the
Express Lane or HOV lanes are important and would be greatly facilitated by bus-only
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ramps and/or metered ramps with bus bypass lanes. Options could be investigated for busonly ingress/egress ramps to the express buses’ off-line bus stations or park-and-ride
facilities. The Potential Improvement List on the following pages identifies two potential
opportunities for such facilities:




Construct an Express Bus Station in the median of I-680 at the Alum Rock
Avenue Overcrossing with stairs and an elevator to connect buses using the I680 Express lanes or HOV Lanes with the Alum Rock / 34th Street BRT Station
via the southerly sidewalk along Alum Rock Avenue [L32]
Construct direct connectors from the southbound I-680 Express Lane or HOV
Lane to the westbound HOV Lane on Montague Expressway, and from the
eastbound HOV Lane on Montague Expressway to the southbound I-680
Express Lane or HOV Lane [F25]. In conjunction with extension of I-680 Express
Lanes or HOV lanes through the Montague Expressway interchange.

Potential improvement [F25] to add direct connectors to Montague Expressway was analyzed apart
from other Level A, B and C improvements at Montague Expressway. Potential Improvements to
Square Up On- and Off-Ramps [L71], and Convert Full Cloverleaf to a Partial Cloverleaf
Interchange [L74] do not preclude construction of a direct connector to the Montague Expressway
bridge deck. Potential Improvements to Modify the Free Flow Ramps to Diagonal Merges [L71] and
Widen Montague Expressway Overcrossing Structure [L73] are feasible, but may require analysis
of weaving conditions on the bridge deck. The relationships between multiple desired improvements
at a single location should be considered to limit rework and impedance.

.
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5.5

Other Transportation Improvement Strategies

Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSM&O)
Caltrans is committed to effective Transportation Systems Management and Operations
(TSM&O) to optimize the performance of California's transportation systems for all users
and modes of travel. TSM&O is the integration of projects, business processes, systems,
technology, performance measurement, organization and workforce to actively and
efficiently manage and operate California's transportation system. Caltrans plans to work in
partnership with local agencies and others to preserve system capacity, improve safety,
security, reliability, and sustainability through the use of TSM&O.
These partnerships form the operational strategies that are the basis of Integrated Corridor
Management (ICM). TSM&O and ICM require proactive integration of the transportation
systems to efficiently move people and goods along highly congested urban corridors.
TSM&O and ICM strategies improve operations of multimodal transportation infrastructure.
TSM&O strategies are essential to the performance-based decision making process that
Caltrans plans to use to efficiently operate the transportation network.
Many of the Potential Improvements described in this Study are elements of TSM&O
strategies that can be coordinated into an Integrated Corridor Management system for the I680 Corridor:









Ramp metering
Managed lanes
Traffic signal synchronization
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
Real time traveler information
Incident and special event management
Traffic Management Plans (TMPs)
Dynamic lane management

TSM&O uses real-time traffic management and operations to improve safety and optimize
flow, thereby improving efficiency of the transportation system while adhering to statewide
standards and consistency with federal rules and regulations. Use of TSM&O envisions a
secure, coordinated, well-maintained and efficiently performing technological infrastructure
Effective TSM&O requires incorporation of operational strategies into transportation plans,
programs, and guidance document to improve the safety, security, reliability, and
sustainability of the transportation system. This in turn maximizes the public’s return on
investment in California’s transportation infrastructure, while at the same time minimizing
system impacts on the environment.
Based on workload standards, Caltrans estimates a preliminary need of 1.6 full time
Operations field staff and 1.0 full time Maintenance staff to support the existing inventory of
Traffic Operations System (TOS) elements (Ramp Meters, Vehicle Detection Stations,
CCTV, Changeable Message Signs, & Highway Advisory Radio) on the I-680 Corridor.
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Management of Recurring Traffic Congestion
In addition to Caltrans pursuit of TSM&O and ICM strategies, VTA and local agencies,
including the City of San Jose and City of Milpitas, work to reduce recurring peak hour
congestion by land use planning and travel demand management strategies.
In Envision San Jose 2040 General Plan, the City of San Jose has established a number of
land use strategies to guide the physical development of San Jose into “Urban Villages."
The future development of San Jose is intended to engage active, walkable, bicycle-friendly,
transit-oriented, mixed-use urban settings for new housing and job growth. Urban Villages
will enable location of commercial and public services in close proximity to residential and
employee populations, allowing people to walk to services while also providing greater
mobility for the expanding senior and youth segments of the population. The Urban Villages
strategies foster mixing residential and employment activities and establishing minimum
densities to support transit use, bicycling and walking combined with high-quality urban
design to enhance the quality of life. This style of development is intended to allow San
Jose to meet its long term growth goals while minimizing recurring peak hour congestion
impacts on transportation systems.
The City of Milpitas also supports strong traffic demand management, emphasizing transit
oriented development in key locations. The Transit Area Specific Plan encompassing 437
acres surrounding the Tasman Light Rail and the new Milpitas BART Station along
Montague Expressway is rapidly transforming low density industrial and warehouse land
uses into a vibrant mixed use urban center of over 7000 dwelling units and 1 million square
feet of office space.
VTA also supports local agencies’ travel demand management strategies through reviews,
analysis, and tracking of land use developments within and near Santa Clara County. VTA’s
efforts are focused on to improving land use/transportation coordination, promoting
alternative travel modes, and encouraging a balanced approach to addressing congestion.
Non-Recurring Congestion Management
Caltrans, VTA and local agencies also collaborate on efforts to reduce congestion triggered
by non-recurring causes, such as traffic accidents, disabled vehicles, work zones, adverse
weather, and planned special events. Nonrecurring events dramatically reduce the
available capacity and reliability of the entire transportation system.
Efforts to reduce non-recurring congestion include incident management such a Freeway
Service Patrol and tow truck responses to clear accidents, collaborative Transportation
Management Plans to provide public information and minimize delays related to
construction, and traffic control activities for planned special events like major sporting
events at local venues like Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara and SAP Center in San Jose.
Aggressive management of these temporary disruptions can reduce the impacts of the
disruptions and return the system to "full capacity" as quickly as possible.
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5.6

Noise Barrier Improvements

In addition to evaluating traffic conditions and addressing potential transportation
improvements, the I-680 Corridor Study identifies noise abatement improvements based on
a preliminary analysis of noise-sensitive land uses, inventory of existing noise barriers and
soundwalls, review of available information on ambient noise levels, and broad assessments
of potentially impacted noise receptors.
Noise abatement measures without roadway improvements are considered a Type II noise
barrier study. For an area to be eligible for a Type II noise barrier study, there must be a
noise complaint, and the noise levels shall be at or above 67 dBA. VTA acquires noise
complaint data from local agencies. Additional information regarding the noise complaint
process can be found on the municipality’s website.

Previous studies have identified and analyzed the need for soundwalls in the neighborhoods
between Capitol Expressway to the south and Muller Ave to the north. VTA currently has
programmed funding available for environmental clearance, design and construction in the
2014 STIP for six soundwalls in this area.
Additional Type II soundwall improvements could be beneficial in the following locations:









Southbound between McKee Road and Alum Rock Avenue
Southbound between Berryessa Road and McKee Road
Northbound McKee Road and Berryessa Road
Northbound between Berryessa Road and Hostetter Road
Northbound between Capitol Avenue and Landess Avenue
Northbound between Landess Road and Calaveras Boulevard
Northbound between Calaveras Boulevard and Jacklin Road
Northbound between Jacklin Road and Scott Creek Road

Additional information regarding existing conditions, potential improvements, evaluation of
alternatives and the soundwall decision process can be found in Appendix B.
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6.0

EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS
6.1

Evaluation of Goals and Objectives

The evaluation of potential improvements identified in Section 5 was accomplished by addressing
anticipated benefits of each improvement according to specific criteria. These criteria are based on
the proposed goals and objectives of the Study and reflect the most critical aspects of each
objective. The evaluation criteria and measures of effectiveness have been used to evaluate how
well each of the stated goals and objectives would be met.
The goals and objectives established for the Study, as stated in Section 2, include the following:











Improve geometrics supporting multiple modes of travel.
Improve traffic operations and enhance safety and security.
Enhance accessibility and connectivity to existing transit facilities.
Improve bicycle/pedestrian access and improve bicycle/pedestrian safety.
Promote connectivity of local roadways.
Promote continuity of transportation system elements.
Promote effective community partnering.
Preserve and maintain the existing transportation system.
Support the economic vitality and community values.
Preserve and enhance the environment.

The rating of potential improvements reflects the emphasis placed on measures that would best
reveal differences among the potential improvement strategies, reflect local and regional goals and
objectives, address known issues, and minimize redundancy. The recommended evaluation factors
are also influenced by goals and objectives from regional plans, federal guidelines, and local
priorities. By integrating these goals and guidelines into the process, the potential improvement
evaluation determines the extent to which goals have been achieved and compliance with policies
and procedures has been maintained.
6.2

Evaluation Factors

The potential improvements have been evaluated using the following detailed evaluation factors
developed in consideration of the Study goals and objectives above:





Mobility Effects: Reduction in person-hours of delay and decreased travel time by
improved traffic operations, reduced congestion, improved circulation, access and truck
movement.
Promotion of Multiple Transportation Modes: Potential to shift travelers from SOV to
other modes, such as HOV, transit and active transportation, through better access to
multiple travel modes, reduced risk of collisions and improved safety and connectivity for
bicycles and pedestrians.
Environmental and Socio-Economic Effects: Potential impacts on the natural
environment (air quality, noise, energy consumption, water quality, vegetation and
wildlife), cultural environment (historic, cultural and archaeological resources);
parklands, aesthetics and visual quality, socioeconomic equity, neighborhood integrity
and cohesion.
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Cost-effectiveness and Affordability: Capital costs, relative constructability,
operations and maintenance costs, relative benefit commensurate with costs, availability
of potential funding.
Relative Transportation System Benefit: Other benefits to the overall transportation
system, including closure of gaps, removal of barriers for active transportation, continuity
of regional system improvements, local legacy priorities and public input from the
outreach program.

It is important to note the evaluation factors and the resulting rankings established in this study
have been developed to reflect the current policy priorities of VTA and its partners in this study. In
future analysis of highly ranked improvements within this study, the evaluation measures may be
updated or refined to reflect new issues and concerns, and to make the best use of newly available
data. In these future refinements and analysis, the selection of potential improvements to be
advanced for funding and project development may vary from the recommendations of this study.
Due to limitations in modeling information, measurements of effectiveness such as Vehicle Miles
Travelled (VMT) and Induced Demand were not explicitly assessed within the evaluation of
alternatives. These factors were not included in the Mobility Effects factor because they did not
result in changes to the broad project tiering and ranking. Furthermore, these traffic shifts occur
regionally and while they may negatively affect the perceived benefit of longitudinal improvements
like Managed Lanes, they may reduce congestion on parallel corridors that are currently affected by
this existing demand. Future project-specific studies should quantitatively assess the effects of
demand allocation and travel mode shifts as a function of increased capacity, and the resulting
change in VMT.
For each evaluation factor, zero to five points have been assigned based upon a combination of
quantitative and qualitative considerations. The evaluation of potential improvements will use the
following ratings:
Improvements judged to have:
 Highest level of benefit or no negative value
 Substantial benefit or limited negative effect
 Moderate benefit or small negative effect
 Some benefit or moderate negative effect
 Little benefit or substantial negative effect
 No benefit or highest negative effect
6.3

5 Points
4 Points
3 Points
2 Points
1 Points
0 Points

Methodology of Evaluation

While most of the evaluation factors use qualitative judgments to develop the ratings, evaluation of
the Mobility Effects factor for some of the highway improvements was based upon delay
assessments. For these improvements, an analysis was performed to assess estimated reduction
in person hours of delay due to level of service improvement or anticipated reduction in congestion.
This assessment used demand volume data from the VTA travel demand model and the MTC
model delay curve equation in which delay increases as volume-to-capacity ratio increases. The
total person-hours of delay were estimated on each I-680 freeway segment between US 101 and
the Alameda County-Santa Clara County line. This estimate used assumed lane capacities for
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various freeway lane types
(general purpose, auxiliary, and
preferential lanes), assumed
average vehicle occupancies,
free flow travel times and
segment length to determine
the estimated person-hours of
delay on the segment. Year
2040 baseline volumes were
developed by extrapolating
between Base Year (2013) and
Year 2020 volumes, or by
increasing volumes with a
linear growth percentage.
Based on the description of the
potential improvements to be
I-680 / Montague Expressway Interchange (Looking North)
evaluated, the assessment was
modified to reflect impacts to lane capacities. It was then compared to the baseline to estimate the
change in person hours of delay due to the potential improvement. A decrease in person-hours of
delay results in a higher potential rating for Mobility Effects factor. For example, an improvement
that added an express lane for a significant portion of the corridor would be expected to improve
mobility more than one that converted an existing lane to an express lane. This analysis was
generally limited to large-scale, corridor-wide improvements, such as additional express lanes/HOV
lanes or ramp improvements at interchanges that are projected to be substantially over-capacity. A
detailed operations analysis should be performed prior to selecting improvements for further
development as this analysis is a simplified analysis only intended to assess broad differences in
potential improvements.
For other improvements in the highway category, the evaluation for Mobility Effects will be largely
qualitative because detailed modeling is not available within the limitations of this study. These
projects were evaluated using qualitative methods which took into account relative levels of future
congestion and the improvement’s ability to relieve that congestion. For these improvements, Fehr
& Peers developed an Evaluation Rubric to assess Mobility Effects, as well as Promotion of Multiple
Transportation Modes, and Relative Transportation Benefit. This Evaluation Rubric is included as
Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1
Evaluation Rubric
Highway Projects
Score
Mobility Effects

Criteria

5

Very high level of delay reduction

4

High level of delay reduction

3

Medium level of delay reduction

2

Medium-low level of delay reduction

1

Low level of delay reduction

0

Potential increase in delay

Promotion of Multiple Transportation Modes
5

Project would promote shift to HOV or transit by providing a high-demand, priority connection at
major interchanges

4

Project would promote shift to HOV or transit by prioritizing HOVs over SOVs (large priority)

3

Project would promote shift to HOV or transit by prioritizing HOVs over SOVs (medium priority)

2

Minor improvements affecting transit service, improvements resulting in a more inviting
pedestrian/bicycle environment

1

Minor improvements that would result in easier transitions from HOV/express lane to ramp(s) for
HOVs and transit

0

Project would not result in a shift to HOV or transit mode

Relative Transportation System Benefit
5

Project consistent with previous plans and goals of VTA. Project compatible with other projects
planned at Alameda County border or along I-280 in Downtown San Jose.

4

Project somewhat consistent with previous plans and goals of VTA. Project compatible with
other projects planned at Alameda County border or along I-280 in Downtown San Jose.

3

Project not consistent with previous plans and goals of VTA. Project not compatible with other
projects planned at Alameda County border or along I-280 in Downtown San Jose. These
projects would still be beneficial, but represent a significant departure from previous planning
efforts.

2

Small/medium-scale projects that have a moderate effect on traffic operations

1

Small/medium-scale projects that would not substantially affect traffic operations

0

Project would result in a net dis-benefit to the system

Table 6-1
Evaluation Rubric
Local Street and Interchange Multi-Modal Projects
Score

Criteria

Mobility Effects
5

Project would provide new/additional capacity for all modes across I-680 or other physical
barriers

4

Project would modify interchanges to enhance safety and potentially increase capacity

3

Project adds minor amounts of capacity and improves bicycle/pedestrian access and circulation

2

Project modifies ramps without capacity enhancements and improves bicycle/pedestrian access
and circulation

1

Project does not add capacity, but may be beneficial to bicycle travel

0

Project would result in a detrimental effect to overall mobility

Promotion of Multiple Transportation Modes
5

Project would result in significantly enhanced pedestrian and bicycle comfort/safety, promoting a
higher level of mode shift

4

Project would result in moderately enhanced pedestrian and bicycle comfort/safety, promoting a
moderate level of mode shift

3

Project would result in a minor enhancement pedestrian and bicycle comfort/safety, promoting a
smaller level of mode shift

2

Project would have a small/negligible effect on bicycle/pedestrian user comfort and safety

0-1

Project would not have a positive effect on bicycle/pedestrian user comfort and safety

Relative Transportation System Benefit
5

Project would provide transportation benefits for all users, or would close gaps in the
transportation system. Projects represented in VTP2040, or would connect portions of existing
or proposed bicycle/pedestrian facilities.

4

Project would provide transportation benefits for most users, or would partially close gaps in the
transportation system. Project would partially connect portions of existing or proposed
pedestrian/bicycle facilities.

3

Project would benefit a handful of users, or project is a spot improvement in transportation
system

2

Project would only provide a small-scale benefit to the system

1

Project would provide a negligible benefit to transportation system

0

Project would result in a net dis-benefit to the system

Table 6-1
Evaluation Rubric
Bicycle and Pedestrian Projects
Score

Criteria

Mobility Effects
5

Project would establish new connection across major barriers to pedestrian or bicycle
movement. Project would also establish faster connection to transit modes.

4

Project improves existing pedestrian and bicycle connections over major barriers, reduces travel
distance, and improves wayfinding to destinations

3

Project would result in safer bicycle and pedestrian travel along key corridors. Pedestrian and
bicycle delay would increase as users can more comfortably travel along corridor.

2

Project would result in safer bicycle and pedestrian travel along key corridors, but improvement
is targeted to only one mode.

1

Project would result in a very small/negligible effect on pedestrian and bicycle mobility

0

Project would result in a detrimental effect to pedestrian and bicycle mobility

Promotion of Multiple Transportation Modes
5

Project would promote mode shift to walking, bicycling and transit by establishing new
connections between modes

4

Project would promote mode shift to walking and bicycling by improving connectivity and safety

3

Project would promote mode shift to walking or biking by enhancing active transportation
network. Project provides additional connectivity in areas where existing connectivity level is
high – additional existing adjacent facilities present.

2

Project would promote a minor change in mode shift (versus other projects)

1

Project would result in a very small/negligible change in mode shift

0

Project would result in a mode shift towards private automobile usage

Relative Transportation System Benefit
5

Project would remove physical gaps from the active transportation system

4

Project would enhance grade-separated active transportation infrastructure across key barriers
to active transportation

3

Project would enhance on-street active transportation infrastructure across key barriers to active
transportation

2

Project would result in only minor enhancement to transportation system

0-1

Project would result in a detrimental effect to the active transportation system
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6.4

Weighting Factors

Since different types of improvements address different goals and objectives, the weighting of
evaluation factors vary by project type. For instance highway improvements address different goals
and objectives than local street and interchange improvements, so the weighting of evaluation
factors should vary for highway projects compared to local street improvements. Similarly potential
improvements that primarily benefit bicycle and pedestrian transportation should be judged by a
different set of weighting percentages.
For purposes of comparing potential improvement projects with similar benefits, the list has been
organized into three categories. The first is Potential Highway Improvements, including mainline
operational improvements, managed lanes, auxiliary lanes and on-ramp or off-ramp modifications
that are intended to primarily improve highway operations longitudinally along the corridor will
comprise a category. Within the Highway Improvement category, evaluation weighting factors that
heavily value increased mobility from improved operations and travel time for the longitudinal
corridor will be used.
A different set of evaluation weighting
factors will be used for local street and
interchange improvements and bicycle or
pedestrian upgrades on local streets. As
discussed in Section 5, for purposes of
classifying types of improvements, the
Potential Local Street and Interchange
Multi-Modal Improvements category will
include interchange modifications that
primarily improve local street connections
to freeway ramps, including converting
full cloverleaf interchanges to partial
cloverleaf interchanges, squaring up
ramp connections to local streets and
other levels of “Complete Streets”
modifications or bicycle and pedestrian
improvements along local streets.

I-680 / Capitol Avenue Interchange (Looking North-East)

Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements that are separate from street improvements, such as Class I
facilities, grade-separated pedestrian overcrossings or trails along creeks, will form a third category
with slightly varying evaluation weighting factors.
The evaluation factors and percentage weighting of these factors for each category include
quantitative as well as qualitative criteria and weighting factors as shown in Table 6-2.
This evaluation of potential improvements results in classifying improvements into three tiers, with
Tier 1 including the potential improvements that are ranked highest relative to the largest number of
evaluation factors. Tier 2 will include improvements that may have strong potential relative to
certain evaluation criteria, but are lacking in other areas or that further study is needed to determine
if the benefits may be realized. Potential improvements that are ranked in Tier 3 are those that are
likely to show little significant benefit or have negative effects that outweigh the likely benefits.
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TABLE 6-2
Potential
Highway
Improvements

Potential
Local Street &
Interchange
Multi-Modal
Improvements

Potential Bike
& Pedestrian
Improvements

Mobility Effects: Reduction in person-hours
of delay and decreased travel time by
improved traffic operations, reduced
congestion, improved circulation, access and
truck movement.

30%

25%

20%

Promotion of Multiple Transportation
Modes: Potential to shift travelers from SOV
to other modes, such as HOV, transit and
active transportation, through better access to
multiple travel modes, reduced risk of
collisions and improved safety and
connectivity for bicycles and pedestrians.

30%

25%

20%

Environmental and Socio-Economic
Effects: Potential impacts upon natural
environment (air quality, noise, energy
consumption, water quality, vegetation and
wildlife), cultural environment (historic, cultural
and archaeological resources); parklands,
aesthetics and visual quality, socioeconomic
equity, neighborhood integrity and cohesion.

10%

15%

15%

Cost-effectiveness and Affordability:
Capital costs, relative constructability,
operations and maintenance costs, relative
benefit commensurate with costs, availability
of potential funding.

25%

25%

25%

Relative Transportation System Benefit:
Other benefits to the overall transportation
system, including closure of gaps, removal of
barriers for active transportation, continuity of
regional system improvements, local legacy
priorities and public input from the outreach
program.

5%

10%

20%

Evaluation Factors and Percentage
Weighting (Preliminary / Subject To
Change) For Each Category Of Potential
Improvements
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6.5

Results of Transportation Improvement Evaluation

Since different types of improvements address different goals and objectives the weighting of
evaluation factors varies by project type. For instance highway improvements address reduction in
delay and are therefore weighted higher in Mobility Effects than other projects.
Each potential improvement was graded using the evaluation factors and weighting percentages
and ranked within its improvement category. The results are shown in Table 6-6 at the end of this
section and summarized by category below.
Potential Highway Improvements
The improvements in the highway category, which includes mainline operational improvements,
managed lanes, auxiliary lanes and on-ramp or off-ramp modifications that are intended to primarily
improve highway operations longitudinally along the corridor, which achieved Tier 1 Rankings
include the following for the reasons shown:
ID#

Description of Potential Improvement

F02

Add NB Express Lane in Median from US 101 to
Calaveras / Route 237 and Extend SB Express Lane in
Median from Calaveras / Route 237 to US 101

F03

Add NB HOV Lane in Median from US 101 to Scott Creek
Road and Extend SB HOV Lane in Median from
Calaveras / Route 237 to US 101

F25

Construct Direct Connectors from SB HOV or Express
Lanes on I-680 to WB Montague and from EB Montague
to SB HOV or Express Lanes on I-680

F01

Convert One GP Lane to Express Lane Both NB and SB
Between US 101 and Montague (VTP 2040 - ID H17)

F06

Convert One GP Lane To Express Lane Both NB and SB
Between Montague and Calaveras / Rt. 237 (VTP 2040 ID H14)

F26

Construct an Express Bus Station in the Median of I-680
to Connect Buses Using HOV or Express Lanes with
Santa Clara Alum Rock BRT Station at Jackson Avenue
via Alum Rock Sidewalk

Reasons For Tier 1
Ranking
Achieves high scores for
mobility and system benefit by
connecting to other express
lanes at less cost than other
express lane options.
Also rates high for mobility and
system benefit by connecting
to other managed lanes cost
effectively.
Achieves high score for
promotion of the HOV mode,
by making a direct connection
to the Montague Expressway
HOV lanes.
Scores high for person
throughput and benefits from
system connection to other
express lanes, at a lesser cost,
but may have lower public
acceptance than other options.
Scores high for mobility and
system benefit by connecting
to other express lanes at
lesser cost, but probably will
have lower public acceptance
than other options.
Scores high for promotion of
transit and other modes and
for less environmental effects.

TABLE 6-3
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Potential Local Street & Interchange Multi-Modal Improvements
The category for potential local street and interchange multi-modal improvements includes
interchange modifications that primarily improve local street connections to freeway ramps,
including converting full cloverleaf interchanges to partial cloverleaf interchanges, squaring up ramp
connections to local streets and other levels of “Complete Streets” modifications or bicycle and
pedestrian improvements along local streets.
In this category, the following improvements achieved Tier 1 Ranking for the reasons shown:
ID#

Description of Potential Improvement

L44

Widen Mabury Road Overcrossing and Approaches to
Provide 4 Lanes, 2 Sidewalks and Class II or Enhanced
Bike Lanes

L54

Widen Berryessa Road Overcrossing and Approaches to
Provide 6 Lanes, 2 Sidewalks and Class II or Enhanced
Bike Lanes

L73

Widen Montague Expressway / Landess Avenue
Overcrossing and Approaches to Provide 6 Lanes, 2
Sidewalks and Class II or Enhanced Bike Lanes

L74

Convert Montague Expressway / Landess Avenue Full
Cloverleaf (L-10) Interchange to Partial Cloverleaf (L-9)
Interchange

L84

Convert Route 237 / Calaveras Road Full Cloverleaf (L10) Interchange to Partial Cloverleaf (L-9) Interchange

L62

"Square-Up" SB On-Ramps from Hostetter Road

L43

Convert McKee Road Full Cloverleaf (L-10) Interchange
to Partial Cloverleaf (L-9) Interchange

L83

Add Bus Duckout on WB Calaveras Road East of I-680

L34

Construct a 2-Lane Overcrossing and Street Connecting
Mather Drive and Mueller Avenue Across I-680

Reasons For Tier 1
Ranking
Provides improved mobility and
connectivity over I-680 for all
modes of access to the
Berryessa BART Station.
Also provides improved mobility
and improved connectivity
across I-680 for all modes to
access the Berryessa BART
Station.
Improves mobility at the
congested interchange and
improves connectivity across I680 for all modes to access
Milpitas BART Station.
Increases mobility by improving
the congested interchange and
improves connectivity across I680 for all modes to access the
Milpitas BART Station.
Increases mobility by improving
congested interchange.
Improves connectivity for active
transportation modes to access
LRT and BART with less cost
and environmental effects.
Increases mobility and
connectivity across I-680 for
active transportation modes by
improving congested
interchange.
Achieves high scores in
environmental effects and costeffectiveness / affordability
Provides expanded mobility and
improved connectivity across I680 for all modes.

TABLE 6-4
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Potential Bike & Pedestrian Improvements
In this category that includes bicycle and pedestrian improvements that are separate from street
improvements, such as Class I facilities, grade-separated pedestrian overcrossings or trails along
creeks, the following improvements achieved Tier 1 Ranking for the reasons shown:
ID#

Description of Potential Improvement

B32

Improve the Madden Avenue POC for Bikes and
Pedestrians with Delineation of Class II Lanes and
Signage on Approaches

B51

Upgrade Berryessa Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Signing
and Striping

B71

Upgrade Montague Expressway / Landess Avenue
Bicycle and Pedestrian Striping and Add Flashing
Beacons

B21

Delineate Capitol Expressway Class II or Enhanced Bike
Lanes Through Interchange and Crosswalks at all Ramps
and Add Flashing Beacons

B81

Upgrade Calaveras Road / Route 237 Bicycle and
Pedestrian Signing and Striping and Add Flashing
Beacons

B41

Upgrade McKee Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Striping
and Add Flashing Beacons

B63

Improve the Trimble / Capewood POC for Bikes and
Pedestrians with Delineation and Signage

Reasons For Tier 1
Ranking
Consists of cost-effective,
environmentally favorable
upgrades to improve active
transportation modes.
Consists of cost-effective,
environmentally favorable
upgrades to improve active
transportation modes.
Consists of cost-effective,
environmentally favorable
upgrades to improve active
transportation modes.
Consists of cost-effective,
environmentally favorable
upgrades to improve active
transportation modes.
Consists of cost-effective,
environmentally favorable
upgrades to improve active
transportation modes.
Consists of cost-effective,
environmentally favorable
upgrades to improve active
transportation modes.
Consists of cost-effective,
environmentally favorable
upgrades to improve active
transportation modes.

TABLE 6-5
The full evaluation summary for all three categories is shown in Tables 6-6, 6-7 and 6-8.
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Table 6-6
Evaluation of Potential Highway Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

APPROX.
Score
COST
(outof100)

TIER

HIGHWAYIMPROVEMENTSINCL.MODIFICATIONSTORAMPSTHATBENEFITHIGHWAYOPERATIONS
F02

F03

F01

F06

F25

F26

F07

F04

F05

F18

F08

F28

AddNBExpressLaneinMedianfromUS101toCalaveras/
US101to
Calaveras/ Rt.237andExtendSBExpressLaneinMedianfromCalaveras
/Rt.237toUS101(RequiresDesignExceptionsforLaneand
Route237
ShoulderWidth)
US101toScott AddNBHOVLaneinMedianfromUS101toScottCreekRd
CreekRoad
andExtendSBHOVLaneinMedianfromCalaveras/Rt.237
toUS101(RequiresDesignExceptionsforLaneandShoulder
Width)
US101to
ConvertOneGPLaneToExpressLaneBothNBandSB
Montague
BetweenUS101andMontague(VTP2040ͲIDH17)

Montagueto
Calaveras/
Route237

ConvertOneGPLaneToExpressLaneBothNBandSB
BetweenMontagueandCalaveras/Rt.237(VTP2040ͲID
H14)

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

ConstructDirectConnectorsFromSBHOVorExpressLanes
OnIͲ680ToWBMontagueandFromEBMontagueToSBHOV
orExpressLanesOnIͲ680

AlumRockAve

ConstructanExpressBusStationintheMedianofIͲ680to
ConnectBusesUsingHOVorExpressLaneswithSantaClara
AlumRockBRTStationat34thStreetViaAlumRockSidewalk

CalaverastoScott WidenToAddaNBExpressLaneFromCalaveras/Rt.237to
CreekRoad
AlamedaCountyLine(VTP2040ͲIDH6andAlsoPhase2of
AlamedaCountyNBExpressLaneProjectSouthofAutomall
Parkway)
US101to
WidenToOutsidetoAddNBExpressLanesfromUS101to
Calaveras/ Calaveras/Rt.237andExtendSBExpressLanefrom
Route237
Calaveras/Rt.237toUS101(NoDesignExceptionsforLane
andShoulderWidth)
US101toScott WidenToOutsidetoAddHOVLanesNBfromUS101toScott
CreekRoad
CreekRoadandSBfromCalaveras/Rt.237toUS101(No
DesignExceptionsforLaneandShoulderWidth)
AlumRockAve

$80M

81

1

$60M

80

1

$35M

76

1

$9M

76

1

$25M

76

1

$60M

73

1

$40M

68

2

$210M

67

2

$205M

66

2

$1.5M

57

2

$12M

52

2

$10M

52

2

AddHOVBypassLaneonEBtoNBLoopOnͲRamp

US101toAlum ModifyDelineationandConstructMinorWideningTo
RockAve
ProvideAnAdditionalNBGPLanefromUS101Branch
ConnectorMergeThroughtheAlumRockOffͲRamp
CapitolExpressway ModifyInterchangeIntoaDivergingDiamond(DDI)

Table 6-6
Evaluation of Potential Highway Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

APPROX.
Score
COST
(outof100)

TIER

HIGHWAYIMPROVEMENTSINCL.MODIFICATIONSTORAMPSTHATBENEFITHIGHWAYOPERATIONS
F09

F10

F14

F13

F16

F20

F21

F23

F27

F12

F15

F24

US101

JacksonAve

ModifyDelineationforUSͲ101BranchConnectortoNBIͲ680
Merge

ModifyJacksonNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoa
Standard2ͲLaneExit

CapitolExpressway AddWBtoSBOnͲRampCrossingUnderIͲ680and
IntersectingJacksonAveSBOnͲRamp

CapitolExpressway ConstructaSBOffͲRamptoEBCapitolExpresswayasaThirdͲ
LevelFlyoverStructure

CapitolExpressway ReconfigureSBLoopOnͲandOffͲRampstoaMultiͲlane
Roundabout(Variation2)

McKeeRd

HostetterRd

ModifyMcKeeNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoa
Standard2ͲLaneExit

ModifyHostetterNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoa
Standard2ͲLaneExit


CalaverasRd/ ModifyCalaverasSBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoa
Route237
Standard2ͲLaneExit

CapitolExpressway ConstructaSBOffͲRamptoEBCapitolExpresswayasaThirdͲ
LevelFlyoverStructure

CapitolExpressway ModifyCapitolExpresswayNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnly
LanetoaStandard2ͲLaneExit

CapitolExpressway ReconfigureSBLoopOnͲandOffͲRampstoaMultiͲlane
Roundabout(Variation1)

JacklinRd

RealignSBOnͲRamptotheNorthtoIncreaseAuxiliaryLane
LengthtoCalaveras

$100,000

49

2

$1.0M

45

2

$30M

45

2

$40M

44

2

$15M

44

2

$2.0M

42

2

$1.0M

42

2

$1.8M

42

2

$40M

38

3

$8M

37

3

$15M

37

3

$2.0M

36

3

Table 6-6
Evaluation of Potential Highway Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

APPROX.
Score
COST
(outof100)

TIER

HIGHWAYIMPROVEMENTSINCL.MODIFICATIONSTORAMPSTHATBENEFITHIGHWAYOPERATIONS
F22

F17

F19

F11

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve

ModifyMontagueNBOffͲRampFromanExitOnlyLanetoa
Standard2ͲLaneExit

CapitolExpressway WidentotheOutsidetoAddNBandSBAuxiliaryLanes
toBerryessaRd BetweenCapitolExpresswayandBerryessaRd

McKeeAveto
BerryessaRd

WidentotheOutsidetoAddNBandSBAuxiliaryLanes
BetweenMcKeeAveandBerryessaRd

CapitolExpressway Add5thGPLanetoBothNBandSBIͲ680ByWideningtothe
toMontague OutsideofIͲ680(ToPreserveMedianforManagedLanes)
Expressway

$6M

35

3

$25M

32

3

$13M

32

3

$110M

28

3

Table 6-7
Evaluation of Potential Local Street and Interchange Multi-Modal Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

APPROX.COST

Score
(outof
100)

TIER

WidenOvercrossingandApproachesToProvide4Lanes,2
SidewalksandClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes

$10M

87

1

WidenOvercrossingandApproachesToProvide6Lanes,2
SidewalksandClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes

$8M

82

1

WidenOvercrossingandApproachesToProvide6Lanes,2
SidewalksandClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes

$8M

82

1

ConvertFullCloverleaf(LͲ10)InterchangetoPartial
Cloverleaf(LͲ9)Interchange

$23M

75

1

ConvertFullCloverleaf(LͲ10)InterchangetoPartial
Cloverleaf(LͲ9)Interchange

$25M

75

1

$1.5M

73

1

$23M

70

1

$100,000

69

1

$8M

69

1

$400,000

68

2

$750,000

68

2

$7M

68

2

$6M

68

2

$7M

68

2

$400,000

68

2

$1.7M

66

2

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

LOCALSTREETANDINTERCHANGEMULTIͲMODALIMPROVEMENTS
L44

L54

L73

L74

L84

L62

L43

L83

L34

L11

L31

L41

L51

L71

L91

L52

MaburyRoad

BerryessaRd

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve
Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve
CalaverasRd/
Route237
HostetterRd

McKeeRd

CalaverasRd/
Route237

"SquareͲUp"SBOnͲRamps

ConvertFullCloverleaf(LͲ10)InterchangetoPartial
Cloverleaf(LͲ9)Interchange
AddBusDuckoutonWBCalaverasEastofIͲ680

BetweenAlum Constructa2ͲLaneOvercrossingandStreetConnecting
Rock&McKee MatherDriveandMuellerAvenueAcrossIͲ680
Jackson Ave
JacksonAve

AlumRockAve

McKeeRd

BerryessaRd

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve
JacklinRd

BerryessaRd

"SquareͲUp"
OnͲRamp
Intersection
Square Up On
RampIntersection

"SquareͲUp"RampIntersections

"SquareͲUp"RampIntersections

"SquareͲUp"RampIntersections

"SquareͲUp"OnͲandOffͲRamps

"SquareͲUp"RampIntersections

ModifyFreeFlowOnͲandOffͲRampstoDiagonalMerge
withTurningLanes

Table 6-7
Evaluation of Potential Local Street and Interchange Multi-Modal Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

APPROX.COST

Score
(outof
100)

TIER

$2.5M

66

2

$5M

65

2

$21M

65

2

$1.5M

65

2

$500,000

63

3

$2.1M

61

3

$2.0M

61

3

$8M

59

3

$1.9M

54

3

$100,000

54

3

LOCALSTREETANDINTERCHANGEMULTIͲMODALIMPROVEMENTS
L21

L02

L53

L63

L01

L72

L81

L33

L42

L82

Capitol
Expressway
KingRoad

BerryessaRd

CapitolAve

KingRoad

Montague
Expressway/
LandessAve
CalaverasRd/
Route237

RealignRampIntersections

ModifyInterchangeIntoaDivergingDiamond(DDI)

ConvertFullCloverleaf(LͲ10)InterchangetoPartial
Cloverleaf(LͲ9)Interchange
"SquareͲUp"BothOffͲRampLoops

"SquareͲUp"RampsandAddClassIIBikeLanes

ModifyFreeFlowOffͲRampstoDiagonalMergewith
TurningLanes
"SquareUp"OnͲandOffͲRamps

BetweenAlum Constructa2ͲLaneOvercrossingandStreetConnecting
Rock&McKee MaddenAvenueAcrossIͲ680
McKeeRd

Calaveras Rd /
CalaverasRd/
Route237

ModifyFreeFlowOnͲandOffͲRampstoDiagonalMerge
withTurningLanes
Modify Free Flow OffͲRamps to Diagonal Merge with
ModifyFreeFlowOffͲRampstoDiagonalMergewith
TurningLanes

Table 6-8
Evaluation of Potential Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements

ID#

CROSSSTREET
LOCATION

DESCRIPTIONOFPOTENTIALIMPROVEMENTS

APPROX.COST

Score
(outof
100)

TIER

$200,000

80

1

$200,000

80

1

$200,000

80

1

$200,000

80

1

$200,000

76

1

$200,000

76

1

$200,000

75

2

$8M

74

2

$100,000

72

2

$300,000

72

2

BICYCLE/PEDESTRIANIMPROVEMENTS
B32

B51

BetweenAlum
Rock&McKee
BerryessaRd

ImprovetheMaddenAvenuePOCforBikesandPedestrians

UpgradeBicycleandPedestrianSigningandStriping

B71

Montague
UpgradeBicycleandPedestrianStriping
Expressway/
B21 CapitolExpressway DelineateClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanesThrough
InterchangeandCrosswalksatAllRamps
B81

B41
B63
B53

B72
B43

B52
B62

B82

B83
B91
B31

B42

B33
B61

CalaverasRd/
Route237
McKeeRd

UpgradeBicycleandPedestrianSigningandStriping

UpgradeBicycleandPedestrianStriping

BetweenCropley ImprovetheTrimble/CapewoodPOCforBikesand
andMontague Pedestrians
BetweenBerryessa ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingZoriaCourt
andHostetter toCaminoDelReyAcrossIͲ680
YosemiteAve

DelineateClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes

BetweenMabury UpgradeClassIBike/PedestrianPathUnderIͲ680atUpper
&Berryessa
PenitenciaCreek
BetweenBerryessa ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingSierraRoad
andHostetter toOldAbbeyPlaceAcrossIͲ680
CropleyAvenue ModifyDelineationToProvideClassIIorEnhancedBike
Lanes

$8M

71

2

$280,000

71

2

BetweenCalaveras ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingKennedyto
andJacklin
NHillviewDrAcrossIͲ680

$8M

70

3

$8M

70

3

$150,000

69

3

$100,000

68

3

$100,000

67

3

$3.0M

67

3

$200,000

51

3

BetweenCalaveras ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingWoolDrive
andJacklin
ToNHillviewDrAcrossIͲ680
JacklinRd
DelineateBikeLanesThroughInterchange
AlumRockAve

MaburyRoad

BetweenAlum
Rock&McKee
CapitolAve

DelineateClassIIorEnhancedBikeLanes

ModifyDelineationToUpgradeClassIIorEnhancedBike
Lanes
ConstructaPedestrianOvercrossingConnectingMather
DriveandMuellerAvenueAcrossIͲ680
ReplaceLightingUnderHighwayStructure
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7.0

RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

Summary of Existing Conditions and Needs for Improvements

As described previously in this Study, the major issue in the I-680 Corridor mainline is heavy
mainline congestion for peak hour commute patterns from residences in southern and eastern San
Jose and Milpitas to jobs in the Silicon Valley areas to the north and west. In addition, the
technology jobs attract commuters from Alameda County, Contra Costa County and other areas
north and east, who use the I-680 segments north of Hostetter Road for their daily commute.
Major operating problems are mainline bottlenecks on northbound I-680 during the AM peak hour at
the Capitol Expressway on-ramp and the Alum Rock on-ramp with intermittent slowing also
occurring between the Alum Rock Avenue and McKee Road interchanges. In the southbound
direction during the PM peak hour, bottlenecks and intermittent slowing occur between the
Berryessa Road and McKee Road interchanges, causing congestion that can queue all the way to
the Jacklin Road off-ramp. This bottleneck is influenced by high mainline traffic volumes with an
overload of the right lane between Berryessa Road and McKee Road, and by high southbound onramp volumes at Montague Expressway and Capitol Avenue.
Many of the interchanges are outdated for the current traffic demands. Four of the major
interchanges are full cloverleaf interchanges, which can be effective in handling relatively light
volumes, but break down when the increased volumes trigger long queues during peak commute
hours.
Travel time along I-680 between King Road and Scott Creek Road in the northbound direction
during the AM peak is approximately 18 minutes compared to a free flow travel time of 12 minutes.
In the southbound direction, it can take 25 minutes to travel the project corridor in the PM peak
hour, more than twice the free flow conditions.
The I-680 freeway also constrains bicycle and pedestrian connectivity across the corridor in the
east-west direction and sidewalk and bike lane configurations through the interchanges are not up
to current standards.
There are eleven interchanges with freeway crossings, plus seven other streets or bike pedestrian
facilities that cross over the freeway in the10-mile corridor, but there are three locations where there
is no crossing in a ¾ mile or longer segment. So upgrades to bicycle and pedestrian connectivity
across the corridor is an important need.
7.2

Recommended Actions and Strategies

This Corridor Study includes substantial information about a wide variety of potential improvement
projects. In Section 6, potential improvements were evaluated and ranked into three tiers. This
initial screening is intended to highlight improvements that are considered more beneficial relative
to other improvements based upon the evaluation factors and preliminary information available for
this Study. Based upon this information, it is recommended that these top ranked improvements be
included in local and regional transportation plans for further study leading to programming, funding
and implementation.
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The evaluation process does not dictate that only Tier 1 projects should be considered for funding.
As other information becomes available or as further studies are performed, projects currently in
Tiers 2 or 3 may be judged to be top candidates for funding. Additionally, improvements that qualify
for specific types of funding, garner significant public interest, establish momentum from previous or
adjacent projects and are sponsored by local agencies, have the best opportunities to move forward
ahead of other improvements that may currently be ranked in a higher tier.
With these considerations in mind, a number of recommended actions and strategies are also
presented to advance the goals and objectives of the Study. These recommendations are
organized into near-term actions by stakeholders over the next few years, as well as longer-term
actions to advance the priority for I-680 improvements.
7.3

Recommendations for Highway Improvements
7.3.1

Near Term Recommendations

Top priorities for advancing potential highway improvements in the next few years should
include the following:


Continue Project Development for Funding I-680 Montague Expressway
Interchange: As indicated previously, upgrades to the Montague Expressway
Interchange are not addressed in detail in this study because the Santa Clara
County Roads and Airports Department is sponsoring Project Initiation and PA &
ED activities for major modifications of the interchange. This interchange is one
of the substantial bottlenecks along the I-680 Corridor and project development
efforts to secure funding for major modifications to this interchange should
continue to be a County-wide priority.



Analyze Operational Improvements to Ramps between Montague and
Capitol Expressways: After full implementation of ramp metering, a more
detailed analysis of ramps and interchanges in this congested section should be
conducted to address whether auxiliary lanes or modifying ramps to 2-lane exits
will reduce right lane overload and improve operations. This analysis could lead
to selected ramp upgrades from Potential Improvements F10, F18, F20, F21,
F22 and F23, and portions of auxiliary lane improvements from Potential
Improvements F17 and F19 being combined into an I-680 Operational
Improvements package at a cost of $20 million to $40 million and advanced for
possible funding.



Study Options to Improve the I-680 Capitol Expressway Interchange: Since
Capitol Expressway carries the greatest volumes entering and exiting I-680,
improvements to this congested interchange are priority within the South Bay
area. This study indentifies a number of options, and F13, F27 and F28, the two
third-level flyover and the diverging diamond interchange, show promise. Further
study of traffic operations, geometric layouts and profiles for these potential
improvements will establish a better understanding of costs and impacts of these
options, and assist in developing a direction for programming.
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7.3.2

Study Managed Lanes Along the I-280 Corridor North of US 101: Much of the
behavior in the southern portions of the I-680 Corridor is affected by I-280 to the
north of US 101 and through downtown San Jose. Expanded study of the effects
of longitudinal improvements such as managed lanes through the I-280 Corridor
could introduce great benefits to the system through consistency and continuity..

Recommendations for Longer Term

When longer planning horizons are considered, development of improvements that
maximize use of limited highway capacity should be advanced. In this context, the following
recommendations are offered:

7.4



Promote Expansion of Express Lanes on I-680: VTA has established higher
priority Express Lane projects on three other routes, Route 237, US 101 and
Route 85. I-680 Express Lanes should be considered during future Express Lane
prioritization. The northbound express lane from Route 237 / Calaveras Road
into Alameda County has environmental clearance and should be completed as
soon as funding is available. Additional express lane projects, preferably for the
addition of northbound and southbound express lanes in the median of I-680 to
US 101, should be emphasized as a priority project in future programming.



Maintain the Opportunity for Direct Connectors Between Managed Lanes at
I-680 Montague: A unique opportunity exists to directly connect the HOV lanes
on Montague Expressway to future managed lanes southbound on I-680 (as
described in Potential Improvement F25), which should improve travel time for
HOV users. Planning and project development for other modifications to the I680 Montague Expressway Interchange should consider these future
connections and be designed maintain the opportunity to add direct connectors in
the future.

Recommendations for Local Street and Multi-Modal Improvements
7.4.1

Near Term Recommendations

In the next few years, top priorities for local street and multi-modal improvements should
include the following:


Pursue Funding to Widen Mabury Road Overcrossing and Approaches:
With the BART Berryessa Station planned to open by 2018, enhanced access for
cars, bicyclists and pedestrians along Mabury Road across I-680 (as described in
Potential Improvement L44) is desirable. This improvement should also help redistribute increased traffic across the signalized intersections along Capitol
Avenue that affect the operations of the Capitol LRT line.
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7.4.2

Prioritize Funding for Multi-Modal Interchange Improvements at Key
Bicycle Routes: With the local goals emphasizing expanded use of active
transportation, particularly in the City of San Jose, modifications to interchanges
at key crossings such as McKee Road, Berryessa Road, Hostetter Road and
Capitol Avenue should be prioritized. Improvements to “square-up” ramps or
otherwise realign the ramp terminals to improve accessibility and safety for
pedestrians and bicycles (such as Potential Improvements L41, L42, L51, L52,
L62 and/or L63) should be prioritized at these key bike routes and access
corridors to BART and LRT.
Recommendations for Longer Term

Priorities for local street and multi-modal improvements over a longer planning horizon
should include the following:


7.5

Develop Funding for Reconstruction of Full-Cloverleaf Interchanges: In
addition to the Montague Expressway interchange which already exceeds
capacity, conversion of the three other full cloverleaf interchanges at McKee
Road, Berryessa Road and Route 237 / Calaveras Road should be pursued as
these interchanges approach capacity and break down. In addition to enhancing
operations to handle higher volumes, conversion of these interchanges to partial
cloverleaf interchanges with “Complete Streets” designs will greatly benefit
bicyclists and pedestrians crossing the I-680 Corridor.

Recommendations for Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements
7.5.1

Near Term Recommendations

In the next few years, top priorities for bicycle and pedestrian improvements should include
the following:


Create a Package of Relatively Low Cost Bicycle and Pedestrian
Improvements for Rapid Implementation: Since most of the Tier 1 potential
bicycle and pedestrian improvements are delineation, signing and safety
upgrades through interchanges for bicyclists and pedestrians, it makes sense to
combine them into a package that can be developed and constructed soon.
Some or all of the improvements included in Potential Improvements B21, B32,
B41, B51, B62, B71, B72 and B81 can be packaged together for approximately
$2 million. These cost-effective improvements should enhance bicycle and
pedestrian access through the interchanges and make users feel safer and more
comfortable with active transportation modes.



Upgrade the Class I Bikeway under I-680 at Upper Penitencia Creek: With
clear support from the public, this potential improvement should be emphasized,
although it was ranked in Tier 2. The lighting and signage improvements and
potential upgrades to vertical clearance and surfacing could greatly enhance this
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off-road bicycle and pedestrian facility. Upgrades would make the whole creek
trail more attractive to a wide range of users, especially families and children,
and accommodate these bicyclists and pedestrians safely away from vehicle
conflicts.
7.5.2

Recommendations for Longer Term

When longer planning horizons are considered, development of improvements that
maximize use of limited highway capacity should be advanced. In this context, the following
recommendations are offered:


7.6

Add Pedestrian Overcrossings at Longest Connectivity Gaps: At the three
locations where there is no crossing for over ¾ mile, advanced planning should
be pursued to create connections. Of these three locations, developing a POC at
the gap between Berryessa Road and Hostetter Road should be considered a
high priority. This connection at the former Sierra Road alignment is beneficial
because of the density of the surrounding neighborhoods and the potential for
this alignment to enhance access to both the Berryessa BART Station and the
Capitol LRT.

Conclusion

This Santa Clara County I-680 Corridor Study is intended as a strategic plan for the ten-mile
corridor within Santa Clara County. It summarizes existing conditions, inventories existing facilities,
documents traffic operations and assesses environmental issues that may constrain potential
improvements.
The Study identifies a variety of highway, local street, bicycle and pedestrian improvements and
transit system upgrades that should improve traffic operations, enhance accessibility, safety and
connectivity along and across the freeway corridor. It includes evaluations of the potential
improvements and recommendations for further consideration. The Study should serve as to
initiate near-term and long-term improvement strategies that will serve the Corridor and its users
well in future years.
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ATTACHMENTS

FIGURE A - POTENTIAL HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS
FIGURE B - POTENTIAL LOCAL STREET AND MULTI-MODAL IMPROVEMENTS
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